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Ian Axford (New Zealand) Fellowships in Public Policy
Established by the New Zealand Government in 1995 to reinforce links between New Zealand and the
US, Ian Axford (New Zealand) Fellowships in Public Policy provide the opportunity for outstanding
mid-career professionals from the United States of America to gain first-hand knowledge of public policy
in New Zealand, including economic, social and political reforms and management of the government
sector.
The Ian Axford (New Zealand) Fellowships in Public Policy were named in honour of Sir Ian Axford,
an eminent New Zealand astrophysicist and space scientist who served as patron of the fellowship
programme until his death in March 2010.
Educated in New Zealand and England, Sir Ian held Professorships at Cornell University and the
University of California, and was Vice-Chancellor of Victoria University of Wellington for three years.
For many years, Sir Ian was director of the Max Planck Institute for Aeronomy in Germany, where he
was involved in the planning of several space missions, including those of the Voyager planetary
explorers, the Giotto space probe and the Ulysses galaxy explorer.
Sir Ian was recognised as one of the great thinkers and communicators in the world of space science, and
was a highly respected and influential administrator. A recipient of numerous science awards, he was
knighted and named New Zealander of the Year in 1995.
Ian Axford (New Zealand) Fellowships in Public Policy have three goals:
●
●
●

To reinforce United States/New Zealand links by enabling fellows of high intellectual ability
and leadership potential to gain experience and build contacts internationally.
To increase fellows’ ability to bring about changes and improvements in their fields of expertise
by the cross-fertilisation of ideas and experience.
To build a network of policy experts on both sides of the Pacific that will facilitate international
policy exchange and collaboration beyond the fellowship experience.

Fellows are based at a host institution and carefully partnered with a leading specialist who will act as a
mentor. In addition, fellows spend a substantial part of their time in contact with relevant organisations
outside their host institutions, to gain practical experience in their fields.
The fellowships are awarded to professionals active in the business, public or non-profit sectors. A
binational selection committee looks for fellows who show potential as leaders and opinion formers in
their chosen fields. Fellows are selected also for their ability to put the experience and professional
expertise gained from their fellowship into effective use.
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Department of Internal Affairs
Department of the Prime Minister and Cabinet
Ministry of Defence
Ministry of Education
Ministry of Foreign Affairs and Trade
Ministry of Health
Ministry of Justice
Ministry for Primary Industries
Ministry of Social Development
New Zealand Customs Service
State Services Commission
Victoria University of Wellington School of Government
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
The New Zealand Curriculum outlines “capabilities for lifelong learning” captured in five key
competencies:1






Thinking – “…using creative, critical, and metacognitive processes to make sense of
information, experiences, and ideas”
Using language, symbols, and texts – “…working with and making meaning of the codes in
which knowledge is expressed”
Managing self – “Students who manage themselves are enterprising, resourceful, reliable, and
resilient. They establish personal goals, make plans, manage projects, and set high standards”
Relating to others – “…interacting effectively with a diverse range of people in a variety of
contexts”
Participating and contributing – “...being actively involved in communities. Communities
include family, whānau, and school and those based, for example, on a common interest or
culture”

Nationally, evidence suggests that the key competencies have been slow to gain traction across secondary
schools. For example, the 2015 National Survey of secondary school teachers concluded: “There has
been little change since 2012 in how teachers are incorporating the key competencies in students’
learning experiences, how they viewed the importance of metatalk opportunities and how often they
provided these for their classes.”2 And a 2017 survey of more than 4,000 primary and secondary teachers
found the following across the sample: 3
Not surprisingly, it is the practices related to the less familiar... aspects of The New Zealand Curriculum
that were new, future-focused, and have not been systematically supported that fewer teachers saw
themselves carrying out well or very well. These include ensuring students direct their own learning pace,
content, and goals; think critically and talk about what and how they are learning; [use] student feedback
to work out what is most important to focus on and the best strategies to use, and [analyse] the impact of
their teaching on each student’s learning.

This paper offers insights on why these “new” practices of the New Zealand Curriculum have been
slow to take root in secondary schools, giving recommendations for how they might be supported going
forward. In essence, the story of the key competencies is the story of schools trying to implement a new
set of instructional practices. In 2012, professors Michael Fullan and Andy Hargreaves outlined their
perspective on what is needed for that type of work: 4
People can only teach like pros when they want and know how to do so – when they have the right
knowledge and background, the colleagues around them who will keep them performing at their peak, and
the time and experience that underpin the ability to make wise judgements and decisions that are at the
heart of all professionals’ actions.

With regard to changes in practice then, teachers need to value the change, know how to implement it,
and have time to reflect on new strategies with colleagues. To this list, I would add a fourth dimension –
the system in which teachers work should not wash out any of these efforts, nor incentivise practices that
run counter to them. That is, the system needs to offer a coherent set of guidelines and incentives for
desired practices.
I argue that four elements must be in place in order to for pedagogical change to take root across the
system:
 Values – Stakeholders must value the change
 Knowledge – Stakeholders must deeply understand how the change impacts practice
 Capacity – The system must have the capacity to support the learning process of those
implementing the change
 Coherence – The various roles and policies within the system must be designed to support the
change, meaning critical structures and policies should not work against proposed changes

1

The New Zealand Curriculum (2007)
Wylie, C., and Bonne, L. (2015)
Wylie et al (2017)
4
Fullan, M. and Hargreaves, A. (2012). p. 5-6
2
3
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I present findings in these four areas relative to the key competencies using a mix of data from school
visits, national surveys, and academic research from both New Zealand and abroad. With respect to the
instructional change framework above, those findings suggest the following:





Values – teachers generally indicate that they value practices associated with the key
competencies, but actions do not indicate that those practices are implemented at scale
Knowledge – a range of stakeholders would benefit from a deeper understanding of exactly
how the key competencies underpin learning
Capacity – organisational capacity to drive instructional change at the school level and across
the system is currently limited
Coherence – multiple organisations control policies and tools that impact the implementation
of the key competencies, and these policies do not necessarily work in tandem with one
another

To address challenges and opportunities discussed in findings, I offer a detailed set of recommendations.
These recommendations are designed to deepen the value placed on key competencies across the system;
increase the knowledgebase of how those competencies support high quality learning and long-term
success; allow for schools to support the organisational learning needed to foster instructional change;
and align critical organisations on policies that currently dictate practice.
I err on the side of specificity in recommendations in order to move beyond general agreement that some
aspects of schooling need to change to concrete examples of what might actually drive those changes.
Specific recommendations include:
1) Values – Overall, signal that the education system values the development of key competencies
alongside academic success
a) Expand data analysis that can offer insight into the key competencies by encouraging schools
to utilize surveys to capture a broad set of outcomes; analyse existing data within the system
to understand the holistic impact schools have on learners; and review existing school
reporting structures and practices to understand how schools conceptualize success
b) Utilize digital technologies to improve the frequency and variety of information flows with
parents
2) Knowledge – Help stakeholders within the system build deep knowledge of how the key
competencies impact learning
a) Offer micro-credentials for teachers that tie social and emotional learning to development of
the key competencies
b) Ensure professional learning on key competencies is provided within disciplines as much as it
is provided across disciplines
c) Pilot project-based learning credits and evaluate the impact of project experiences before a
decision is made about whether to require these credits across the system
d) Target social and emotional learning programming options for students at ages 13-15, and tie
the lessons of these efforts to the key competencies in order to ensure they support all students
3) Capacity – Ensure that leaders within schools have the time and training to support instructional
change
a) Ensure teacher collaboration time is maximised within current timetables, and that
collaboration supports concrete strategies grounded in sound inquiry processes
b) Invest in middle leader training through Ministry regional offices or service providers
c) Use digital technologies strategically to support differentiation and feedback for students
d) Field test instructional resources that support development of the key competencies
e) Develop a New Zealand research base on the impact of structures that prioritize teacherstudent relationships
4) Coherence – Ensure that the mix of agencies and policies that impact schools’ priorities work in
tandem to support the key competencies
a) Streamline professional standards so that appraisal processes involve reflection on the
implementation of the New Zealand Curriculum
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b) Broaden the Record of Achievement from a list of credits to a portfolio of learning
experiences and achievements
c) Provide a database or toolkit that allows school leaders and teachers to prioritize standards that
support development of the key competencies
d) Ensure evaluation of internal processes drives review cycles to prevent an overreliance on
NCEA achievement levels
e) Incentivise employers, community organisations, and/or universities to collaborate with
secondary schools at scale
f) Work with universities to ensure required credits contribute to a secondary school experience
consistent with the New Zealand Curriculum’s overall vision and principles
In the conclusion of this paper, I attempt to prioritize the recommendations by relative importance and
ease of implementation, providing a possible roadmap for both short and long-term implementation
(Figure 1).
Figure 1: Recommendations by importance, complexity, and lead actor
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PREFACE
Education’s increasing focus on capabilities
More than ever, national education systems are under intense pressure to prepare students for a rapidly
changing future. As economic, environmental, and social systems become increasingly complex and
interdependent, schools find themselves engaged in deep questions of what it means to develop
thoughtful students well-prepared to live impactful, meaningful lives.
In the 1990s and 2000’s, anticipating the complexity of future demands on their graduates, many
countries began to redevelop curricular frameworks, and New Zealand was no exception. The highly
regarded New Zealand Curriculum (NZC), updated in 2007, has received international praise and
widespread domestic support for developing a clear set of values, principles, competencies, and learning
outcomes that provide an anchoring learning framework for roughly 2,500 schools.
Not long after the revamped New Zealand Curriculum, the New Zealand government undertook
extensive broadband investments. By the start of the 2017 school year, Network for Learning (N4L) had
equipped 99 per cent of schools with broadband access. Across the country, New Zealand schools take
advantage of technology in the classroom through investments in hardware as well as Bring Your Own
Device (BYOD) policies.
Equipped with a world-class curricular framework and digital tools to take advantage of the explosion of
knowledge and networks found in online environments, New Zealand schools have the means to make
significant instructional shifts. Indeed, some have – New Zealand is home to many schools pushing the
boundaries of traditional school organisation, pedagogy, and learning opportunities available to students
at secondary school level (aged 13 to 17).
However, visits conducted to 21 schools (17 secondary) and analysis of several national surveys of
teacher practice suggest that a gap remains between teacher practice and the vision for teaching and
learning outlined in the NZC, specifically as it relates to developing a set of “capabilities for living and
lifelong learning.”5 I seek to understand why that is the case and make suggestions for actions that could
be taken to address challenges.
A note on the terminology of “social and emotional” skills
Much of the discourse on developing critical skills for students both within New Zealand and the OECD
has focused on the future – future jobs, future skills, and what students need to be able to do to be prepared
for the future. But what to actually call many of these skills is a matter of some debate.6 7 In this paper I
generally use the terms “social and emotional skills” or “social and emotional learning” (SEL).
Social and emotional skills go by a number of different names both in the research literature as well as
in the field, including “non-cognitive skills”, “soft skills”, “character skills”, and “21st century skills.” 8
They include things like conscientiousness, perseverance, sociability, and curiosity. 9 Students need them
to do things like set goals, process information, build relationships, and manage interactions with others.10
In order to stay consistent with past research, many literature reviews from both academic and
international organisations in the past 10 years have used the term “non-cognitive skills” in estimations
of the impact of social and emotional elements in learning. 11 12 13 Much of the academic literature refers
to these skills as “non-cognitive” in part because they are not directly measured on tests of “cognitive”
ability (such as achievement tests of literacy and numeracy knowledge). 14
But all “non-cognitive” skills require some level of engagement with cognitive processes. And the term
“social and emotional” seems to be gaining traction among practitioners and policymakers, particularly
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New Zealand Curriculum (2007)
Kamentz (2017)
7
Jones, M. and Kahn, J. (2017), p.5
8
Kautz, T., Heckman, J. and others (2014)
9
Heckman, J. and Kautz, T. (2014)
10
Jones, M. and Kahn, J. (2017)
11
Farrington, C. and others (2012)
12
Zhou, K. (2016).
13
Gutman, L. and Schoon, I. (2013)
14
Heckman, J. and Kautz, T. (2014)
6
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within the OECD. For these reasons, I deliberately use the terms “social and emotional skills” or SEL to
refer to the skills classified in research circles as “non-cognitive”. The OECD defines these social and
emotional skills as “abilities to regulate one’s thoughts, emotions, and behaviour.”15
Many of these skills are found directly in the key competencies. “Using language, symbols, and texts”
requires literacy and numeracy skills and knowledge. “Thinking” requires metacognition, the ability to
direct cognitive processes. “Managing Self” references motivation, perceptions of capability, and
resilience. “Relating to Others” references openness to new learning and interacting effectively with
others. “Participating and Contributing” is bolstered by the extraversion and empathy of individuals.
Each are important to navigating a successful life in uncertain futures, and each also have broad research
bases in academic disciplines.
The National Curriculum: the New Zealand Curriculum and Te Marautanga o Aotearoa
Schools in New Zealand follow a national guiding document dependent on the language of instruction
and character of a school. Māori-medium schools follow Te Marautanga o Aotearoa and teach at least
51 per cent of their courses in te reo Māori. English-medium schools can offer te reo Māori but generally
follow the English-medium New Zealand Curriculum.
This report focuses on the implementation of the key competencies of the English-medium New Zealand
Curriculum; the key competencies of the New Zealand Curriculum are not explicitly present in Te
Marautanga o Aotearoa, though some concepts may overlap across frameworks. For more detail on the
dual aspect of the National Curriculum in New Zealand, see Appendix 1.
Understanding the “front” and “back” of the New Zealand Curriculum
Of additional note on terminology is the “front” and “back” of the New Zealand Curriculum.
Colloquially, the key competencies reside in the “front end” of the New Zealand Curriculum – that is,
the portion of the curriculum that outlines the vision, principles and values that serve as the framework
for education in New Zealand schools. This portion of the curriculum stands in contrast to the “back end”
of the NZC, which specifies eight Learning Areas, each comprised of achievement objectives across
eight levels.
It is worthwhile to understand the tactile experience of the New Zealand Curriculum in its printed form
because that experience informs the discourse on pedagogy among teachers. A common criticism of
“narrowing the curriculum” can be said to stem from an approach that stems principally from a review
consisting solely of achievement objectives: that is, a teacher would flip to the back of the curriculum,
determine what needs to be taught in a content area, and proceed to design a series of lessons in which
discrete content knowledge is provided to students. In such a case, the “front end” of the curriculum
might be ignored. The 2007 update of the New Zealand Curriculum added the “front end”, including the
key competencies, and several principals interviewed for this report remarked that an initial wave of
professional learning investment in the key competencies was made in the years following the update.
Understanding the New Zealand education system: Appendix 1
Readers unfamiliar with the primary agencies and current issues in the New Zealand education system
may wish to begin by reading Appendix 1. This section outlines the role of the Ministry of Education
alongside other important actors in the sector as well as giving a sense of the primary responsibilities of
boards of trustees, principals, and teachers.

15

OECD (2015), p. 4
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METHODOLOGY
Early in the project, I reviewed survey data of teaching practices collected by the New Zealand Council
for Educational Research (NZCER) in order to determine practices that teachers felt most comfortable
with and least comfortable with. Data indicated that many practices associated with the development of
some of the New Zealand Curriculum’s key competencies as well as general social-emotional skills, such
as setting goals, lagged behind more traditional teaching methods, particularly at the secondary level.
Surveys and reports that provided the most recent and complete picture of teaching practices included:





“Teaching Practices, School Practices, and Principal Leadership: The first national picture
2017”. Data from 4,355 teachers and 353 principals at 335 schools.16
“Secondary Schools in 2015”, NZCER, published 2016. Part of the NZCER National Surveys
project, which surveys teachers and principals every 3 years. 17
“Secondary Schools in 2012,” NZCER, published 2013. Part of the NZCER National Surveys
project, which surveys teachers and principals every 3 years. 18
“Learning to Learn in Secondary Classrooms”, published 2015. Draws on data from the
“Secondary Schools in 2012” report.19

To determine the overall value of emphasising key competencies in the Curriculum, I conducted a rapid
review of policy and academic papers that summarise research on social and emotional learning,
specifically looking for those conducted as a meta-analysis or containing findings from meta-analyses.
Search terms included “non-cognitive skills”, “social-emotional skills”, “soft skills”, and “twenty-first
century skills”, all of which can be used interchangeably by practitioners. I specifically chose to review
meta-analyses due to their ability to summarise critical findings in an area of study. A potential limitation
of relying on meta-analyses, however, is publication bias – the tendency for studies with positive effects
to be submitted and accepted for publication, while work with little effect or negative impacts may not
make it into journals.20
To test what I had found through survey and literature reviews, I conducted a wide range of interviews
leading to the collection of qualitative data. I interviewed representatives from the Ministry of Education
(MoE), New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA), Education Review Office (ERO), Victoria
University of Wellington, service providers, industry training organisations, and others to gather
perspective on the design of the New Zealand education system and its efforts to develop capabilities for
lifelong learning.
In addition, I visited 20 schools and one activity centre (which I will group together and refer to as 21
“schools” for simplicity”) in order to gather a wide range of perspectives on the New Zealand Curriculum
and technology usage among principals, teachers and students who engage with both directly (Figure 2).
I sought to create a sample of schools that would be diverse in socioeconomic status, region, ethnicity of
students served, pedagogical approach, level of technology implementation, and building type
(traditional buildings vs. the open plan concepts of newer “modern learning environments”).
To select schools, in some cases I independently identified schools and coordinated visits directly with
school principals. In other cases I relied on “snowball sampling” methods – using recommendations from
MoE officials, regional staff, or teachers and principals to identify schools to visit. While such a method
creates sampling bias, it does allow for efficient connection with interviewees, an aspect of great
importance in the compressed timeline of a three to four-month window to conduct interviews.
The final sample of 21 selected schools had a median decile level of five, compared with a median decile
level of six nationally, and skewed slightly toward lower decile schools. 21 New Zealand educates a
diverse set of learners from a variety of ethnic backgrounds, and the sample visited presented a nearly
identical match to national statistics on ethnicity (Figure 3). Geographically I concentrated visits around
a number of urban areas but attempted to gather a broad range of perspectives from different regions in
the country (Figure 4).
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Figure 2: Decile level of 21 schools visited, March – June 2018
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Figure 3: Comparison of ethnicity between schools visited and national figures22
Schools Visited

National Population

(13,841 students)

(815,816 students)

European/ Pakeha

49.38 per cent

50.30 per cent

Māori

23.57 per cent

23.90 per cent

Pasifika

10.26 per cent

9.80 per cent

Asian

12.02 per cent

11.80 per cent

MELAA

2.50 per cent

2.70 per cent

Other, International

2.28 per cent

1.50 per cent

Total

100.00 per cent

100.00 per cent

Figure 4: Schools visited by region

Schools visited by Region
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Before reaching out to schools, I undertook the following process to ensure that a particular school would
help contribute to a diverse sample:




Review of school demographic data, including location (urban or rural, etc.), decile (high or low
socioeconomic status), and ethnicity (percentage of students of Māori, Pacific, Asian, Middle
Eastern/Latin American/African (MELAA), or European descent)
Review of latest ERO reports to determine strengths and challenges of school
Review of school website to understand school’s curricular approach, including technology
policy as well as individual class websites in order to get a sense of teaching

The structure of school visits varied considerably, but all 21 visits included an interview with either a
principal or deputy principal. Additional details on visits include the following:






14 visits included a walkthrough to see school grounds, teachers in action, and talk to students
Three visits included focus groups with students
One visit included time to sit in on a staff meeting
One visit included time to sit with a leadership team meeting of deputy principals
One visit included a “shadow a student” methodology in which I attended all classes with a
student for the day, recording her actions and teacher actions to better understand her learning
experience

Interviews explored school leaders’ perspectives on the inclusion of key competencies in their schools’
curricular goals and teaching practices. I developed a core set of questions for each interview, but
conversations remained semi-structured to allow for time to explore unique opinions and perspectives of
school leaders.
Generally, school leaders discussed how they had experienced the rollout of the New Zealand
Curriculum; how they incorporated the key competencies into their school’s local curriculum; how
deeply the implementation of that curriculum occurs in action; and what factors lead to effective or
challenging implementation environments, including the role of technology.
During walkthroughs, I visited school grounds to observe learning spaces available for students,
including floor plans and furniture layouts in typical classrooms as well as unique learning spaces such
as woodshops or maker spaces. I held informal conversations with students engaged in their work,
typically asking “what are you working on?”, “why are you working in it?” and “what skills do you need
to be successful in this work?”
In student focus groups, I explored what skills students believed they needed to be successful in their
classes; how they perceived the usage of technology in their classes; and whether or not they felt they
should be assessed on “social and emotional skills” such as the ability to work well with others or make
plans effectively.
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I. BACKGROUND ON KEY COMPETENCIES
What are the key competencies, and why are they important?

Taking note of the Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development’s (OECD) work, broader
employment trends and emerging research into learning, the 2007 New Zealand Curriculum arrived at
five “capabilities for living and lifelong learning,” known collectively to educators as the “key
competencies”. The NZC states that the key competencies are fundamental to learning in all areas: “they
are a focus for learning – and they enable learning.” 23 Those five competencies are defined as follows:24






Thinking – “…using creative, critical, and metacognitive processes to make sense of
information, experiences, and ideas”
Using language, symbols, and texts – “…working with and making meaning of the codes in
which knowledge is expressed”
Managing self – “Students who manage themselves are enterprising, resourceful, reliable, and
resilient. They establish personal goals, make plans, manage projects, and set high standards”
Relating to others – “…interacting effectively with a diverse range of people in a variety of
contexts”
Participating and contributing – “...being actively involved in communities. Communities
include family, whānau, and school and those based, for example, on a common interest or
culture”

This section explores the origins of the key competencies and their importance with regard to changing
labour trends, updated research on social emotional learning (SEL), and a secondary system improved in
its ability to grant credentials even while the quality of those credentials comes under increasing scrutiny.

Origin of the key competencies

The origin of the key competencies lies in future-focused work from the OECD

In the late 1990s the (OECD) was in the midst of creating a framework to guide the development of its
Programme for International Student Assessment (PISA). It stared down a short question with complex
answers: “What demands does today’s society place on its citizens?”25
In its background rationale for thinking about a set of skills transferable across countries and cultures,
the OECD took a future focus:26
Globalisation and modernisation are creating an increasingly diverse and interconnected world. To make
sense of and function well in this world, individuals need for example to master changing technologies
and to make sense of large amounts of available information. They also face collective challenges as
societies – such as balancing economic growth with environmental sustainability, and prosperity with
social equity. In these contexts, the competencies that individuals need to meet their goals have become
more complex, requiring more than the mastery of certain narrowly defined skills.

The Definition and Selection of Competencies – the DeSeCo project – published its results in 2005. The
four competencies that resulted – acting autonomously, functioning in heterogeneous groups, using tools
interactively, and thinking – were chosen as a set of skills that meet the following criteria:27
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every student needs them;
they are relevant across cultures and disciplines; and
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they are interdisciplinary, i.e. relevant to all areas of the curriculum.

New Zealand policymakers watched the DeSeCo project with interest and sought to build on its work in
order to overcome a problem with the 1990s New Zealand Curriculum: namely, that essential skills in
essential learning areas were unevenly applied and contained a list so broad as to make focusing on a
coherent strategy difficult.28

Key competencies, skills, and employer perspectives

Skills found in the key competencies continue to be valued by employers and the
jobs marketplace

Employers and policymakers in New Zealand have been quick to embrace the future focus of the key
competencies. For example, the Labour Party’s 2016 Future of Work report noted:29
Throughout the Future of Work Commission employers have expressed the need for skilled workers who
have a grasp on what has been called “soft skills” or “enterprise skills.” The key competencies in the
New Zealand Curriculum recognise the value of these skills…we need these skills to be fostered throughout
the educational experience of students.

Certainly, a number of trends in the economy support the need for preparing students with a welldeveloped set of transferable skills alongside deep content knowledge. Chief among these may be the
ability to learn and adapt throughout a career cycle. In 2002, for example, Massey University professor
Paul Spoonley noted that structural changes in the twenty-first century economy would mean employers
increasingly forego training programs and instead pass on the costs of training and development to
individuals.30 In such an environment, individuals are likely to need to be able to assess their own
strengths and weaknesses, understand possible employment options, and plan to pursue them.
On the demand side for work, data from the United States show that labour markets increasingly reward
social skills, with employment and wage growth highest in areas that require both cognitive and social
skills (Figures 5 and 6). The Chief Science Advisors of several New Zealand Ministries highlighted these
findings in a 2018 commentary on digital futures and education. 31
Thus in many major respects the key competencies have their origins in thinking about the world beyond
school, particularly with a focus on the future, and particularly with an eye toward equipping students to
develop skills that will be valued in the workplace. As Josh Williams of the Industry Training Federation
noted in an interview, employers are often most interested in the skills students develop at school rather
than the specific content knowledge they have required: 32
Employers tend to start the conversation [during job interviews] with, ‘I see you’ve got NCEA, now tell
me about your skills.’
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Figure 5: Demand for social and service tasks has increased since the 1980’s relative to routine tasks 33

Figure 6: Increase in jobs requiring social skills34

33
34

Whitmore Schazenbach, D. Nunn, R. and others (2016)
World Economic Forum (2016)
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Social and emotional learning and the key competencies

The key competencies have rich underpinnings in research on social and
emotional learning that is gaining in prominence in social and education policy

In 2019, coming full circle on its earlier efforts to define a set of general capabilities to guide the
development of academic tests, the OECD intends to better understand those capabilities through
instruments measuring social and emotional skills.
This effort is partly influenced by research from leading academics such as James Heckman, the Nobel
Laureate economist whose work has claimed that the greatest returns on investment in education come
“from nurturing children's non-cognitive skills, giving them social, emotional and behavioural benefits
that lead to success later in life…”35
To understand how the OECD got there, it is important to understand the uptick of research that has
occurred in social and emotional learning in the last 15 years. Recently, academic institutions,
international organisations, and non-profit foundations have escalated calls for social and emotional skills
to take greater prominence both in the everyday practices of schools as well as in the policy agendas of
the organisations that support them. A sample of international efforts to bolster the standing of social and
emotional skills as critical elements of learning include:








A 2012 literature review from the University of Chicago, “Teaching adolescents to become
learners”36
A 2013 literature review prepared for the UK Cabinet Office, “The impact of non-cognitive
skills on outcomes for young people”37
A 2016 background paper for the UNESCO Global Education Monitoring Report, “Noncognitive skills: definitions, measurement, malleability” 38
A 2016 report from the World Economic Forum, “New vision for education: fostering social
and emotional learning through technology” 39
A 2017 paper from the Aspen Institute’s National Commission on Social, Emotional, and
Academic Development, “The evidence base for how we learn”40
A 2017 framework from the OECD released as part of an effort to measure social and emotional
skills, “Social and Emotional Skills: Well-being, Connectedness, and Success”41
A 2018 report prepared by New Zealand’s Chief Science Advisor, “A Commentary on Digital
Futures and Education”42

The New Zealand report in particular includes “two foci for optimising benefits and mitigating risks”
posed by digital futures in education:43



the development of critical thinking and critical literacies; and
the development of social and emotional skills.

These reports were released years after the New Zealand Curriculum, which carries two implications:
a)

the New Zealand Curriculum was prescient in its inclusion of key competencies that include a
broad mix of academic, social and emotional skills for learning; and
b) quite a bit of research has come out since those competencies were determined that may be
useful in helping teachers understand how the competencies impact teaching practice.
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In background work for the OECD, a group of researchers summarised the importance of research on
social and emotional learning for the education policy agenda:44
Effective policies to promote skills straddle the missions of cabinet agencies and draw on the wisdom of
many academic disciplines. They require broad thinking and recognition that both cognitive and noncognitive skills are important ingredients of successful lives and are malleable to different degrees at
different stages of the life cycle. They recognise that different skills cross-fertilize each other. Focusing on
one dimension of human skills to the exclusion of other dimensions or on one stage of the life cycle to the
exclusion of others misses fundamental aspects of human performance and development. Narrowly focused
policies fail to capture synergisms in the expression and development of skills.

These conclusions are drawn in part from research that has correlated a host of social and emotional
factors with positive life outcomes in education, employment, health, and other areas. These skills are
often captured in a framework known as “OCEAN” – Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion,
Agreeableness, and Neuroticism, also referred to as Emotional Stability (Figure 7).45 OCEAN is a
generally well-accepted taxonomy in the field of personality
psychology that some have argued serves as the “longitude and
latitude” of longer lists of social and emotional skills.46 While there
The OCEAN taxonomy of
is a proliferation of constructs and measures of social and
social and emotional skills has
emotional skills, the construct presented by OCEAN remains an
garnered increased attention
umbrella framework, and “those who disagree [with it] have yet to
from education policymakers
agree on an alternative.”47 In particular, the OECD has highlighted
and school leaders in recent
a number of studies correlating dimensions of the OCEAN
years
framework with short-run markers such as staying in school and
course grades as well as long-run outcomes like overall health
(Figures 8, 9 and 10).
In the classroom, there are a number of reasons why teachers might want to be familiar with the social
and emotional factors outlined by the OCEAN taxonomy (outlined further in Appendix 4). In 2011, for
example, a meta-analysis of 213 interventions of social and emotional learning highlighted the
importance of SEL for academic outcomes – researchers found SEL interventions improved students’
behavioural outcomes and added an 11-point gain in academic performance on achievement tests. 48
As most teachers recognise, social and emotional factors contribute greatly to learning. Far fewer have
been given the training to deeply understand how those factors impact practice, however. That lack of
training can then lead to a lack of understanding of social and emotional concepts found in the key
competencies. For example, it’s one thing to notice that a student is not working hard and attribute a lack
of effort to not being able to “self-manage” effectively. It’s another to have a set of mental models to
explore as to why this might be the case, and then to be able to discuss them with colleagues in the context
of key competencies. Teachers trained in SEL might ask the following questions regarding a student’s
lack of effort, with theoretical concepts those questions pertain to in parentheses:








44

Does the student suffer from a low self-concept at school overall? (self-concept theory)
Does the student demonstrate low self-efficacy in this learning area? (self-efficacy theory)
Might the structure of goals for learning have something to do with the students’ desire to meet
those goals? (achievement goal theory)
Does the student feel fine about his ability to meet goals, but simply not see value in doing so?
(expectancy-value theory)
Does the student think that putting forth effort is likely to result in positive outcomes? (growth
mindset)
Would pairing the student within a group lead to an improved ability for the student to grasp
new ideas? (cooperative learning strategies)
Does the student have requisite background knowledge on the tasks required, or is his working
memory overloaded by unlearned basics that other students have mastered? (working memory
vs. long-term memory)
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Is the student withdrawing from tasks out of fear of underperforming on behalf of a minority
group? (stereotype threat—see Figure 11 for more detail)

Overall, both education policymakers as well as teachers working directly with students would benefit
from understanding social and emotional factors underpin learning and how these factors are manifest in
the key competencies of the New Zealand Curriculum.
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Figure 7: The key competencies, OCEAN, and sample related concepts

Key
competency

“OCEAN”
connection
and APA definition

Possibilities for related research and questions for
educators

Thinking

Openness: “The tendency
to be open to new
aesthetic, cultural, or
intellectual experiences”

Metacognition – what are metacognitive strategies,
for which students do they work best, and how might
they support students’ ability to make sense of new
ideas and experiences?
Cognition: working and long-term memory – how
does background knowledge contribute to how
students make sense of new information?
Curiosity – how is curiosity related to achievement;
can it be developed among students?

Managing
Self

Conscientiousness: “The
tendency to be organised,
responsible, and
hardworking”

Self-concept of ability – what factors shape a
student’s overall perspective on his/her ability, and
how does self-concept impact motivation?
Self-efficacy – what factors cause a student’s selfefficacy to be high or low in specific learning areas?
Expectancy-value theory – is high self-efficacy
enough to get students to engage in a task?
Self-control and grit – can grit be taught?
Growth mindset and malleable intelligence – does
the type of feedback teachers give influence student
motivation to learn? Does student knowledge of
neuroplasticity influence their willingness to learn
new things?
Achievement-goal theory – how does the type of
goal a student sets influence motivation?
Test anxiety – what factors cause students to get
anxious before tests, and how can they be limited?

Emotional Stability /
Neuroticism:
“Predictability and
consistency in emotional
reactions, with absence of
rapid mood changes”

Relating to
Others

Agreeableness: “The
tendency to act in a
cooperative, unselfish
manner”

Cooperative learning – under what conditions do
students learn most effectively in groups?
Goal orientation and group dynamics – how does
the type of goal a group is working towards
influence that group’s interactions?
Classroom management – how does classroom
environment influence the ability of groups to work
together?
Bullying – how does bullying impact academic
performance?

Participating
and
Contributing

Extraversion: “An
orientation of one’s
interests and energies
toward the outer world of
people and things rather
than the inner world of
subjective experience;
characterized by positive
affect and sociability”

Extra-curriculars – to what extent do outside
experiences in sports, volunteering, or other
activities translate into skills for the classroom?

Using
Language,
Symbols, and
Texts

n/a

Multiple intelligences and learning styles – does
teaching to a student’s particular “learning style”
result in more effective learning for that student?
Technology: How does the presence of technology
in the classroom influence students’ learning?
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Figure 8: Correlations between years of schooling and the Big 5 dimensions49

Figure 9: Correlations of Big 5 dimensions with course grades50

Figure 10: Correlation of big 5 dimensions with long-term health outcomes51
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Figure 11: Constructs for task performance and social emotional factors in test anxiety

When a student takes a test, knowledge is not all that is tested. The value the student places on the
task, his or her expectation of how he or she might fare, and beliefs about his or her own academic
ability can all influence the effort he or she puts forth and the persistence with which he approaches
the work.52 That task, whether it’s playing the piano or solving algebraic equations, ends up measuring
a student’s effort and ability to stay focused as well as the intended skill (Figure 11a).53
And the situation in which the task takes
place can influence performance – for
example, research on stereotype threat has
shown when participants are reminded that
their performance reflects that of a larger
ethnic or gender group, their performance
worsens.54 Some learners might disengage
from the task in order to be able to attribute
failure to a lack of effort (internalisation), and
others experience a spike in anxiety as they
feel the pressure of performing on behalf of a
group (externalisation) (Figure 11b).55 56 A
simple and low-cost method of addressing
stereotype threat that has proven effective in experimental settings is having students of a minority
group reflect on their values that give them a sense of overall self-worth.57
Figure 11a: A construct for task performance

Figure 11b: Stereotype threat and task performance

Furthermore, adult relationships factor into the situation. Analysis of PISA data indicates that the
quality and context of relationships students share with adults are associated with test anxiety: 58
When students perceive that their teachers treat them fairly, and that their parents and teachers help
them build their self-confidence and set realistic goals, they are less likely to feel anxious when
confronted with a test.

Regardless of cause, anxiety can sink performance on cognitive tasks.59 And psychologists have a
construct with factors that contribute to the ability to manage anxiety, as well as a host of other aspects
of character and personality that impact learning: the Five Factor Model (FFM), also referred to as
OCEAN. More information on the OCEAN construct can be found in Appendix 4.
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Credentials and rigour: a challenging backdrop for key competencies

New Zealand students are increasingly leaving school with credentials, but
questions remain about the rigour of learning underpinning those credentials

By international standards, New Zealand maintains a high level of education quality – New Zealand
students continue to score above the average scores of students from other countries in Maths, Reading,
and Science on the OECD’s PISA tests of 15-year-olds, given every 3 years. But scores in Maths and
Reading have generally been on a downward trend since 2000, with Science scores dipping substantially
between 2012 and 2015. On the other hand, attainment of NCEA Level 2 has been on a steady upward
trend since 2006, making remarkable progress from under 60 per cent of school leavers with Level 2 to
over 80 per cent in ten years.60
This inverse relationship between NCEA attainment trends and PISA trends raises questions about the
rigour of learning signified by NCEA credentials as well as NCEA’s effect on instruction in general.
However, recent data from the Trends in International Mathematics and Science Study (TIMSS), a set of
international tests given to year 5 and year 9 students, indicates the recent PISA decline in New Zealand
may be partly explained by cohorts of students with relatively low scores making their way through the
system prior to the secondary level; TIMSS data show a decline in math scores for year 5 students from
2002 to 2010, with improvement coming from in the 2014 cycle.61 Science achievement for year 5
students also saw a significant jump in 2014/15.62 These trends may indicate a coming rise in PISA
scores, or at least a stagnation of decline, but that remains to be seen in the 2018 round of PISA testing.
Figure 12: PISA and NCEA Level 2 attainment, 2000-2016

The rate at which students are successfully prepared for university offers another indicator of the share
of New Zealand students prepared for academically rigorous work. From 2004-2017, achievement on
standards qualifying students for university entrance actually dropped overall from 50.1 per cent of
students in 2008 to 49.4 per cent in 2017 (Figure 12).63 While NCEA Level 2 achievement has escalated
steadily, the stagnation on university entrance rates can be partly explained by higher standards for
university entrance on NCEA Level 3 credits, a decision made in 2011 and enacted in the 2014 school
year.64
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In terms of equity, gaps persist across ethnic groups. Māori and Pasifika students have made great
progress closing the NCEA Level 2 attainment gap over the years, but still lag behind Asian and Pakeha
counterparts (Figure 13, left side). With regard to university entrance, Māori and Pasifika continue to
trail Asian and Pakeha students (Figure 13, right side).
Some evidence suggests that improvement in NCEA attainment may stem in part from increasing
familiarity with the system among schools and students. For example, a 2009 study of 4 mid-to-low
decile secondary schools concluded:65
Students tend to be “street smart” in their knowledge of the NCEA system, seeking to maximise credit
gains, but are not always aware of the longer-term significance of their choices. Avoidance of achievement
standards and external assessments can lead to students not meeting the prerequisites for more advanced
study, missing out on important content areas in a subject, and jeopardising their chances of gaining the
UE qualification or the level of achievement needed for tertiary study in a field of their choice.

That study found that a particular challenge exists in ensuring a high level of rigour in the pathways of
all students and avoiding bias in structuring student course pathways:66
There is evidence that Māori and Pacific students (clustered in lower decile schools) tend to be enrolled
in “alternative” versions of core subjects such as mathematics, and in other “applied” subjects made up
mainly of unit rather than achievement standards…There is also evidence from current Starpath research
that Māori and Pacific students tend to take fewer subjects and complete fewer credits from the approved
list of subjects.
Figure 13: NCEA Level 2 and UE pass rates, 2008-2017

Even among students who do enter university, questions about preparation remain. A 2014 study for New
Zealand’s Tertiary Education Commission compared NCEA’s literacy and numeracy requirements with
measures used to gauge literacy at the adult level; it found that 40 per cent of Year 12 students and 50
per cent of tertiary students who met NCEA qualifications for literacy and numeracy did not meet
threshold benchmarks for adult testing of literacy and numeracy. 67 The report concluded: 68
The literacy and numeracy requirements for NCEA appear to be attainable with levels of reading and
numeracy skill below the current literacy and numeracy benchmarks. While it might be desirable to
demonstrate that high proportions of students are meeting these requirements, several consequences of
weak criteria for meeting them might ensue. First, many individuals might be misled into believing that
they are functionally literate and numerate when they are not. Second, employers or higher-learning
institutions may disregard the literacy or numeracy credentials linked to NCEA and establish their own
testing regimes. Third, there is a risk that policy makers may overestimate the literacy and numeracy
competencies of school leavers.
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While New Zealand schools compare relatively well to international averages and have shown
improvement in the certification of students, two critical challenges remain:



Equity – differences persist both in the attainment of qualifications across students of different
ethnic groups and income levels
Rigour – while more students are leaving school with qualifications, there is a risk of a lack of
confidence that those qualifications truly prepare students with literacy and numeracy skills
applicable for life and work

It is therefore critical to keep in mind that key competencies ought to play a role in addressing these
challenges – for example, by giving students the social and emotional skills they need to build healthy
relationships, persist through difficult situations, and challenge themselves academically.
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II. FINDINGS FROM RESEARCH REVIEW AND INTERVIEWS
In 2012, professors Michael Fullan and Andy Hargreaves outlined their perspective on what is needed
to develop high quality teaching:69
People can only teach like pros when they want and know how to do so – when they have the right
knowledge and background, the colleagues around them who will keep them performing at their peak, and
the time and experience that underpin the ability to make wise judgements and decisions that are at the
heart of all professionals’ actions.

Thus with regard to instructional change, teachers need to value the change, know how to implement it,
and have time to reflect on new strategies with colleagues. To this list, I would add a fourth dimension –
the system in which teachers work should not wash out any of these efforts, nor incentivise practices that
run counter to them. That is, the system needs to offer a coherent set of guidelines and incentives for
optimal practices.
As I reviewed research and visited schools, I kept these ideas in mind through four primary questions:





Values – to what extent do stakeholders value the key competencies?
Knowledge – what kind of knowledge has been built around the key competencies?
Capacity – how has the school supported the learning process of its stakeholders?
Coherence – how do the larger set of policies guiding the school impact implementation of the
key competencies?

This section presents findings in each of these areas. Findings suggest the following:





69

Values – teachers generally indicate that they value practices associated with the key
competencies, but actions do not indicate that those practices are implemented at scale
Knowledge – a range of stakeholders would benefit from a deeper understanding of exactly
how the key competencies underpin learning
Capacity – organisational capacity to drive instructional change at the school level and across
the system is currently limited
Coherence – multiple organisations control policies and tools that impact the implementation
of the key competencies, and these policies do not necessarily work in tandem with one
another

Fullan, M. and Hargreaves, A. (2012). p. 5-6
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Finding Set 1: The Value-Practice gap in secondary teaching

Teaching practices generally lag behind the value placed on the key competencies

By international standards, New Zealand has a strong reputation for creating the conditions under which
students might develop key competencies for the future. For example, a recent analysis from the UKbased Economist Intelligence Unit (a corollary of The Economist) considered New Zealand the world’s
best system for teaching “future skills.” The ranking was earned for collaborative partnerships between
education and industry, a curriculum that takes into account skills for the future, and a system that
provides a high quality teacher education.70
While it is possible to conclude that the current system has conditions ripe for a focus on learning to
learn, peeling back layers of teacher practice reveals that there is still potential growth in the extent to
which teachers develop the key competencies with students. In April 2018 an Education Council
convening of 35 experts from schools, government agencies, and service providers met to discuss the
key competencies, a group which included stakeholders from the MoE, NZQA, NZCER, ERO, CORE
Education, 21st Century Skills Lab, and Massey University, among others. Participants concluded: 71
There is a gap between the high policy statements/global vision documents, and the experienced reality of
leaders and teachers working to embed competencies in individual settings.

The data that follow provide indicators that the work of embedding the key competencies into teacher
practice is ongoing at a systems level.

F1.1 Secondary teaching practices with room for improvement

Many aspects of the key competencies are not “done well” across the system even
when they are valued

The competencies are rich, elemental aspects of learning. The New Zealand Curriculum states that they
are “the key to learning in every learning area”.72 It goes on to state that “the key competencies are both
end and means. They are a focus for learning – and they enable learning.”73
But the 2017 national survey of teaching practice found that both primary and secondary teachers struggle
to implement critical aspects of the New Zealand curriculum related to the key competencies:74
Not surprisingly, it is the practices related to the less familiar... aspects of the New Zealand Curriculum
that were new, future-focused, and have not been systematically supported that fewer teachers saw
themselves carrying out well or very well. These include ensuring students direct their own learning pace,
content, and goals; think critically and talk about what and how they are learning; [use] student feedback
to work out what is most important to focus on and the best strategies to use, and [analyse] the impact of
their teaching on each student’s learning.

Specifically, a review of the practices that few primary and secondary teachers reported as “being done
very well” reveals a set of actions one might consider critical elements of “Thinking”, “Participating and
Contributing”, “Managing Self” and “Relating to Others” (Figure 14).75
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Figure 14: Teaching practices with room for improvement, 2017 national teacher survey76

Domain

Teaching Practices ranked by 25 per cent or fewer of teachers
as being done “very well”





Critical thinking,
reflection, and
feedback with students







Parent and community
engagement in




learning



Inquiry and analysis of
impactful teaching
strategies




Ensure students think critically and talk about what and how they are
learning
Ensure students direct their own learning pace, content, and goals
Ensure students interact with information to critique and create
knowledge, and transform it
Engage students in specific and timely feedback and feedforward on their
learning
Engage in in-depth curriculum-related discussions with individuals or
groups
Draw on students' different languages, cultures, values, knowledges, and
practices as resources for the learning of all
Collaborate with the local community so that their expertise can be used
to support learning in class or other school activities
Support the local community by ensuring that students have opportunities
to actively contribute to it in ways valued by the community
Collaborate with parents and whānau so that their expertise can be used
to support collective learning in class or other school activities
Use the knowledge that parents and whānau have about their child to
support the student’s learning
Use what the research literature says about teaching and learning to
inform your choice of strategies to use with your students
Use both information about your own students and what curriculum
support documents say about teaching and learning to help you select the
best strategies and to prioritise what you teach
Analyse the impact your teaching has on each student's learning
Use student feedback on your teaching to work out what is most important
to focus on and the best strategies to use

Figure 15: Value-practice gaps in teacher-reported actions of “learning to learn”, secondary schools
% Important or very important

% Happens quite often or most of the time

Explore and challenge
their current
understandings
100%
80%
Think and talk about
Discuss different ways
60%
how they are learning
of looking at things
40%
20%
0%
Make connections to
Hear about your
learning from other
assessment
areas/subjects
decisionmaking
Make connections with
their own culture / life
outside school
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Integrate literacy
components

F1.2 Content crowd-out in secondary schools

The content focus of secondary school training and school organization can
erode responsibility for incorporating the more general skills of the key
competencies into practice

Every three years, NZCER completes a comprehensive survey of secondary school teachers. Using 2015
data, the last year available, researchers identified a value-practice gap in teacher support of students
“learning to learn” in secondary classrooms:77
Almost half the teachers (48 percent) said that students [never or sometimes] experienced opportunities
in their classes to make connections to other learning areas…Similarly, 39 percent of the teachers thought
their students [never or sometimes] had opportunities to think and talk about how they are learning…It
would seem that a number of teachers who highly value the described practices are unable to translate
this sense of importance into regularly experienced learning opportunities.

A visual picture of this data can be found in Figure 15 (previous page), the left side of which shows
particular gaps in metacognition, knowledge transfer across disciplines, and connecting learning to prior
knowledge or community contexts.78
Another NZCER report found few changes in emphasis of competencies since 2012, and many
differences in implementation across subject areas:79
There has been little change since 2012 in how teachers are incorporating the key competencies in
students’ learning experiences, how they viewed the importance of metatalk opportunities and how often
they provided these for their classes. The 2015 data largely replicate the subject group differences that
emerged in 2012: teachers of English and Languages were most likely to provide their classes with
metatalk opportunities, and teachers of Mathematics and Science were the least likely.

Echoing these findings, many interviewees for this report frequently spoke of the challenge of
encouraging secondary school teachers to support students’ thinking, planning, relational, and goalsetting skills alongside the traditional practice of content delivery. One teacher at a school implementing
significant project-based learning highlighted the difficulties inherent in that work:80
We weren’t trained as mentors or tutors but you can fall into that role… [and] some teachers are reluctant
to admit that they may not have the skills to manage projects with students. This speaks to the need to
define and develop knowledge of the key competencies. What is self-management, really?

Comments from school leaders indicated that while teachers generally value the types of skills that
students will need to manage projects well, they don’t necessarily see it as their job to train students on
those skills:81
A lot of our teachers don’t know how to manage projects with students…it’s out of their comfort zone…they
trained to be a biology teacher and this isn’t their job.

Some school leaders address this challenge at the hiring stage, as one principal noted:82
Secondary teachers are not trained in 1:1 meetings, and they often don’t value them. It seems like they
either value them and have the skills to do them well or they don’t. So what we try to do is hire people who
value those types of learning relationships. I figure we can upskill teachers on their content knowledge if
need be, but I haven’t found that we can do that for skills-coaching directly with students.

Overall, survey data and interviews paint a picture in which most secondary teachers value the key
competencies as important for students to develop. However, teachers may have mixed feelings about
whether it is their role to develop them, and varying levels of knowledge about how to do so.
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F1.3 Assessment culture at the secondary level
Data indicate that within many secondary schools, assessment culture trumps a
focus on learning

In 2015, the Education Review Office (ERO) released a report from visits to 68 secondary schools
focused on overall student well-being. The Prime Minister’s Youth Mental Health Project commissioned
the report in response to findings that 20 per cent of young people in New Zealand exhibited behaviours
or emotions or have experiences that put their well-being at risk.83 Within the key competencies,
educators can find grounding for that well-being: managing self might involve regulating emotions, and
relating to others can spark inquiry into emotional intelligence or empathy. But the ERO findings suggest
that the work of embedding the key competencies across the curricular areas was not common, nor
commonly understood by students:84
Some schools were exploring ways they could deliberately support the development and use of key
competencies across learning areas and through academic counselling…but not all of these schools had
aligned key competencies across learning areas, so… it was left to students to make sense of the different
messages.

The report concluded that an assessment-driven culture saturated the learning environment of many
secondary schools, with deleterious effects on student well-being:85
… The key finding from this evaluation was that students in all schools were experiencing a very
assessment driven curriculum and assessment anxiety… Schools need to explore the intent of NCEA and
The New Zealand Curriculum (with the senior secondary guidelines) and develop a curriculum that is
underpinned by the vision and principles of these documents.

The majority of interviewees for this report echoed these findings. For example, a principal noted:86
NCEA virtually becomes the curriculum for the senior school. Most teachers teach to the NCEA assessment
rather than teach it in a deep learning way.

A deputy principal spoke of the impact of NCEA on teachers at different levels of his secondary school
in terms of the propensity to develop new practices: 87
Our Year 9-10 teachers are definitely more willing to take risks, because NCEA drives everything. Even
kids aren’t interested in stuff unless it has credits attached to it.

The effect of “chasing credits” can even spill over into university level courses. A former course
instructor at the university level noted:88
I can remember teaching students at university who had just come in through NCEA saying 'what do I
need to do to get credit in this class?' They were looking for a way to break down the work into little
component parts. It was an adjustment for them when our course didn’t work that way.

Were NCEA exams to represent an automatic guarantor of a high degree of rigour with a focus on deep
learning, backwards planning principally from NCEA requirements might represent an effective
instructional planning strategy. As it stands, the sheer number of NCEA credits means that students may
pursue pathways that have a high probability of success at the expense of offering a rigorous challenge.
Of final note is the degree to which assessment cultures are emphasised in the discourses of teachers. A
2012 case study of six secondary schools found that teachers in lower decile areas had to work harder
to convince students of the value of schooling and its connections beyond school, while higher decile
teachers spoke more often of achievement in academic disciplines. In high decile schools, the report
noted, “the individualism valued…could work against the collaboration and integration valued in the
key competencies and demanded in most workplaces”.89
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Finding Set 2: Knowledge-building for key competencies

A range of school stakeholders would benefit from a deeper understanding of how
the key competencies underpin day-to-day aspects of learning

Unless teachers have a sound grasp of what the key competencies mean, and how they underpin the daily
process of teaching and learning, there is substantial risk that they will simply not become an integral
component of instruction. As participants from schools, MoE, NZQA, NZCER, ERO, CORE Education,
21st Century Skills Lab, Massey University, and elsewhere noted in a 2018 Education Council convening,
the key competencies remain top of mind for teachers. However, knowledge of how to bring them into
practice for full implementation is lagging:90
The last decade has seen an enormous effort go into embedding key competencies into plans of learning.
The competencies have permeated into teachers’ thinking. The devil, however, is in the doing.

Using data from existing research and interviews, findings in this section highlight the extent to which
teachers fully grasp how the key competencies underpin learning within their content areas.

F2.1 The futures focus of key competencies

A futures focus may obfuscate how the key competencies impact day-to-day
teaching challenges

As in OECD publications, much of the discourse on key competencies in New Zealand education has
highlighted a focus beyond school and into the future. For example:




In the early 2000s, the Ministry of Education (MoE) consulted employers about future societal
and economic developments through the “Catching the knowledge wave” conference.91
A 2014 NZCER publication meant to help stakeholders implement the key competencies took
the title “Key Competencies for the Future” and frames much of its thinking around the
importance and opportunity for students to solve “wicked problems”.92
On Te Kete Ipurangi (TKI), the online home of the New Zealand Curriculum, the answer to the
question “Why do key competencies matter?” is that “the key competencies take account of the
vast changes in society, work, knowledge, and technology that have occurred since education
systems were established”.93

These works represent enduring and exceptional contributions to thinking about what it means to support
student learning in the twenty-first century. In particular, the NZCER book Key Competencies for the
Future provides a solid background in how the competencies support one another, richly weaving theory
and practical examples together in a text that provides clear examples and provocative thinking for
educators. The 2017 work “Weaving a Coherent Curriculum” provides another nuanced and insightful
perspective into how capabilities can underlie a robust curriculum. 94 Both of these works, as in many
resources on the TKI website, call for disciplinary learning to occur alongside the key competencies.
But roughly ten years on from the introduction of the New Zealand Curriculum we’ve seen that teaching
practices that support the key competencies are stubbornly underutilized (see “Finding 1” section of this
paper). Two factors related to a futures focus may undermine the extent to which schools emphasise the
key competencies:
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1.
2.

Schools may not agree on what the future looks like, leading them to prioritise vastly different
skills or simply continue with practises that have always seemed to work well; and
Schools may simply disagree on the best way to prepare students for the futures they conceive.

In interviews across the sector, I did not find the first point to be much of an issue. There was general
agreement on the type of future students are preparing for: one with a more diverse population, grounded
in a knowledge economy in a networked world, requiring individuals to be adaptive in individual careers
and equipped to face globally complex problems.
But on the matter of how to prepare students for that future, opinions varied widely. Some schools sought
to replicate future conditions in their current state, for example building interdisciplinary courses, hosting
most instructional resources online and devoting significant time in student schedules for project-based
learning in collaborative teams. Many of these schools seemed to
employ a mindset of “building the plane while flying it,” believing
that learning through experience, trial and error will provide
Many schools simply disagree
students with lasting lessons that will prepare them for the future.
on the most effective way to
Other schools took an approach that might be characterised as
prepare students for the futures
“building the best possible plane for each student before it has to
they conceive, leading to a wide
fly.” These schools often took an approach that a quality secondary
variety
of
instructional
school experience is one that provides students the disciplinary
approaches in the present
knowledge they will need as a foundation to think critically,
continue to learn and work well with others once they do move into
an uncertain, complex world.
Expert guidance would seem to bridge a false dichotomy between building knowledge and giving
students opportunities to work collaboratively and reflect deeply. For example, in one discussion of key
competencies, NZCER researchers noted:95
Students need to build their discipline-specific literacies so that they can use the relevant discourses in
appropriate ways…the teachers referred to in this chapter…made sure that students had access to the
established disciplinary knowledge with which to think, talk about, relate to one another, and reflect on
their own values, beliefs, and perspectives

That work framed much of its thinking in the context of “wicked problems” such as climate change, food
security, and economic inequality, an insightful framing, and one of particular interest to many New
Zealand schools looking to reimagine learning for students.
But often the most common “wicked problems” I heard from secondary teachers and school leaders were
grounded in how to get students to come to school, engage meaningfully in learning, or pass NCEA
exams at rates acceptable to demanding parents. In that sense, unless teachers see clear and compelling
connections between the competencies and the immediate pressures they face, they may be reluctant to
incorporate them into their practice, or may simply not know how to do so effectively.
That observation comes with two implications for policymakers:
1.
2.

Processes for building knowledge of the key competencies need to be well-supported and
embedded in the system.
Pressures that dictate teacher priorities, such as assessment practices and school evaluation, need
to be thoughtfully evaluated alongside the ultimate goals of the system.

F2.2 Independent tools and strategies for key competencies

Efforts to determine how to incorporate the key competencies into practice vary
widely across schools – this may stem from a lack of tools and strategies to
support dynamic learning processes
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One of the key themes that emerged from the 2018 Education Council symposium on 21st century
capabilities centred on sharing on a lack of expert knowledge available to guide implementation: 96
Huge amounts of (needless?) energy is expended by each of our schools, kura, kōhanga and early
childhood centres in design. There is a need for some pre-packaged thinking to be provided to the
profession including examples of sophisticated curriculum understanding presented as simple
activity/content strands with competencies woven through…There are individuals doing this but the design
would be strengthened if it was done by experts and provided to teachers to work with.

There is some evidence in research into self-regulated learning to support that final claim. A 2008 metaanalysis of 74 studies with over 8,000 students investigated the effects of interventions in metacognition
in primary and secondary schools. The paper found that interventions were more effective when delivered
by researchers rather than teachers, with knowledge and tools deficits to blame:97
[In general] teachers lack knowledge about the concept of self-regulated learning. Observation studies
also showed that they spend only [a] little of their instruction time on [cognitive and metacognitive]
strategy teaching… In addition, whether teachers even realise changes in their instruction is dependent
on their prior beliefs and value orientations. Therefore, providing them with information is not sufficient,
but should be completed by transforming the information into tools usable for teachers and by involving
the teachers in the research project.

During visits to school sites I met a few teachers with deep
knowledge of student metacognition, sophisticated practices for
feedback, and an understanding of the nuances of goal-setting with
students. But these were often at schools that had substantial
professional learning time above typical schools, or were teachers
with a personal interest in these topics. Overall, there has been
reluctance in the sector to provide tools and strategies that schools
can use to define the key competencies in favour of letting each
school unpack the key competencies on its own. This is in part by
design:98

Each school unpacks the key
competencies on its own,
leading to a variety of
approaches to concepts like
self-management

Key competencies are essentially a curriculum idea – they are not specific things. They can’t be treated
like a prescription that has been set out for people to decode and then just follow…[a] dynamic process
of interpreting [the key competencies] needs to happen as close as possible to the teaching and learning
action.

But many interviews revealed the difficulty of distilling that work down to the level of the teacher, to a
situation in which teachers plan instruction that supports the development of key competencies. A teacher
reflected on her particular schools:99
We all independently interpret the front end of the curriculum because there are no defined progressions.
Nothing has been unpacked. We all have to do that individually.

And when schools do think through the key competencies, emphasis varies (such as the idea that key
competencies even follow progressions to begin with). Interviews with teachers, students, and principals
at the 21 schools visited for this study highlighted the diverse perspectives schools bring to interpreting
the competencies for their staff and students, and the challenges schools face in doing so.
For example, some principals spoke of using the key competencies as a means to shift from a reliance on
direct instruction to a more student-centred approach to learning:
The key competencies informed our approach to switch from the teacher being at the front of the classroom
all of the time.100
We started emphasising the key competencies because we wanted to reduce the amount of direct
instruction in our building.101
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Others quickly associated the key competencies with trying to develop independent learners in
classrooms across the school:102
I really wanted to help get our school to focus on self-management.

The descriptions of the key competencies, by design, leave open broad pathways for interpretation. And
it seems that some key competencies are more important than others, or at least easier to understand – by
and large interviews on the key competencies turned almost immediately to self-management,
collaboration, or community-based interaction. As one principal noted, “managing self and relating to
others are really the tops for us”.103 Concrete discussion of strategies and policies around “thinking” or
“using language, symbols, and texts” was harder to come by at the 21 schools I visited.
Interviews also gave me the sense that the general nature of the key competencies makes them easy to
set aside in favour of knowledge that can be more easily assessed and reported on, especially when the
results of those reports—in the form of NCEA pass rates—end up in league tables in media outlets. As
one teacher noted:104
‘Why would I teach something if it’s not going to be assessed?’ That’s what we hear a lot of from our
teachers. We talk about making the front end of the curriculum a priority, but then the conversation shifts
to what needs to be deprioritised to make room.

In some cases, schools used the key competencies as general values for the school, such as “curiosity”
or “collaboration”, and rarely used them in instructional conversations. As one principal noted when
asked about incorporating the key competencies into learning: “I was afraid you’d ask me that.”105
It should be noted that substantial and noteworthy effort has gone into documenting all of the various
ways that schools make sense of and interpret the key
competencies. Te Kete Ipurangi (TKI), the online support channel
for the New Zealand Curriculum managed by MoE and contracted
Schools may prioritise some
out to service providers, has a trove of resources available for
key competencies over others,
schools. Most of these resources date to 2014 or earlier, a fact some
or simply state them as values
interviewees attributed in part to the systemic energy directed
important to the school
toward the rollout of National Standards. 106 Additionally, NZCER,
ERO, and MoE have gone to great lengths to highlight best
practices through reports, publications and videos.
But at the secondary level those efforts, at this point, do not seem to have led to a system-wide elevation
of the competencies the New Zealand Curriculum deems critical for learning and life. Reflecting on the
challenge as a whole, a 2016 book on NCEA from NZCER summed up the situation:107
The visionary front half [of the New Zealand Curriculum] was widely endorsed and supported across the
whole education sector. However… it became increasingly evident that planning a responsive curriculum,
based on a framework that permits multiple possible combinations of the various curriculum elements, is
a highly complex design task. To take one core design dilemma, the structure does not (cannot) show how
to integrate aspects such as key competencies with the more traditional curriculum content. Even
researchers working actively on understanding the potential of key competencies and building resources
to support new curriculum thinking have found this challenging. How was it ever envisaged that schools
and teachers could independently do this for themselves?

In that climate, students have very different understandings of what they view as most successful for life
and learning.
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Finding Set 3: Capacity limitations

In many schools, organisational capacity to integrate instructional shifts into
practice is limited

If individual teachers develop deep knowledge of the key competencies, there is no guarantee that they
build upon that knowledge with other staff members. As Cambridge professor Jean Rudduck once noted,
“Education is one of the last vocations where it is still legitimate to work by yourself in a space that is
secure against invaders.”108
Principals thus make critical decisions around the extent and nature of collaboration among staff,
decisions that carry great weight on the amount of organisational learning that occurs within their
buildings. And beyond principals, middle leaders like department heads drive much of the learning in
secondary schools.
However, as findings in this section discuss, New Zealand principals indicate that time to provide
instructional leadership is limited. Furthermore, there is evidence that some school leaders struggle to
engage with recent changes to centrally-funded professional learning.

F3.1 Principal limitations in instructional leadership

Principals report limited time and resources available to work with staff on major
shifts in instruction

One of the foremost predictors of whether or not schools took time to integrate the key competencies into
their local curriculum design came from the leadership level: several leadership teams I visited had a
planning year to observe other schools and think through learning design at a global level. Others
benefitted from simply getting out and seeing other schools in their region.
As a former teacher of a school with a long lead time before opening noted:109
We had two weeks to just read when I started, and that was critical in helping us build an overall rationale
for change.

Another school reported spending a year sending groups of teachers out to other sites prior to beginning
a more technology-enabled learning environment:110
We sent staff to other schools in the year prior to launch, five staff did observations at other school sites.
And then we did our own PD [professional development] after school hours.

A school with a tradition dating back to the 1800s noted the particular challenges of change management
with a strong culture and veteran staff:111
We have a culture here where everyone gets to have their say, and we have people who have been teaching
for decades...so we’ve tended to encourage a pilot approach [with interdisciplinary competencies]. It’s
slower, but there’s less risk of burnout, and a higher probability of success for those that take it on.

A principal described what was a fairly typical week of professional learning, and one with a relatively
high degree of staff-wide collaboration compared with other schools visited: 112
Monday afternoon we have staff meetings, we focus on capability as tutors. Kids start Wednesdays at
9:30-10am. That’s been going on for a while. Actually I never had that before and didn’t think it was
that important – but I quite like it, I think I was wrong about that. For that time we focus on course
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design and lesson planning. So we’re getting about 2 hours per week of PLD [professional learning and
development] in.

That two hours per week was on the high side of staff-wide professional learning time. When schools do
devote time to major instructional shifts, that time is limited. One of the schools visited for this study had
sustained support with a service provider – three hour-long sessions per term, or a total of 12 hours of
facilitated collaboration during the year. Getting staff to embrace changes was a struggle.
Perhaps this should not be surprising: some evidence suggests that PLD experiences of 14 hours or less
have little impact on student achievement, while sessions that are “content-specific” and average 49 hours
over the course of 6-9 months make a substantial impact on student achievement. 113
But most principals report limited time to work with staff. For example, the Post Primary Teachers’
Association (PPTA) guidelines currently limit schools to five call-back days for professional learning,
and an additional five days of teacher time that can be booked for administrative purposes (call back days
are those without students). Among schools visited, principals rarely used all ten of these days, preferring
to leave that time open for teachers. As one principal said:114
Technically we’re allowed up to ten call-back days but staff don’t react well to those. So we come back
two days before Term One starts.

Another principal noted that call-back days were not even a consideration for a staff that was putting in
extra hours that go seemingly unrecognised:115
I don't do call-back days. My teachers are doing debate club on Wednesday nights and rugby on Saturdays.
95 per cent of them have some kind of extra responsibility beyond teaching, and that's way higher than the
national average. So we have 40 minutes on Wednesdays to meet as a staff.

Without significant time allotted for staff-wide professional learning, collaborative inquiry into
instructional practice often becomes the purview of the heads of department of secondary schools. A
common sentiment among many interviewees was that this left teachers vulnerable to a “myopic” focus
on teaching single subjects, leaving holistic conversations about learning and student well-being on the
backburner.116 This was evident in multiple schools, typically with large student rolls, that hadn’t found
the time to focus systemically on learning across the disciplines. As a deputy principal noted:117
We’re seeing more emotional problems and anxiety than we’ve seen before that I think is coming out of
social media so we’re doing a lot of stuff on well-being that we haven’t done in the past…but one thing we
haven’t done is really develop a framework for thinking and learning at our school.

Many schools I visited allocated around an hour per week for
departmental meetings; in some countries teachers spend 15 to 25
hours per week working with colleagues and meeting with parents,
and some studies have called for ten hours per week of time for
teachers to plan collaboratively and analyse student work in order to
ensure effective professional learning.118

When principals have limited
time for staff collaboration,
instructional leadership often
falls to heads of department
who must sustain focused
professional learning efforts

Part of the reason that key competencies have been slow to take root
in the system may be because focused, sustained professional learning
is difficult to plan under current school calendars and timetables.
Another reason may be that principals simply lack the time under the
current demands of their role to be instructional leaders. One principal of a smaller secondary school in
a minor urban area explained:119
You’re never trained for the financials. You have to learn how to write contracts, for example. In theory
the Board [of Trustees] can help, but our Board doesn’t have a lot of professional background. And
property management was a nightmare. It took me a while to figure out how to use the person [at the
MoE. All the PD says you have to lead the learning in your building, but I don’t know how you do that
with all of the other responsibilities that you have as a principal.
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In theory, a board of trustees should be able to provide support for some of the governance aspects of the
job, but in practice, principals continue to shoulder a huge workload. For example, while performance
management is a legal responsibility of the board, a recent survey identified that nearly 1 in 4 principals
noted that they take full responsibility for the process.120
The overall picture from school visits is one in which staff development time was limited, with much of
the instructional leadership in buildings (particularly in larger schools) delegated to middle leadership
rather than principals.

F3.2 Early impacts of school-led professional learning decisions

Recent shifts in professional development may benefit individual schools but
make it harder to focus resources on clear system priorities

In the immediate years after the introduction of the New Zealand Curriculum, many schools reported
focused support from the Ministry for professional learning on the key competencies:121
Up until 2009 there was a ton of PD on the front end of the curriculum, and then it just all seemed to go
away.

The most commonly cited reason for the shift was a tremendous amount of systemic energy spent on
implementing National Standards, which some interviewees believed diverted attention away from
secondary schools even though those standards were not implemented at that level; in fact, centrally
funded professional learning efforts continued at relatively constant levels throughout the
implementation of National Standards. Still, one regional office representative noted that on the
implementation front, supporting National Standards demanded significant effort relative to work with
secondary schools:122
We spent so much of our time with schools out here working on and justifying National Standards, and
now they’re gone.

At the current moment, determining the professional learning focus and applying for support is the
prerogative of individual schools, a relatively recent shift – schools put together professional learning
proposals identifying their needs and local panels meet and consider proposals each term. 123
The shift to having schools apply for professional development is a good effort at getting schools the
services that they value, and offers a promising approach to eliminating wasteful spending. In addition,
the shift allows for schools to support collaborative inquiry at a local level in order to identify and needs
and develop professional learning programs to support them. But at the moment two issues seem to have
surfaced:
1.
2.

Many school leaders reported either not applying for funding, or knowing schools that do not
apply for funding, because of the time and effort needed to fill out applications;
Some service providers reported burdensome costs of an influx in contracts (moving from ten
contracts to more than 100), each with its own evaluation plan, leaving them less time to focus
on the work with clients and unable to forecast staffing levels necessary to support new work.

As one principal explained:124
The system is working out for us, we applied to the national pool and got to pick from accredited providers.
But I know a lot of people who just haven’t wanted to bother with the paperwork.
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For those schools not engaged with centralised professional learning opportunities, there is risk that
instructional practice will remain stagnant. One service provider expressed a desire for the MoE to take
a more active role in supporting instructional change in schools:125
When the New Zealand Curriculum came out, people had trouble coping. It basically said ‘We give you
the frame, you develop your curriculum.’ Well people went straight back to traditional subject-oriented
teaching, because that’s just what they’re comfortable with and they didn’t have a ton of support… schools
were just left to sink or swim.

As the new professional learning system takes root, it will be important to monitor not just what types of
professional learning schools are requesting, but which schools are not applying for funds, and why;
there is some risk that certain schools may simply tread water with current practices if they do not engage
with the new professional learning process.
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Finding Set 4: Coherence in the education sector

Multiple organisations exert policy pressures that influence how deeply schools
support the key competencies

Any consideration of classroom strategies deployed by teachers must take into account the policy
environment in which those teachers operate. The practice of teaching occurs against a complex backdrop
of policies and priorities determined by parents, principals, boards of trustees, universities, government
agencies, and service providers.






The Treaty of Waitangi provides a founding set of principles that mean a diverse set of
perspectives inform educational policy and practice in New Zealand schools. This includes
reflection on what types of knowledge and skills are valued and developed among students,
including balancing western perspectives with Māori and Pasifika viewpoints (see Appendix 1
for discussion of these issues in greater detail).
Secondary schools function with guidance from the Ministry of Education, the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority (NZQA), the Education Review Office (ERO), the Education Council,
and individual school boards of trustees made up mainly of parents. School actions and priorities
are responsive to each of these organisational bodies.
The National Curriculum, whether in English or te reo Māori, serves as a framework that schools
use to guide local curriculum development, but in practice at secondary schools the NCEA
qualifications system drives many of the pedagogical choices of Year 11-13 teachers. Most
teachers feel NCEA pressure more acutely than almost any other priority in the system as NCEA
credentials are valued by parents, reported in the media and reviewed by ERO and the Ministry.

All in all, for any deep rooted instructional change to take place in the sector, a diverse array of actors
and structural features like assessments must be coordinated and aligned.
The Government is currently engaged in trying to do just that through a series of reviews. For example,
one of those reviews focuses on strategies for reducing the administrative workload of both teachers and
principals – work that responds to an ERO report that noted:126 127
There is a range of administrative work associated with (secondary) teaching, leadership and pastoral
care, including reporting, meetings, data collection, management and analysis, surveys, parent contact,
health and safety, organising relief, photocopying, NCEA administration tasks (e.g. record keeping, data
analysis), appraisal and registration requirements, special education applications, IT management and
support…These [tasks] are often delegated from the principal to senior leaders to departments and middle
leaders and teachers.

Coordinating the details of this work remains a challenge for schools, and while the 2018 reviews
continue, many schools engage in status quo practices until further direction is provided; that is, most
school leaders interviewed approached the 2018 school year with a continuation of existing practices
while aware that the current set of reviews may provide new policies or implementation priorities at the
secondary level.

F4.1 The many actors and factors involved in key competencies

Multiple organisations operate key levers that impact a focus on the key
competencies
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In practice, principals work in an environment where multiple organisations set standards and policy
frameworks. New teachers are hired out of university programs whose courses are approved by the
Education Council; teacher appraisals for existing teachers are also completed in accordance with
standards set by the Education Council. Those teachers build courses in secondary schools based in part
on individual standards written by the New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA). Guidelines for
assessing performance against those standards are set by the NZQA, which builds and administers
external exams (i.e. three-hour, year-end tests). Those
standards and exams are aligned with New Zealand’s
National Curriculum (the New Zealand Curriculum and Te
Schools manage teacher appraisals
Marautanga o Aotearoa) with stewardship from the Ministry
with standards from the Education
of Education (MoE). And the Education Review Office
Council, educate students on
(ERO) then evaluates the whole school picture – support and
standards
written
by
NZQA,
planning processes for teachers, equity in student outcomes
implement a curriculum stewarded by
and strategies for priority learners, and engagement with
the MoE and undergo evaluation led
communities. The principal, hired by a board of trustees
by ERO
consisting mainly of locally elected parents, works with that
board to reflect on overall performance and determine the
strategic direction of the school.
Each of these organisational bodies, independently managed, provide crucial direction for teacher
practice such as the integration of key competencies into instruction and assessment. And when teachers
and school leaders fail to see coherence across the range of actors that manage the system, they simply
choose their own pathways to follow.
A former principal and NZQA official suggested that measurement became the primary reason that
secondary teachers tended to overlook the key competencies early after their introduction through the
New Zealand Curriculum: secondary teachers wanted to know whether and how to report on the
competencies, and a lack of clarity caused many to overlook them altogether: 128
For many teachers (but not all), particularly in Years 11-13, [the key competencies] are simply not
regarded as being as important as the achievement objectives, because it is the achievement objectives,
from which the achievement standards are derived, that are the key building blocks of the NCEA
qualification… the writers of the curriculum failed to recognise that assessment for qualifications through
the NCEA requires a view of assessment that is quite different from that implied (though not very clearly)
in the monitoring of competencies.

During interviews, some teachers I met with expressed scepticism that the institutions set up to support
them were designed to support the development of key competencies. One such example came through
reflection on building interdisciplinary courses, where a teacher presented a dilemma she perceived with
the moderation of NCEA standards in those courses:129
NCEA standards are pitched as flexible, but the structures behind them aren’t. I think the moderators work
in siloes. So if we have an interdisciplinary course with student work in math and social studies, does that
go to a math or social studies moderator? I’m really not sure.

Overall, the impact of a vast set of NCEA credits on schools’ approach to supporting the key
competencies cannot be understated. When interviewees spoke of narrowing their curriculum or having
to cover too much content, they often alluded to the pressure they felt to grant NCEA credits at high pass
rates – given that NCEA pass rates serve as a school quality signal to many parents, some schools reported
making the rational choice to boost NCEA pass rates in order to appease boards and stand out in media
reports. As one principal explained:130
Our pass rates were near 90 per cent and our board wanted to know why we were lower than some
neighbouring schools. I said ‘You want 92 per cent?’ I can get that with NCEA, we’d just have to do a
couple things here and there. But that’s not the purpose of schooling.

Additionally, many school leaders and teachers feel the performance of their students on NCEA
examinations is the primary measure by which the Ministry of Education judges their school’s
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performance. A teacher commented on the pressure to maintain momentum with NCEA credit
accumulation throughout the year:131
Our principal is checking NCEA progress all the time because the Ministry is checking NCEA progress.
If you’re not showing it, you’re getting an email from him.

A principal at a different school under heavy pressure to improve his school’s NCEA standing noted the
pressure created by external evaluation:132
There’s the front end of the curriculum, which we’re trying to bring into learning. And then there’s the
back end, which is how you get judged as a school, around NCEA Level 2. And I think that game is a small
game, it’s a narrow game.

For many teachers and principals, NCEA performance becomes the top priority, which carries two
implications. First, if teachers do not see how the key competencies help students learn more effectively,
they may simply ignore them. Second, when teachers and school leaders perceive that NCEA pass rates
are the primary means by which their work and that of their school is judged, they devote a large share
of their efforts towards preparing students for NCEA exams.

F4.2 School holding patterns during the reviews of 2018

In the current year, schools, service providers, and regional offices are holding
their course while reviews are undertaken

As of July 2018, the New Zealand Government had commenced a wide conversation on education
including 13 specific reviews (e.g. establishing an independent task force to examine the fundamental
structure of self-managing schools in New Zealand).133 The Ministry of Education is supporting the
government’s work programme to undertake these reviews, while also continuing to implement 19
initiatives and 6 major strategies which remain as stated priorities.134 135
This programme is organised around five main objectives: 136
1.

Placing learners at the centre

2.

Barrier-free access

3.

Quality teaching

4.

Quality inclusive public education

5.

21st Century learning

The Government’s review programme aims to involve all education system participants (including
students, parents, employers, and communities) in a more collaborative way, starting with a series of two
education summits in May which began a broad system-level strategic conversation about the value of
education and the future challenges and opportunities in the education system. 137 This Education
Conversation represents good faith efforts to engage with the education sector and provide support on
matters of critical importance. The Government has established a wide range of opportunities for the
education profession to input into the conversation and the detail of each component of its work
programme. Accordingly, some principals interviewed for this report expressed appreciation that a
holistic view of the sector was being undertaken; however, others expressed the view the work of
schooling continues regardless of the perceived vicissitudes of government. A service provider summed
up this sentiment:138
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We find that no-one in the system has a really good handle on what everyone else is working on or doing,
even those inside the Ministry regarding each other’s work or those across the core education agencies.
Initiatives…happen all the time but how it all links up and what the overall strategy is remains very
unclear. In the meantime, schools just get on with it, pulling together piecemeal resources and system
direction the best they can.

Two additional perceptions from schools are worthy of consideration. First, one of the schools I visited
located outside of a major urban centre expressed scepticism that its voice is heard as prominently as
schools working with students from high decile communities. A teacher commented :139
What schools’ voices are being heard during the current reviews? It’s Auckland schools and a bunch of
other high decile schools. It’s not us low-decile schools.

Second, some schools expressed scepticism that during consultation periods on proposals coming out of
ministerial working groups that feedback is truly taken into account. A principal noted:140
I’m not sure I trust the process of consultation [on the current NCEA review]. Typically proposals… turn
out to be slow-drying concrete.
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III. RECOMMENDATIONS
The recommendations in this section are meant to be considered as a range of actions that the
Government, Ministry of Education, schools, and other agencies in the sector can take to support teaching
emphasis on the key competencies in secondary schools. Recommendations are grouped within a valuesknowledge-capacity-coherence framework. Detailed discussion of each recommendation can be found
in the sections that follow, and the concluding section of the paper presents a framework for prioritizing
them.
Specific recommendations include:
1) Values – Overall, signal that the education system values the development of key competencies
alongside academic success
a) Expand data analysis that can offer insight into the key competencies by encouraging schools
to utilize surveys to capture a broad set of outcomes; analyse existing data within the system
to understand the holistic impact schools have on learners; and review existing school
reporting structures and practices to understand how schools conceptualize success
b) Utilize digital technologies to improve the frequency and variety of information flows with
parents
2) Knowledge – Help stakeholders within the system build deep knowledge of how the key
competencies impact learning
a) Offer micro-credentials for teachers that tie social and emotional learning to development of
the key competencies
b) Ensure professional learning on key competencies is provided within disciplines as much as it
is provided across disciplines
c) Pilot project-based learning credits and evaluate the impact of project experiences before a
decision is made about whether to require these credits across the system
d) Target social and emotional learning programming options for students at ages 13-15, and tie
the lessons of these efforts to the key competencies in order to ensure they support all students
3) Capacity – Ensure that leaders within schools have the time and training to support instructional
change
a) Ensure teacher collaboration time is maximised within current timetables, and that
collaboration supports concrete strategies grounded in sound inquiry processes
b) Invest in middle leader training through Ministry regional offices or service providers
c) Use digital technologies strategically to support differentiation and feedback for students
d) Field test instructional resources that support development of the key competencies
e) Develop a New Zealand research base on the impact of structures that prioritize teacherstudent relationships
4) Coherence – Ensure that the mix of agencies and policies that impact schools’ priorities work in
tandem to support the key competencies
a) Streamline professional standards so that appraisal processes involve reflection on the
implementation of the New Zealand Curriculum
b) Broaden the Record of Achievement from a list of credits to a portfolio of learning
experiences and achievements
c) Provide a database or toolkit that allows school leaders and teachers to prioritize standards that
support development of the key competencies
d) Ensure evaluation of internal processes drives review cycles to prevent an overreliance on
NCEA achievement levels
e) Incentivise employers, community organisations, and/or universities to collaborate with
secondary schools at scale
f) Work with universities to ensure required credits contribute to a secondary school experience
consistent with the New Zealand Curriculum’s overall vision and principles
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Recommendation Set 1: Valuing the key competencies
In analysing teacher surveys and conducting visits to school sites, I found that teachers generally value
the key competencies as a set of capabilities students ought to possess. Whether they built learning
experiences to develop those capabilities was another question, however: many teachers felt that since
there were no agreed upon ways to monitor or measure the key competencies, time and effort spent trying
to determine how students’ capabilities developed would be time lost and effort wasted.
The recommendations in this section provide a set of actions that various actors can take in order to signal
the value the system places on the development of key competencies; those efforts should also lead to
improved ways of thinking about monitoring and reflecting on the skills students build through emphasis
on the key competencies.

R1.1 Expand analysis to gauge how key competencies are monitored

Expand data analysis that can offer insights into social and emotional skills that
underlie the key competencies, but do so carefully

Many educators feel that the key competencies are simply not valued in the current system. This feeling
stems in part from the concern that academic achievement is the number one driver of how schools are
evaluated by entities such as the MoE and ERO as well as parents.
There is compelling evidence that social and emotional skills predict a number of outcomes, from course
grades to long-term health (see correlations in Figures 8-10 in Section I). While the causal mechanisms
underlying these relationships are still the subject of much research, it follows that measuring social and
emotional skills can provide a more holistic approach to understanding the preparedness of students for
academic work as well as life beyond school. The key competencies emphasise many of these skills
either explicitly or indirectly, such as resilience, self-concept, extraversion, and conscientiousness. 141
However, how to measure those outcomes is a question of considerable debate.
Use student surveys on SEL skills cautiously
Student surveys may offer some useful data within schools, but it is too early to use them to compare
impact across schools
There are several methods to pursue to understand how the key competencies develop among students,
the first of which might be self-reported measures of social and emotional skills. For example, a group
of school districts in California known as the “CORE” districts recently began measuring students’
perceptions of their growth mindset, self-efficacy, self-management, and social awareness to determine
how each develop between Grades 4 and 12. Researchers gave the following rationale for the work: 142
A clearer understanding of how students’ social-emotional skills develop, including how specific
competencies shift with age and vary across subgroups, should help educators, policymakers, and
researchers to interpret patterns they observe in their students and discern how best to support them.

One of the major limitations of the work, however, lies in both the possibility that students select answers
they feel are the most “correct” (“social desirability bias”) as well as in “reference bias” – the danger that
individual responses are skewed by different standards of comparison. 143 For example, one study on selfreported student measures of conscientiousness, self-control, grit, and growth mindset indicated that
while these measures are correlated with positive outcomes for individual students overall, when
aggregated by school level those effects dissipate. 144 One explanation offered is that students at schools
that focus on SEL tend to rate themselves lower than students at schools that do not – these schools may
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therefore have the positive effect of raising the standards and awareness of social and emotional skills,
but their data show their students scoring themselves lower than other students on those very skills.145
In New Zealand, ten schools recently participated in a pilot to assess SEL among students. The schools
worked with the Auckland-based 21C Skills Lab, which facilitated a pilot with the online test known as
ACT-Tessera, developed by researchers in the United States.146 I spoke to three educators involved in
the work, and opinions of the utility of the testing service and resources varied. One deputy principal
found the data helpful for confirming general opinions the leadership team had formed about student
dispositions:147
All of our Year 9 and 10 students took the test, and teamwork and resilience showed up as being
weaknesses among our students. This matched with our anecdotal evidence, and it was nice to have some
data to confirm our observations. Many of our students are used to working on their own.

On the other hand, another leader found the testing experience to be overwhelming and thus the data to
be unreliable. In his opinion, the value in participating in the pilot came from a guide of action steps used
to develop social and emotional learning:148
When my kids sat down to do the initial assessment, they balked at 1.5 hours of multi-choice questions…
[but] there was some really cool, practical stuff in the playbook that came along with the assessment that
helped us build our lesson plans that we deliver as part of pieces of our graduate profile.

Experiences among New Zealand and American schools, and work from well-known researchers such
as Angela Duckworth (known for studying “grit”), suggest that overall there is a compelling rationale for
schools to use self-report data to gauge student strengths and weaknesses in social and emotional skills:
this type of data could be used to inform teacher planning of
learning experiences that emphasise the development of key
competencies, and boards of trustees might find the data useful to
reflect on areas where students feel confident as well as those in
Survey data on social and
which they need support. But overall, data on social and emotional
emotional skills can provide
skills still appears too unreliable to use in comparison across
insights at the student or
schools – reference bias would skew any efforts at valid
classroom level but are still
comparison. Thus if the Ministry of Education were to promote the
largely
unreliable
in
use of survey tools with schools or Kāhui Ako, the results of that
comparisons across schools
data ought to be used in concert with leaders within schools, but
not as comparison metrics across them.
Determine existing data that may serve as a proxy for key competencies
Collating existing data within the education system might provide helpful indicators on the true impact
teachers have on student outcomes within and beyond school
A potentially more valid approach to data collection than self-report surveys might be to construct a
proxy for a high level of social and emotional skills based on data that is already collected in the education
system—this could include attendance data, NCEA achievement scores (from Not Achieved to
Excellence), stand-down data, and extracurricular involvement. ERO reports currently mention checking
data for attendance and stand-downs and often explicitly call out overall NCEA achievement rates –
sophisticated analysis could help determine the extent to which these metrics predict future outcomes,
and which teachers are most effective at influencing them.
This type of research has been undertaken in academic settings in the United States: for example, a 2012
study of high school students analysed both test scores and a construct consisting of attendance,
suspensions, course marks, and on-time progression across grade levels to serve as a proxy for what the
paper termed “non-cognitive skills.” The author, an economist from Northwestern University, theorised
that while tests capture cognitive skills, coming to school and working to maintain performance requires
persistence, motivation and planning – all associated with social and emotional skills. His construct of
attendance and grades was found to be a better predictor than test scores on whether students would
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graduate from high school, choose to attend college, earn high wages, or encounter the criminal justice
system.149
Interestingly, data also showed that some teachers were able to
effectively improve students’ test scores, while others had a greater
impact on whether students consistently showed up to school, stayed
out of trouble, moved onto the next grade with their peers, and got
good grades across learning areas. Perhaps most notably, the teachers
who excelled at raising test scores and those with a large impact on
non-test score outcomes were different people, suggesting teachers
excelled in one area or the other, but not both. The study concluded:150
Test score measures understate the effect of teachers on adult
outcomes in general, and may greatly understate their importance
in affecting outcomes that are determined by non-cognitive skills.

Some evidence suggests that
certain teachers greatly
improve student test scores,
while other teachers impact
proxy measures for social
and emotional skills that
predict important adult
outcomes

Exploring existing data on a variety of academic and non-academic student measures might help identify
and celebrate schools that make a contribution to the holistic development of students—including proxy
measures for “Managing Self” and “Relating to Others” that could be constructed from existing data
sources. Data available in StatsNZ’s Integrated Data Infrastructure (IDI) contains a range of microdata
ripe for exploration, and analysis of education figures along with health, justice, community and/or
employment data could all lead to deeper understandings of the true impact of educators on student
outcomes over time.151 Tying this type of analysis back to school-level decision-making around
programming and teacher practices, however, will require a collaborative effort between statisticians and
education researchers unlikely to be realised in the short run.
Understand current school reporting structures and practices
Individual schools are already making decisions about what data to report to parents and using
technology tools to broaden reporting; understanding what these reports look like and what strategies
are in use offers an area for further study
In 2015, just under one-third of secondary school principals included targets to “build students’ social
and emotional competencies and well-being” into their annual plans (comparison with 2012 was not
possible as this reporting was not available on that survey).152 This indicates that some schools are already
developing metrics by which to gauge social and emotional skills development, but by and large the
majority are not.
On individual student reports, however, most schools I visited included comments or narrative
descriptions of social and emotional factors. Across those schools, reporting measures varied
tremendously. At one point a secondary school was issuing scores for student levels of “grit” on
official reports; they had recently shifted to offering credits and reporting on collaboration and
communication, something stakeholders indicated they valued even as they recognised difficulties in
reporting on such measures:153
We just felt like we need to give feedback on competencies in order to help students grow in those areas,
and aligning as a staff was the best way for us to think about doing that. – Principal
Something like speaking up in class counts for your communication grade, and speaking up feels like it’s
important in life, so I appreciate that we get credit for it. – Student
As for how we come up with marks, even I have to look at our reports to figure out what they mean and I
work here. I just tell my husband to look at the comments because that’s what’s most important. –
Teacher

More commonly, schools made strategic decisions around the presentation of reports to students, placing
commentary on an individual student’s character qualities on the front page. I observed this both with a
low decile school in South Auckland and a high decile private school in the Wellington region, indicating
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the high degree of interest in understanding and valuing the whole child across both economic and
cultural lines. As one of the schools noted: 154
We place our valued concepts on the front of a report because if this is what we value we need to put
these front and centre and not just lead with academic data. If we show parents academic data first then
they focus mainly on that. So our character reporting goes on the front page on every report.

Further research should be done to understand what schools report on, how they do so, and what the
impact is on student engagement, parent engagement, and academic achievement. Schools indicate a
desire to report on social and emotional factors at the individual level, but few had strategies to roll up
this data for analysis or planning at the school level. MoE could work with ERO, NZCER, or university
researchers to better understand the following, and use results to inform future practice:





How do schools report to parents and whānau on the social and emotional skills found within
the key competencies?
What factors determine the skills and dispositions that schools choose to highlight in reports?
Does the structure of reporting influence how teachers teach, or what they decide to teach?
Beyond sending reports home, what strategies do schools use to reflect and report on students’
learning?

On the last point, many schools I visited exhibited promising
practices to go alongside reporting, such as student-led conferences
with parents. For example, after the principal read an article in the
Education Gazette, a comprehensive school I visited decided to host
“My Action Plan” meetings with students and parents twice per
year. The meetings helped broaden conversations about developing
successful students and led to significantly increased parent
engagement:155
Our traditional back to school night was getting 30 per cent
parent involvement. Now we’re seeing 85 per cent involvement
when we block off a full day for one-on-one meetings.

Alongside reporting practices
that deliver insights into the
key competencies, several
schools visited used studentled conferencing to allow
students to gain experience
discussing their strengths,
needs and interests

Research on principals’ views of the support received from various agencies offers some possible
guidelines for which agency or organisation might conduct a study and offer recommendations. Data
from 2015 show that among government agencies, secondary principals rank NZQA (79 per cent), MoE
regional offices (73 per cent), ERO (53 per cent), the MoE national office (40 per cent), and the Teachers
Council (33 per cent) as most helpful in providing advice (see Figure 16).156 Among “other
organisations”, the New Zealand School Trustees Association (NZSTA-73 per cent), Secondary
Principals Association (SPANZ-71 per cent), NZCER (56 per cent), and the PPTA (48 per cent) have all
provided guidance to principals with varying degrees of reception. 157
From these metrics, it appears MoE regional offices or NZSTA might be best equipped to dig into how
schools report success and offer recommendations. In particular, engaging NZSTA might offer an
opportunity for boards of trustees to consider how schools collect data that reflects a holistic picture of
student success, which could offer the additional benefit of broadening the expectations of parents from
a myopic focus on NCEA success rates to a more comprehensive set of outcomes.
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Figure 16: Secondary principals’ views of helpfulness of advice from various agencies

R1.2 Improve information flows to parents

Utilise digital technologies to improve information flows with parents

While teachers can have an impact on social and emotional skills, parents also influence aspects of the
key competencies. An Education Council convening recently noted the unique influence parents can play
in directing focus to the key competencies:158
There is a need for parent and whānau education about future work and skills alongside the profession’s
curriculum and qualification discussions. Parents and whānau have expectations about what a successful
educational outcome is, largely based on their own experiences with education.

Reflecting this reality, several schools I visited for made concerted efforts to engage both students and
parents in conferencing as a method of emphasising social and emotional skills development among
students. One school noted:159
Our traditional back-to-school night was getting 30 per cent parent involvement. Now we’re seeing 85 per
cent involvement when we block off a full day for one-on-one meetings. Twice a year, six weeks into the
term, we set goals for the year with students and parents. The form teacher has access to all kinds of online
data to write up a report for that meeting.

Another school had students rate themselves on learner qualities, several based on the key competencies,
in order to lead conversations with parents:160
Kids self-assess on a continuum from one to ten for each of our qualities, but it’s really about growth
rather than having standard levels. So progress is based on student perception and supported by
teachers. We have student conferences three times per year. Kids place themselves on a continuum, and
they’ll talk about what the quality of being a “risk-taker” means at school and then parents will chime in
with how they see that playing out at home. The kids set goals for two concepts per term for their action
plans.

Beyond in-depth conferencing, some research conducted at scale suggests that engaging parents with
technology-based notifications offers promising results. A 2017 review of randomised, controlled trials
identified 10 studies that sought to improve the information flow from schools to parents, finding benefits
such as improved academic performance and attendance and reduced behavioural issues:161
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These programs followed two main approaches: first, sending information to parents that was generated
anyway as part of regular school activities (like grades and attendance), and, second, having teachers
send personalised messages to parents. Overall, these studies have found positive results, indicating a
potentially fruitful set of opportunities.

The theory behind why these interventions work is simple – the more information parents have about
their child’s time at school, the more likely they are to work with the child to address challenges: 162
If parents are constrained by a gap in information on how hard
their children are working or how well they are performing,
and if children are not already expending maximum effort, then
closing these gaps may provide parents the opportunity to
apply that alchemical combination of guidance, pressure, and
support that constitutes parenting. This issue may be especially
important for low-performing schools, which already exhibit
lower rates of communication satisfaction from parents and
where parents may be relatively more constrained in their
ability to absorb monitoring costs.

Some evidence suggests that
engaging
parents
with
technology-based notifications
allows them to play a more
informed role as mentors and
guides for students

At the primary level, I observed several schools using apps like
SeeSaw, which allows teachers to snap quick photos or videos of student work or performance, and
pushes that learning evidence as notifications to parents. Several parents remarked that this enabled them
to ask better questions of students about their work and experiences at school.163 One secondary principal
remarked that a similar app for employers would allow him to gain a better handle on what students were
learning through Gateway or project-based experiences, which can be difficult to coordinate.164 At the
secondary level, however, data pushed to parents still appears grounded in descriptive figures. For
example, the MoE currently supports messaging systems that notify parents of absences.165
Gathering and analysing data such as attendance in greater depth might support teachers in identifying
root causes of student performance; for example, some attendance apps tabulate the number of
instructional minutes that students miss in a given class in a given term.166 One can imagine using this
type of data in student-led conferences to demonstrate that performance in a course is influenced by both
academic and non-academic factors.
Going forward, as part of its annual analysis of attendance data, the MoE survey of attendance could
compare attendance levels of schools that use messaging systems and those that do not, controlling for
factors like decile level, in order to study the impact of messaging systems in New Zealand communities.
Of course, technology interventions need to be sensitive to conditions in local communities. A 2017
report identified the following groups as likely to experience some forms of “digital exclusion”, meaning
they may not have the access or skills to access the internet:167








Families with children in low socio-economic communities
People living in rural communities
People with disabilities
Migrants and refugees with English as a second language
Māori and Pasifika youth
Offenders and ex-offenders
Seniors

Yet on the whole, secondary schools may find interventions that seek to address attendance issues
particularly salient, especially among female students. In 2016 data showed that attendance begins to dip
around Year 11 for both genders, but by Year 13 male students attend school at a rate almost 6.5 per cent
higher than female students (49.9 per cent to 43.5 per cent, respectively, Figure 17).168
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Figure 17: Students attending school regularly (present 90 per cent of days or more), Term 2, 2016 169

And schools that have systems to flag attendance issues might ward off disengagement in secondary
schools at critical time periods. A 2016 study of students in alternative education programs noted that
many attended schools that took action only after long periods of truancy were identified:170
When students chose to use the only option they had any control over (wagging), there did not appear to
be effective systems to intervene quickly before it became a pattern… Students in our study, disengaged
from learning first and then wagged. The schools (apart from one clear example in our study) reportedly
failed to notice, or they noticed but did nothing to prevent the disengagement, and they only picked up on
the presence problem after extended truancy

The same study identified that part of the reason students
disengaged from school was a gap in skills required for
secondary school courses – an issue that was also cited by
secondary teachers interviewed for this study as a reason not to
focus classroom time on key competencies (and an issue
addressed with Recommendation R3.3 on digital technologies).

Truancy may stem from a lack of
academic skills as well as social
and emotional factors like
resilience and conscientiousness

On the whole, the MoE has some promising practices in place to
engage parents in student data in an automated fashion, such as the aforementioned absence notification
partnerships.171 Evidence suggests that these efforts to boost information flows to parents should be
continued, while new tools that might deepen the quality or variety of information sent to parents could
be of particular use to classroom teachers. As parents and whānau become more aware of student learning
within schools, they may be able to take a more informed role in guiding learning outside of school,
supporting students on social and emotional skills that pervade both settings.
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Recommendation Set 2: Knowledge-building for key competencies
In a 2013 paper on the evaluation and reward of teachers, scholars from Massey University discussed the
importance of knowledge-building in educational change efforts:172
A recurring reason for school reform failures is ‘because they assumed that teachers would know how to
do things they actually didn’t know how to do’… To acquire a new skill it is necessary to engage in active
rehearsal of that skill with feedback (provided, for example, by another teacher) and to continue the
practice-feedback cycle until the new skill has been mastered.

This perspective is useful in consideration of the key competencies – as findings in this paper suggest,
while schools value the key competencies as an important part of student growth, many secondary
teachers have yet to incorporate them into practice as foundational elements of learning. The
recommendations in this section offer a set of strategies to further understanding of how the key
competencies impact day-to-day teacher practice.

R2.1 Offer SEL micro-credentials for teachers

Offer micro-credentials for teachers in social and emotional learning concepts
that underlie the key competencies

Interviews for this study suggest many teachers crave a set of tools to go along with the key competencies.
These tools could be delivered within micro-credentials that teachers could pursue in order to further
their understanding of the key competencies. Micro-credentials could certify knowledge of critical
aspects of learning that help teachers build a schema in SEL constructs that underlie the key
competencies.
These could be focused, three-to-five step “investigations” that teachers undertake within or across
departments in order to support inquiry-based, collaborative professional learning. Possible topics for
micro-credentialing with a key competency lens include the following:






Thinking: Metacognition as a learning strategy – how planning for and reflecting on learning
supports knowledge construction and knowledge transfer
Managing self: Self-efficacy, grit, and growth mindset – giving feedback and designing learning
opportunities that boost student self-efficacy and motivation
Relating to others: Cooperative learning and group dynamics – how goal-setting influences
teams, strategies to use to maximise learning in heterogeneous groups
Using language, symbols and texts: Working memory, long-term memory, and cognitive load
– how disciplinary fluencies underpin critical thinking within and across disciplines
Participating and contributing: Learning partnerships – engaging whānau in the construction
and evaluation of rich tasks

A possible schedule for a micro-credentialing experience could be the following, which may unfold over
the course of three to five weeks or at a pace determined by teachers:





Step 1: View tools and resources on a topic from online learning platform. Evaluate current state
of classroom relative to concepts encountered in video
Step 2: Plan an intervention with colleague(s) to test out strategies learned in Step 1
Step 3: Implement intervention with students and reflect on impact with colleague(s) and
students
Step 4: Final reflection on feedback and results. Repeat cycle from Steps 2-4 and move on to
another module

Over time, teachers might be able to build up a suite of mental models and concrete tactics for supporting
the social and emotional aspects of classroom practice critical to learning how to learn. Along the way,
some core misconceptions that are held about the key competencies may be challenged (e.g. the idea that
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time spent on metacognition with struggling students is time wasted – lower-achieving students may
actually benefit most from this type of support). 173
Online content offers flexibility and a low-cost delivery
mechanism for new content, and recent research on teacher
coaching in the United States suggests that virtual support can be
just as effective as face-to-face learning opportunities.174 But as
low completion rates for massive open online courses (MOOC’s)
show, staying motivated to work independently is a challenge. To
incentivise continuous learning, the following actions can be
taken:





Recent research suggests that
virtual support for teachers can
be just as effective as face-toface learning opportunities

Schools: Look for opportunities in the timetable to give teachers working on micro-credentials
time dedicated to complete work – for example, offload administrative tasks from middle
leaders engaged in online courses, or give teachers enrolled in micro-credentials an extra block
of time during the week to complete their work during a given term
Principals/Education Council/PPTA: Take enrolment in online modules into account during the
appraisal process, crediting teachers for standards like professional learning
ERO: Take enrolment in online courses into account in school reports as evidence of a culture
of continuous learning

Finally, schools might want to consider pairing newer and more veteran teachers together to engage in
collaborative inquiry. Newer teachers might be more up-to-date on the latest research underpinning
learning as they finish university, but struggle with anticipating how students develop content knowledge.
Veteran teachers typically possess deep content knowledge, but may lack channels to stay abreast of the
latest research on learning. Pairing these teachers together to focus on critical social and emotional
elements of learning can provide an opportunity for deep, practical inquiry into how to best to support
students.

R2.2 Support PLD on the key competencies within disciplines

Ensure the professional learning on key competencies is focused as much within
disciplines as it is across disciplines

In NZCER’s 2015 survey of secondary school leaders, 20 per cent of principals felt they could not access
external expertise to “embed the [New Zealand Curriculum] key competencies in all learning areas.”175
However, whether that is a goal for many schools is an open question.
Visits to some school sites revealed an undercurrent of dissatisfaction that interpretations of the New
Zealand Curriculum have become too progressive and too focused on skills over content essentials. For
example, multiple stakeholders spoke of students arriving to secondary schools with lower levels of basic
math skills than in the past:
I find that the kids have spent a lot of time in groups and figuring out different solutions but they lack some
of the basic math skills they need to be successful in the sciences. – Teacher176
57 per cent of my incoming kids this year couldn’t subtract 58 from 67 on our incoming assessment.
They’ve done a math curriculum in primary school that is too open. – Principal, intermediate school177
We’re seeing a dip in numeracy skills among our students, many of them are coming in 2 years behind
where they used to be. That’s the result of the Numeracy Project. – Principal, secondary school178
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Other stakeholders spoke of concerns that they were bearing the burden of working with students on
skills on their own time: 179
We were having to spend 30 minutes a night just teaching my daughter her basic multiplication facts
because she wasn’t learning any of that in school. She has as much freedom in her learning as I did getting
my PhD. I just have the sense that maybe we’ve gone too far with self-directed learning.

Some interviewees with similar concerns directed me to the work of the New Zealand Initiative, or Daisy
Christodoulou or Katharine Birbalsingh in the United Kingdom, or E.D. Hirsh in the United States, all
of whom have advocated for the primacy of content knowledge in
learning.180 181 182 183 Beyond my interview experiences, there is
some evidence that this type of focus on academic, disciplinary
Both direct instruction and
learning is more prominent in high decile New Zealand schools than
discovery learning methods
low decile schools.184
contribute to student learning,
meaning teachers would do
On the other side of the pedagogical spectrum, some interviewees
well to utilise both approaches
expressed that the current system is too focused on knowledge and
too focused on accepted norms of assessment to effectively support
when necessary
the diverse range of students in New Zealand schools. Many of these
educators advocated play or project-based learning; cited
Montessori or Steiner methods; spoke of Gardner’s multiple intelligences or Moll’s funds of knowledge;
sought to “build learning power” as advocated by Guy Claxton; and gravitated toward more recent works
challenging educational convention from American professor Todd Rose.185 186 187 188 Some examples of
this type of thinking include:
We’re trying to wrap the learning around the student here so they develop an appreciation for learning
– Principal, composite school 189
Assessment can blind you to different types of intelligences… my kids don’t do standardised assessment
very well, their culture is set up around family ties, it’s collaborative and communal. When you sit down
they like to talk about answers, and that doesn’t work well for standardised assessment. – Deputy
Principal190
Where do you draw the line on disciplinary knowledge anyway? Twenty teachers of science will give you
20 different ideas of what students need to know. Instead of just knowledge, we should be teaching
competencies. – Service provider191
I think the approach should be this… you immerse yourself in a learning experience. Then you reflect back
and say ‘OK, which credits can I demonstrate?’ So you start with a target of learning, and then you worry
about accumulating credits. It’s high risk doing it this way, and it puts a lot of demand on the professional.
But would doing that be riskier than perpetuating this ‘End of Average’ approach that we have now? –
Service provider192

As a study on teaching thinking skills recently discussed, it is likely that both direct instruction and
discovery methods contribute to student learning. 193 Thus there are merits to both educational
perspectives, and teachers would do well to be familiar with them. For example, teachers ought to
investigate which types of knowledge in a discipline provide students the greatest opportunity to be able
to assimilate and make sense of new information. In maths, for instance, research has found that
knowledge of fractions and long-division have a relation to future maths achievement greater than that
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of whole number operations, working memory, verbal IQ, and parent income and education. 194 That
finding can provide grounding for inquiry into some of the maths issues teachers and principals were
quick to report in interviews for this study.
However, teachers quick to teach content, assess, and then move onto the next topic in fixed progressions
might also want to consider how the depth of learning might increase if students are asked to consider
applications of new knowledge or engage community members in shaping that knowledge. One teacher
gave an example of a simple strategy she used to teach lessons on volume – students had to design a
structure, calculate volume, and then get feedback from local community members on how their structure
would work in the real world: 195
One kid went to a chocolatier, another to someone who prepares hāngī, and another to their dad who was
a plasterer. The student working on the hāngī said, ‘I’m gonna ask someone about the dimensions of the
pit depending on group size, whether it’s 40-50 people, etc.’ Their work just got so much richer with that
simple request for feedback, they were thinking of all kinds of things they hadn’t before, and they engaged
whānau and community members in the process.

That simple exercise allows students to connect learning to prior knowledge, solicit and respond to
feedback, and enter into a learning relationship with community or whānau members, all of which ought
to both deepen content knowledge and support several aspects of the key competencies; it is consistent
with the idea of “interactive homework”, which has some evidence
in raising student achievement.196
A simple strategy such as
asking students to get feedback
on their homework can deepen
learning opportunities and
provide experience with the
key competencies

The teacher made sure students had grasped the concept of volume
and practiced it before going into communities, demonstrating
awareness on two levels. First, that novice learners and those with
expertise may view the structure of problems differently, with the
former requiring more scaffolding and concrete examples to make
sense of problem structures.197 Second, that asking students to
transfer the deep structure of a problem from one context to another
can further learning.198

These are concepts that could hold true for professional learning as much as in learning with students,
particularly at the secondary level, where the predominant organisational structure for teachers to discuss
pedagogy still occurs within domain specific learning areas:199
The dominant philosophy of the current PD model is to deliver generic messages about good teaching
through a variety of non-subject specialist (facilitators, consultants, etc.) and then expect specialist
teachers to translate this into action in their classrooms…the core generic messages should be articulated
and demonstrated in subject-based PD. This is real, it is immediate, it is not fuzzy, it cannot be dismissed
as theory, and it is very much focused on helping teachers to deliver their subject-based lessons.

That perspective speaks to the importance of grounding the key competencies as fundamental for learning
within disciplines even as they are framed as essential for learning across disciplines. Transferring
knowledge about the key competencies from one subject to another may be challenging for some
teachers, and understanding how the key competencies underpin learning in their content areas is likely
to boost transferability to other learning areas in the long run.
Subject-specific professional learning of this type would likely be well-supported by secondary teachers
– a 2014 survey with 3,673 responses revealed “subject specific” PLD as the most selected choice for
centrally funded PLD from a list of 22 topics.200
Logistically, subject-specific professional learning is challenging – sending one facilitator to work with
a school is much more cost effective and realistic than sending eight facilitators for eight learning areas.
Here technology can play a role: a single facilitator could provide the general framing for professional
learning, but if a suite of high-quality online examples and resources are available in each subject-domain
(through micro-credentials, for example), teachers may be able to make more explicit connections
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between the key competencies and the very real demands they face in accountability systems that,
particularly for university entrance, are still governed by subject-specific learning domains.

R2.3 Pilot project learning before requiring it

Pilot project-based learning credits and evaluate their impact before a decision is
made about whether to require these credits across the system

Education thought leaders have suggested that one of the ways to support the key competencies is to
design rich tasks that involve complex performances for students. 201 These might include learning
experiences without easy answers that require students to draw on a variety of perspectives in finding
solutions, which may be offered to real challenges facing real communities. Many New Zealand teachers
are engaged in this work and find it highly motivating. Done well, it can lead to extremely powerful
learning. Perhaps for that reason, the Ministerial Advisory Group looking at NCEA Review have
suggested 20 project-based learning credits at NCEA Level 1.202
Noting that this suggestion is not government policy, there are a number of considerations for
implementing this project learning at scale in the short run:





Training needs are likely to be substantial. Data indicate that secondary teachers will need
significant support – just 23 per cent of secondary teachers report that their students work on
projects or activities that make a difference in communities 203
Expertise among support providers still needs to develop. Without an implementation
mechanism, the system would be reliant on service providers to provide training in projectbased learning. As one service provider noted, “Project-based learning hasn’t really been a focus
at scale in New Zealand, no organisation is dedicated to it.”204 Organisations like the Buck
Institute and New Tech Network in the United States have taken years to develop their approach
to supporting project-based learning at scale in school districts, and New Zealand providers may
need similar timelines to hone their approach.
Poorly designed project-based learning could detract from essential disciplinary learning.
Victoria University of Wellington’s Michael Johnston, who has led work calibrating literacy
and numeracy skills across the secondary and tertiary sectors, expressed reservations that a
project focus might crowd out critical learning experiences for students.205
I’m afraid project-based learning will just detract from disciplinary learning. I think students
can build up a portfolio of learning during the year, and if NZQA panels graded that work,
teachers could focus their attention on formative assessment and learning, which would help
with teacher workload. But projects might just add to teacher workload and dilute essential
disciplinary knowledge.

Attending a meeting at a school with years of project-based learning experience, I was reminded just how
difficult the work of managing complex performance tasks with students can be. During the meeting,
administrators talked about several dilemmas: 206




How to help teachers learn how to help students to effectively manage projects – plan timelines,
set goals, monitor progress;
How to help teachers have effective coaching conversations with students; and
How to help teachers effectively support students exploring topics on which the teachers may
not have deep content knowledge.

Some teachers had developed expertise in all three facets over years of experience; newer teachers were
struggling to understand how to effectively support students with project-based work. And the quality of
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projects varied significantly. Within the school I visited a group of four students in Year 13 that had
developed a video game with an elaborate backstory and highly technical 3D modelling software. Three
students spoke of the benefits of pursuing project-based learning:207
It’s made me more open-minded about things, learning about all this new programming stuff that I might
not in regular classes.
It’s made me more creative, when I started I was like, just struggling to think of anything new, and then I
just had to dig in and find that creativity to build the backstory.
People get some self-respect I think for starting something and for finishing it. You have to drive the project
yourself, make your own deadlines to get stuff done. We use a lot of checklists.

These students had produced exceptional work. On the other hand, a significant number of students at
lower year levels struggled to produce finished products for their projects – for example, one student’s
efforts to promote and manage an American flag football league in his neighbourhood had collapsed
entirely. A teacher did an admirable job of trying to coach the student (and others nearby lacking finished
products) into some kind of reflection on the day I was there:208
Can you write down what actually happened with your project? You can’t learn from it unless you think
about it. You’re down on yourself but just because you don’t have a final product doesn’t mean you haven’t
learned anything.

Overall, the school reported both successful and unsuccessful experiences with project-based learning.
A teacher spoke of his general sense of how students fare across the spectrum:209
Our top 30 to 40 projects are amazing, but other kids really struggle. We need to understand if kids
understand the purpose of the work, and do they have the background knowledge to do the work? Some
kids throw in the towel on their project after four to five weeks.

The Ministerial Advisory Group looking at NCEA have suggested
requiring 20 credits of project-based learning as part of a revamped
NCEA Level 1 certificate.210 If adopted as a government policy, the
approach should be piloted. This would involve supporting a
sample of secondary schools across the country, perhaps 20 or so
schools from diverse settings (urban/rural, high/low decile, etc.) to
deeply understand the opportunities and challenges project-based
learning efforts may present for student learning and local
communities. Questions for this work include:








Piloting project learning would
allow for a knowledge-base to
be built across different
communities with unique needs

What is the impact of implementing project-based learning on local communities? Are
communities able to “absorb” the impact of students working in communities at scale?
What do school leaders do to support effective project-based learning for staff?
What do teachers do to help students develop projects, organise their time, and stay motivated
through to completion?
What do teachers do to ensure students develop the background knowledge they need to
successfully implement projects?
What role do teachers play in providing feedback to students working on diverse topics?
Should project-based learning experiences simply tack on to existing NCEA standards, or be
offered as unique standards untethered to disciplinary areas?
What strategies do providers use to successfully assist teachers in project-based
implementation?

To help answer these questions, the MoE may consider supporting formal program evaluation of projectbased learning efforts that can inform system-wide policy on mandated credits for projects. In concert
with schools and NZQA, lessons learned would inform future decisions on using project learning to drive
high quality learning experiences for students.
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R2.4 Target direct SEL efforts at ages 13-15

Target intensive investments in social and emotional learning programs from
ages 13-15, and tie these programs to the key competencies

If there’s an area where schools ought to have a deep understanding of what it means to “manage self”,
it appears that it ought to be among those teachers that work with students ages 13-15: just over half of
stand-downs across New Zealand occur among students in those three pivotal years of schooling at rates
double the average of other age levels (see Figure 18).211 It is possible that part of the reason stand-down
rates decline in later years is because students in conflict with the system end up leaving it early—for
example, a 2016 report of 41 students in alternative education found that the transition to secondary
school overwhelmed most students who ended up in those programs: 212
For almost all of the participants schooling began to unravel soon after entering the secondary sector.
For some it was a term, for others a couple of terms and a few survived for a whole year… they found the
constantly changing classrooms and teachers disorientating and destabilising… many thought that their
teachers made no attempt to get to know them or try to find out what was causing their problems.
Figure 18: Stand-down rates by age (2016)213

Longitudinal evidence on reports of self-control suggests that adolescence is a critical time in which to
help students develop a set of strategies to regulate thinking and reflect on interactions with others. A
study of 1,000 New Zealanders born in Dunedin in 1972-73 found significant correlations between
childhood measures of self-control and health, well-being, employment and other outcomes. Self-control
ratings predicted future income, savings behaviour, financial security, physical and mental health, and
criminal justice convictions among participants. 214 At the adolescent stage, children with lower selfcontrol levels were more likely to begin smoking, leave school early or experience unwanted pregnancies
– so-called “snares” that led to poorer health and less wealth later in life. 215 The study’s authors
recommended a “one-two punch” intervention strategy at multiple life stages – adolescent programs
meant to soften the impact of mistakes combined with early childhood efforts to boost self-control.216
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Neurodevelopmental theory offers both explanatory evidence as to why behaviour issues may spike in
adolescence, as well as encouragement for why lessons on socio-emotional factors may be particularly
salient around those ages. During adolescence, neuroscientists note that socioemotional components of
the brain are comparatively less developed than some cognitive components of the brain (Figure 19).
This means that even when students are aware of the consequences of risky choices, socio-emotional
networks override logical decision-making networks, especially under influences such as peer pressure
(Figure 20).217
Figure 19: Hypothetical comparison of development
of logical reasoning vs. psychosocial maturity, ages
11-25

Figure 20: Risk-taking of 3 groups
during a video driving game, alone and
amongst peers

The paper suggests that on some levels poor decisions are to be expected in adolescence, but the author
is quick to caution that behaviour should not be taken as an inevitable consequence of neurodevelopment.
Research like that mentioned above is correlational, and changes in the prefrontal cortex (which regulates
emotion) may be strengthened through experience: 218
Yes, adolescents may develop better impulse control as a result of changes within the prefrontal cortex,
and it may be true that these anatomical changes are programmed to unfold along a predetermined
timetable. But it is also plausible that the structural changes observed in the prefrontal cortex result from
experiences that demand that adolescents exercise self-control, in much the same way that changes in
muscle structure and function often follow from exercise.

Thus schools ought to equip teachers with deep knowledge about the social and emotional underpinnings
behind behaviours they observe in students. Doing so may help teachers empathise with challenging
students rather than write them off as inconsiderate or disengaged, and can offer concrete strategies for
addressing problem behaviours as well as ensuring students are effectively primed for learning.
For example, in the early days of implementing the key competencies, many schools considered “being
on time” a key element of managing self. Some even reported on it directly, as one principal discussed: 219
When they key competencies first came out some schools were taking account of kids late to school as not
managing self, not being on time, and that’s not always their fault.

Of course those attendance patterns might also reflect deeper causes borne out of low self-efficacy or a
reluctance to engage with particular teaching styles, the understanding of which might give teachers
concrete strategies for dealing with causal factors of observable issues like attendance patterns or
disruptive behaviours.
Recommendations that follow suggest micro-credentialing, curricular resources, and collaborative time
for teachers as means of developing knowledge of SEL among teachers. Given data that indicate that
difficult behaviours and attendance issues emerge most readily among students at ages 13-15, targeting
these efforts at teachers working with lower secondary students could provide the greatest benefits across
the system. These teachers might then be better prepared to equip students for the lifelong capabilities
that the key competencies suggest.
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Recommendation Set 3: Developing capacity to support the key competencies
Even with a system designed to monitor progress on key competencies and teachers well versed in their
impact on learning, schools must support the conditions for continuous learning that allow for sustained
changes to take root. As the University of Auckland’s Helen Timperly noted in a 2014 report on school
improvement:220
Individual expertise alone cannot bring about school change. Organisational capacity to develop
appropriate systems and processes is also needed.

The recommendations that follow in this section pertain to giving teachers the time, structures, and
resources to be able to process the pedagogical changes that can result from developing a focus on the
key competencies.

R3.1 Build timetables to maximise teacher collaboration

Ensure teacher collaboration time is maximised within current timetables and
teacher inquiries support concrete strategies and processes for inquiry

Well-designed professional learning communities focused on student learning can have positive impacts
on teacher practice and student achievement.221 In New Zealand, some evidence suggests that many
secondary schools could improve their approach to collaborative learning to maximise its impact: for
example, a 2014 ERO report on secondary student achievement found that ten schools out of a sample
of 40 were effectively using collaborative inquiry approaches.222 Many of the strategies used by those
schools involved elements of the key competencies – mentoring practices and improved links with
whānau among them – yet overall, curricular improvements were relatively stagnant across schools
studied.223
More recently, some schools have been able to take advantage of extra time for collaborative inquiry led
by teachers through Kāhui Ako (also known as Communities of Learning – clusters of schools that
organise around shared achievement challenges).224 Collaborative inquiry can be a pillar of a coherent
curriculum: for example, a 2018 ERO report of 12 exemplary secondary schools emphasised the
collaboration time successful schools used to focus teacher attention on the key competencies:225
In the schools where the senior curriculum was coherent, programmes in Years nine and ten included
deliberate teaching of the skills, competencies and capabilities of the New Zealand Curriculum. This was
achieved in many cases through a collaborative approach to learning. Teachers planned together and
included key competencies in their teaching… Leaders provided teachers with release time to work
together planning programmes and discussing the outcomes of this planning in relation to student
achievement and progress.

Thus even with expanded knowledge of how the key competencies impact teaching, staff members are
still likely to need time and guidance on how to implement and monitor teaching strategies in the
classroom.
Finding that time is a challenge. By one survey measure, secondary teachers report spending between
three and five hours per week on professional learning activities, which could include anything from
whole staff meetings to department meetings to individual study. 226 By way of comparison, in some
countries teachers spend 15-25 hours per week working with colleagues and meeting with parents, and
studies have called for ten hours per week of time for teachers to plan collaboratively and analyse student
work in order to ensure effective professional learning. 227
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New Zealand teachers in years 7-13 currently have a maximum of 20 hours of timetabled teaching time
per week, with that number decreasing by one hour per management unit up to three units for teachers in
leadership roles.228 In addition, teachers are guaranteed five hours of non-contact time per week.229 Time
left over gets carved up by morning tea, lunch, and additional responsibilities related to assessment,
administration and lesson planning; teachers and leaders ought to analyse their schedules strategically in
order to maximise opportunities for staff collaboration within and across schools.
When they do find time to meet, secondary teachers tend to prefer professional learning with colleagues
in similar subject areas, though they need not be limited to contacts in their own schools. A 2013 PPTA
survey of New Zealand’s secondary teachers provides some insight into the characteristics of effective
professional learning from the teacher perspective: 230
The type of PLD that both teachers and leaders find most effective is ongoing, includes looking at students’
achievement data, involves reflection time and takes place in a professional learning community,
especially with teachers from other schools. The least effective PLD is, for many teachers, a whole staff
transmission model delivered in-house.

The share of collaborative time spent reflecting on student learning versus administrative tasks likely
varies by school and department: a master’s thesis analysing middle leadership at four secondary schools
suggests that administrative tasks may tend to crowd out instructional conversations even within
departments:231
Middle leaders felt increasing pressure to complete administrative aspects of their job with limited time
available, yet they wanted to spend more time on the leadership aspects such as: developing goals,
modelling best practice, talking with teachers, and being involved in student learning in order to raise
achievement levels… Time was a negative, mitigating factor for middle leaders as they fulfil their role of
middle leadership. Ideally, more time would be allocated to middle leaders in order to give them time to
deal effectively with the paper work but also time to reflect on their practice in leading the department.

During interviews and school visits both teachers and leaders often
lamented a lack of time to investigate new practices, but rethinking
timetabling rarely came up as a strategy to address the issue. And
background research for this study found little in the way of
guidance for New Zealand secondary school leaders in the form of
adjusting timetables to maximise collaborative opportunities for
staff. There appears to be an NZCER study underway with
completion slated for 2020.232 That work, or others like it, ought to
analyse schools or Kāhui Ako / Communities of Learning that have
made adjustments to timetabling an important strategy in freeing
up time for teachers and middle leaders to collaborate productively.

Block scheduling, staggered
teaching schedules, community
partnerships, and technologybased models can all be used to
create time for teacher
collaboration

Timetabling strategies vary, but efforts in the United States have included the following:
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Block scheduling, in the form of fewer subjects per term or alternating A/B days with longer
periods233



Staggered teaching schedules that keep students in school for the same amount of instructional
days but free up segments of teachers’ time for collaboration and planning during off-periods234



Partnerships with community-based providers, part-time teachers of elective courses,
technology-based models, or regular early release or late start days that give full-time teachers
additional time to meet and collaborate235
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Beyond creating opportunities for increased teacher collaboration, there may be additional benefits to
rethinking timetables in the form of building more personal relationships with students. A report looking
at 41 students in alternative schools found:236
There were some aspects of secondary schooling that worked against [students’] sense of belonging and
engagement. These features included the large size of the schools, the structure and ways secondary
schools are organised with constantly changing time-tables, different teachers for each class, an
impersonal culture and ‘chalk and talk’ style of teaching.

Overall then, schools ought to consider how strategic timetabling can create opportunities for enhanced
teacher collaboration as well as deepen relationships with students. MoE regional offices might connect
school leaders to discuss timetabling strategies, and the MoE, ERO, and/or the Education Council could
document unique timetabling strategies and make toolkits available for school leaders.

R3.2 Invest in system-wide middle leader training

Schools should invest in middle leadership training with support from MoE
regional offices or service providers

At the secondary level, particularly in large schools, instructional improvement often rests with heads of
department or deans that lead teams of teachers. These are deemed “middle leaders”, and while all have
deep experience within their content areas as teachers, they may not be trained in critical aspects of
instructional leadership. In particular, middle leaders in Māori medium schools (in which te reo Māori is
the predominant language of instruction and a Māori-medium curriculum is followed) may be seen as
leaders not just within schools but across the entire community they serve, which has significant
implications for workload.237
Beyond questions of workload and instructional improvement, some evidence suggests that middle
leaders play a critical role in shaping the support teachers feel at the secondary level. For example, a
longitudinal study of 57 beginning New Zealand teachers found that those at the secondary level are less
likely to work in supportive environments than their primary colleagues. 238
Preparation for middle leadership, however, is based largely on an apprenticeship model, meaning middle
leaders may have undertaken little professional development in preparation for expanded roles. 239 In
addition, national leadership training efforts have been directed largely at principals or aspiring
principals. In the absence of system-wide investments, service providers offer two-day workshops or
online courses, which schools may choose to take advantage of if they have the resources to do so. 240 241
These are important efforts, but self-managing schools must make the strategic choice to utilise them.
Schools should therefore seek to use professional learning resources to ensure their middle leaders are
well-trained to lead instructional inquiry and manage teams effectively.
The MoE has made some resources on middle leadership available for schools, but could potentially take
a more proactive approach in working with middle leaders.242 For example, an expanded effort to support
middle leaders could include a year-long induction program led by the MoE’s regional offices or service
providers that offers training to incoming middle leaders within a region; the Education Council could
also play a significantly role in supporting or leading this work. These sessions could be conducted at
school-sites, in regional workshops, in online environments, or in some combination depending on costs;
research on teacher coaching has found no statistical differences in impacts on student achievement
between virtual and face-to-face programs, suggesting flexibility in delivery options for adult learners.243
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The focus of training might include sessions that address the following:






Practical aspects of time management and project-management to ensure middle leaders are
able to effectively streamline significantly increased workloads
Cultural training to ensure leaders have a background in working with adults who are diverse
both in culture and how they view collaboration and feedback within the workplace
Explicit training in leading inquiry cycles designed for the New Zealand context – cycles that
allow teachers to test the impact of teacher learning on student achievement; serve as evidence
for appraisal processes; and connect learning efforts to
schoolwide strategic goals set out by the principal and
boards of trustees
Explicit training in using research to inform practice so
Middle leaders that can engage
that middle leaders are able to effectively lead peers in
colleagues in discussions and
developing their knowledge of high- and low-quality
application of research are
research and its implications for teacher practice
likely to drive the greatest

improvements
in
teacher
This last point is critical for the adoption of key competencies
practice
within and across disciplines: as the research base on learning
continues to develop across the learning sciences and in
educational settings, middle leaders that can engage colleagues in
discussions and application of research are likely to drive the greatest improvements in teacher practice.
As Massey University researchers have noted: 244
Improvements in teaching effectiveness will be closely dependent upon the speed with which (a) teachers
come to understand what counts as trustworthy research, (b) teachers begin to select pre-service and inservice education programmes which prioritise the learning of evidence based teaching practices, and (c)
teachers themselves begin to use the results of research into what works as they go about the task of
deciding what to teach and when and how to teach it… However, in the current system secondary students
can stop taking math at Year 11 and science at Year 10. This has meant that many teachers in the primary
ranks may not be well-prepared to understand research.

Secondary teachers of math and science thus may have a head start in being able to use research
effectively, and those from other disciplines, should they lack background in research methods, may need
additional support.

R3.3 Use digital technologies to build skills fluency

Use digital technologies strategically to support differentiation and feedback for
students so that they have the background to transfer knowledge across
disciplines and within unfamiliar contexts

At one of the first schools visited for this study, a science teacher remarked: 245
If I didn’t have to spend so much time catching kids up on content we could focus more on soft skills.

On one level, the knowledge-building recommendations that follow would be designed to address a false
choice between devoting time to competencies and devoting time to acquisition of content knowledge –
teachers with deep understanding of the key competencies would understand how they support learning
on discipline-specific academic areas.
But given that student background knowledge is essential for critical thinking, digital technologies offer
a potential avenue for secondary teachers to strategically address the content or skills gaps that are
fundamental to their learning area, or to provide additional challenge to students who may be performing
at a high level.
At most schools I visited, teachers had created or collated course materials on a learning platform such
as Google Classroom. This practice has the advantage of giving students the power to collaborate in real-
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time, and in many cases the activities stretch students’ thinking as they search out material and build
presentations, bringing their own interests and perspective to open-ended work. Data from network usage
indicate that this practice is common: Network for Learning’s managed network is most often used to
search for information rather than consume it. From 2015 to 2017, “growth in searches and education
[outstripped] growth in streaming video” (Figure 21).246
Figure 21: Website hits by category

But the productivity of long stretches of class time spent searching for information warrants careful
consideration by schools and teachers. At one school I had the opportunity to “shadow a student” for a
full day (Figure 22). Across three academic classes, the Year 10 student spent ~2.5 hours working on
Google slides, answering math questions posed by the teacher on one slide set (38 minutes) and searching
for and summarising information in two additional classes (108 minutes total). The teachers had taken
great care to build activities for students and spent most of class time circulating the room, asking students
if they had questions. Some students seemed to thrive in this environment; a few spent the majority of
class time overwhelmed and searching for images, then copying and pasting text into presentations. In
the same way students might tune in and out during long lectures, most students fluctuated between high
and low levels of activity working in small groups and independently.
More targeted use of educational digital content might help prepare students for open-ended tasks by
providing students the practice they need to be able to transfer knowledge to new contexts. “Practice”
does not mean “rote learning”, but rather “deliberate, goal-directed rehearsal paired with reflection on
problem-solving processes.”247 Particularly in maths, there is evidence from well-designed research to
suggest that digital content that adapts to student performance and provides feedback has a positive
impact on learning:248
… a fairly low-intensity online program that provides students with immediate feedback on math
homework was found to have an effect size of 0.18 standard deviations, and a more intensive softwarebased math curriculum intervention improved seventh and eighth grade math scores by a remarkable 0.63
and 0.56 standard deviations… Many of the computer-assisted learning interventions compare favourably
with interventions like reduced class sizes, longer school days,
and intensive face-to-face tutoring.

There are caveats to consider: many digital content providers are
concentrated in the United States, where the context of learning
activities differs significantly from New Zealand, and where a
heavy focus on maths and literacy means much digital content is
focused on those two areas. Thus finding quality, culturally
relevant digital content with the features that make it effective may
be difficult outside of maths and literacy areas.
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Targeted usage of digital
content to address specific
learning needs may free up
planning time for teachers to
develop
rich
learning
experiences for students

But given that teacher-developed content is time-intensive to build, may lack differentiation for students
at high or low skill levels, and may not offer real-time feedback, schools ought to consider exactly when
home-grown content is most useful and when purchased content might offer a superior alternative. For
its part, the MoE could take a more active role in identifying digital programs that work effectively for
New Zealand students. Once identified, the MoE could negotiate contracts at scale in order to obtain
lower pricing for schools and provide funding for service providers to ensure effective implementation
environments are established with teachers.
To be clear, this recommendation does not suggest that digital content ought to replace teachers or faceto-face instructional practices. Rather, as several schools interviewed highlighted the challenge of
addressing gaps in knowledge among secondary students, digital content would serve as an additional
instructional tool available for teachers. Providing targeted instructional support at the right time can be
critical – for example, students without avenues to catch up on knowledge gaps may disengage with
school, as a report featuring extensive interviews with 41 students in the alternative schooling system
found:249
Many students said... that the gulf between their skill level and what was being required of them was too
great. They thought that they were expected to jump or close that gap on their own… They reported feeling
frustrated, stupid, dumb, helpless and failing. Each successive episode reinforced these feelings leaving
them further and further behind, feeling more foolish in front of their peers, and more inadequate. Not
turning up for class became a better option for them than having their self-esteem damaged further.

Thus strategic, focused use of digital content might offer a useful pathway for secondary teachers to
develop the background knowledge and skills students need to engage confidently with peers and transfer
foundational knowledge to unfamiliar situations and contexts.
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Figure 22: Shadow a student for a day

At one secondary school I had the opportunity to follow a Year 10 student (“Andrea”) to four
classes, each period totalling 80 minutes. I was interested in how the decisions of individual teachers
and departments compound to shape the student experience over the course of the day. The majority
of Andrea’s time was spent on classwork (179 minutes). She typically worked online next to a
classmate, either building Google slides or answering questions on existing Google slides. During
that time Andrea needed to be able to (a) find pertinent information for her slides (b) resolve
conflicting information across online sources (c) summarise information found online (d) solve
problems, in maths, involving area (e) ask for help from a classmate or the teacher when she got
stuck. Her time broke down as follows:

Schools or MoE staff interested in how the key competencies play out during the day might be
interested in the following set of questions while “shadowing a student”:
Thinking – answering questions: How many times did a teacher ask Andrea a question today?
How many times did a student ask her a question today? At what level of depth did questions occur?
Thinking – generating questions: How many questions did Andrea generate today? What level of
depth did those questions reach?
Thinking – independent practice: How many times was Andrea asked to recall information from
memory today (e.g. retrieval practice)?
Relating to others – grouping strategies: Who did Andrea work with in her classes today? What
was the rationale for her choices?
Relating to others – group work dynamics: How much of Andrea’s day was spent independently
working or thinking (i.e. not relying on partners for support?) How much was spent in collaborative
groups? What structures or strategies did those groups use to accomplish learning tasks?
Using Language/Symbols/Texts – modes of representation: In what modes of representation did
Andrea express her thinking today (e.g. writing, speaking, video, images, etc.)? What learning
resources did Andrea consume today (online vs. offline, types of websites, etc.)? In which modes did
she thrive, and where did she need assistance?
Managing self – attention fatigue: How long is Andrea able to work before a lack of focus seems
to set in? How does this vary between online and offline work? Between when a teacher is speaking,
classmates are speaking, in group work, and/or individually?
Managing self – self-assessment: If/when Andrea is asked to assess her own ability to complete a
task, how accurate is her perception of her own ability? Observe Andrea’s self-selection into a group
to determine if the choice made is “best fit” and how she fares at the given level of work.
Managing self – seeking and responding to feedback: What type(s) of learning evidence was
Andrea required to submit today? When / how does she expect to get feedback?
Participating and Contributing – working beyond school walls: What aspects of Andrea’s
learning could be shared or enhanced with whānau, communities, or other outside partnership?
Formative assessment: What checks for understanding did Andrea experience today? How did
Andrea feel during those experiences?
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R3.4 Field test instructional resources emphasising key competencies

Field test instructional resources that support development of the key
competencies in order to provide concrete tools for teachers to use in
instructional planning and delivery

A substantial body of evidence indicates the importance curricular materials take in improving student
achievement and driving learning experiences for students. 250 In particular, some evidence suggests that
“off-the-shelf” instructional materials found online, combined with supports to promote use, can lead to
gains in student achievement at relatively low marginal costs.251
In New Zealand, the determination of what constitutes quality lies within departments at the secondary
level, as secondary departments have autonomy in selecting and implementing curricular materials. On
top of the responsibilities of day-to-day teaching and leadership of their department, middle leaders bear
the responsibility of selecting and evaluating the effectiveness of instructional materials in their learning
area. While this allows for customisation to meet learner needs, it also means the quality of instructional
materials in use may vary dramatically, and teachers may spend significant time duplicating efforts to
build high-quality content.
The MoE can take a more active role in providing quality curricular resources in general and those that
support the development of the key competencies in particular. As a 2014 Massey University report
recommended:252
In general the Ministry and its school publications branch have focused on providing resources for
teachers to use – leaving teachers free to decide how these resources will be used in the classroom.
However, increased levels of student achievement are more likely if classroom teaching is supported by
the progressive development of teaching materials which have been field tested and revised until they have
been shown to be effective in developing important learning outcomes.

There are two approaches to take on the curriculum front with regard to the key competencies, and two
methods of development that might be considered (Figure 23). Purchased programs with a social and
emotional learning focus likely offer the quickest timelines for implementation and evaluation at the
lowest cost, and therefore may be the best option for validating the impact of providing teachers a
concrete set of materials in the classroom. These types of programs are growing in availability,
particularly in online environments: for example, the programs EverFi and “Move This World” offer
online curricula focused on helping students and professionals manage stress, set goals and build positive
relationships.253 254 In addition, a holistic social emotional learning (SEL) approach with professional
learning and instructional resources can be found in Yale University’s RULER program, which begins
work with adult teams before lessons are brought to students.255
From some of these materials, the MoE might build or contract to New Zealand-based providers to
develop a local set of materials for SEL skills. There is some precedence for this in the Positive Behaviour
for Learning (PB4L) program that took its initial approach from work internationally and customised it
for New Zealand, with schools indicating “calmer” learning environments after implementation.256
Leadership for the introduction of PB4L came out of the MoE:257
The introduction in New Zealand of the evidence based programmes contained in the Positive Behaviour
for Learning (PB4L) initiative occurred because system leaders in the Special Education division of the
Ministry of Education recognised and understood the importance of moving from practices which merely
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sound plausible to practices which have been shown, in controlled evaluations, to be demonstrably
effective.

Developing subject-specific curricula with a social and emotional learning focus likely requires a long
timeline, but could provide the best alignment to discipline-specific applications of the key competencies,
a core component of the knowledge-building recommendations of this paper. Thus the MoE might seek
to establish some “proof points” on the utility of programs with a SEL focus at the secondary level, and
if effective, invest in developing similar materials or subject-specific resources that incorporate lessons
learned.
An example of facilitating learning from an out-of-the-box toolkit comes from Auckland’s 21C Skills
Lab, which helped ten schools pilot ACT Tessera, a test of social and emotional learning skills for
students accompanied by lesson plans. The toolkit itself turned out to be the most useful set of resources
for one school, which customised some of the general lessons for a community of students and teachers
in South Auckland.258
Beyond specific SEL resources, it appears that social science departments in particular could offer ready
pathways for students to think holistically about themselves as learners while they work within academic
disciplines, as a 2018 ERO report found:259
In several schools with a coherent senior curriculum the social sciences learning area connected students
strongly to their own identity and to wider social issues. Students told ERO they valued this connection
and encouragement to think deeply about issues affecting their lives and the lives of others.

Thus schools looking to provide students with deep experiences with the key competencies might focus
efforts within social studies departments, or in interdisciplinary cases, combine coursework from social
sciences with other learning areas.
Figure 23: Considerations for in-house and purchased instructional materials in learning areas and for general
SEL development

Subjectarea focus

SEL focus

In-house development

Purchased programs

- Time-intensive development
- Customisation to National
Curriculum (English and Māorimedium settings)
- High development cost, lower
ongoing maintenance cost
- Long development timeline
means long evaluation timeline

- Off-the-shelf usage or resources to customise
- May not be aligned to National Curriculum
frameworks (English and Māori-medium)
- Ongoing contract costs
- Examples

- Development with New
Zealand learners in mind
- May provide needed support to
form teachers
- Teachers may still struggle to
implement lessons on content
areas

- Off-the-shelf usage or resources to customise
- Training may involve PLD for teams of
teachers
- Instant availability of content means greater
ability to evaluate impact in the short run
- Programs vary from holistic coaching about
SEL to lesson banks teachers can use for SEL
- Examples from providers in the United States:
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“Facing History and Ourselves”
curriculum (US)

RULER (Yale University): PLD and
coaching for SEL practices
EverFi: online SEL lessons
Move This World: online SEL lessons
ACT Tessera: SEL assessments, reports,
and implementation guidance
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R3.5 Support research into school design

Develop a New Zealand research base on the impact of structures that prioritize
teacher-student relationships

An additional reason to support school leaders can be found in school efforts to foster mentorship
relationships between teachers and students. A 2018 ERO report on 12 secondary schools with coherent
curricula noted that several schools lengthened class periods and introduced extended advisory time as
part of efforts to promote instructional shifts and support the key competencies. The report noted:260
Leaders had developed appropriate structures such as whānau/ako times, academic counselling and
career education at all levels of the school. Typically, the traditional 15 minute form time had become a
30-35 minute period, several times a week, with a lower student-to-teacher ratio. In addition, teachers had
undertaken PLD about how to make use of these extended times to understand and support each students’
progress, achievement and wellbeing. Teachers knew students as learning and social individuals.

These case studies offer an encouraging finding that building in time to get to know students can support
student well-being and assist teachers in development in the key competencies. I found this to be the case
in a school I interviewed that implemented a detailed set of lesson plans on character education during
advisory periods to emphasise common learner qualities across disciplines. Such efforts have the
potential to align staff and students on important priorities and capabilities.
But rigorous quantitative research on the effect of student advisory periods on student achievement is
difficult to come by, as many studies focus on self-reported satisfaction measures.261 In fact, a recent
study found that the more positive students felt about advisory periods, the worse they performed
academically—a relationship in contrast to findings in the same study that students who felt more
personalisation at their school sites performed better academically. 262 Researchers concluded that perhaps
students felt that advisory periods offered an inauthentic means of personalisation, which was valued in
more informal settings with individual teachers.
As the limited research on advisory time and mentorship comes mainly from the United States, the impact
of advisory on school climate, student achievement and student dispositions deserves more research
within the unique cultural climate of New Zealand – perhaps advisory periods are more or less effective
here given the unique profiles of different New Zealand communities. The MoE could support university
researchers in setting up well-designed conditions that study the impact of advisory periods or lengthened
course blocks on student achievement and other outcome measures. Doing so would provide a local
evidence base for whether secondary schools ought to carve out the time for increased mentorship by
teachers in schools, as well as noting the characteristics of effective teacher-student relationships in
successful settings.
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Recommendation Set 4: Policy Coherence
Many of the knowledge-building recommendations in this paper stem from research in education,
psychology and cognitive science that highlights specific mechanisms that underpin learning; many of
the economic studies cited show important long-run correlations, but may not offer detail on causal
factors that lead to them.
Overall then it is important to consider the set of actors, incentives, and policies that shape the
environment in which teachers conduct their work – otherwise there is substantial risk that the most wellunderstood set of practices associated with the key competencies is simply washed out by pressures in
the system. An American researcher discussing practices from high achieving PISA countries noted the
importance of the systemic climate in which sound teaching practices are conducted:263
Our education research tradition has taught us to think in terms of the effectiveness of individual
initiatives. We use statistical techniques to create a virtual environment in which we can simulate the effect
of the intervention of interest on the outcomes of interest, everything else being equal. Then we wonder
why the effects of even the most powerful interventions are almost always trivial. The reality is that the
outcomes we care about in education are the result of myriad variables, all interacting in ways we cannot
possibly visualize or simulate in our computers, to produce the outcomes we see.

Recommendations in this section are meant to ensure that individual efforts to support the key
competencies are not washed out by larger policies or pressures in the system.

R4.1 Streamline professional standards to improve teacher appraisal

Streamline professional standards so that appraisal processes involve reflection
on the implementation of the New Zealand Curriculum

Initial training, appraisal and attestation processes offer significant opportunities for teachers and leaders
to align on the components of effective pedagogy and reflect on student learning outcomes. A 2014 ERO
report noted the importance of effective appraisal practices in creating strategic alignment within
schools:264
In the schools with high quality teacher appraisal the system was implemented as part of their planning
and reporting cycle. It was linked to the strategic plan, the annual plan, the principal’s performance
management system, and to decisions about teacher professional development (PLD).

At the moment, however, there are multiple standard sets that guide the training and appraisal of teaching,
which can complicate alignment efforts. If the ultimate goal of education in New Zealand is to realise
the vision set out in the New Zealand Curriculum, then standards and appraisals of those standards would
benefit from clear alignment with that curriculum.
The Education Council provides professional leadership for the teaching profession, including setting
guidelines for the 156 approved Initial Teacher Education programs across 25 providers located
throughout the country.265 It also sets the standards by which teachers are appraised for continuing work
in the profession and standards that must be upheld as professionals; these are a different set of standards
from those issued by the PPTA, whose “Professional Standards” are used to determine teacher movement
up the pay scale.
Thus multiple sets of professional standards guide the teaching profession from initial training to
certification.
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During employment, certification: Once in schools, performance is appraised according to the
“Standards for the Teaching Profession”, also managed by the Education Council. These
standards are further broken down into 12 “Practising Teacher Criteria” that include one to four
indicators each (totalling 31 indicators overall).
During employment, teacher pay: Movement up the pay scale is determined by an attestation
process using the “Professional Standards”, developed by the PPTA. These standards are
grouped across nine dimensions (“professional knowledge”, “teaching techniques”, etc.) with
each dimension broken down into beginner, intermediate, and experienced classifications of
practice.266

In this climate a 2016 ERO review found that among teachers there “was some confusion…about what
standards and criteria they were to use.” 267 And none of these standard sets mentions the New Zealand
Curriculum explicitly, though many of the broad ideas contained in the Curriculum are included in the
standards. Putting it all together, in the current system it seems possible that teachers can go through
attestation and appraisal without deep consideration of the Curriculum. As one former MoE employee
put it:268
You’ll meet teachers who actually haven’t looked at the New Zealand Curriculum. They’ve been busy
teaching the content in their area for so long they just know the standards and resources they have but
they haven’t actually looked at the front of the curriculum.

Additionally, some interviewees expressed the difficulty in helping secondary teachers develop aspects
of practice that support the key competencies, such as knowledge of how students learn effectively. One
interviewee certified as both a primary and secondary teacher suggested this gap begins in initial teacher
preparation:269
In my secondary training it was like “Here’s an NCEA test, how would you teach this content?”, or “Good
units look like this”, or training on behaviour management in general. My primary training experience
had much more of a focus on how students learn and what strategies teachers can take to engage students
in learning.

Streamlining and strengthening the alignment of the New Zealand Curriculum to appraisal and attestation
processes might ensure that staff at secondary schools ground inquiry cycles, appraisal evidence and
attestation processes in the rich framework of the Curriculum.

If standards for initial teacher
education,
appraisal
and
attestation processes more
clearly aligned with the New
Zealand Curriculum, teachers
might engage with a more
explicit set of concepts related
to key competencies at multiple
stages in their careers

For example, a current matrix aligns the Education Council’s
Standards for the Teaching Profession and Practising Teacher
Criteria with the PPTA’s Professional Standards (the Graduating
Teacher standards are not included); the Education Council could
work with the MoE and the PPTA to determine how this matrix
aligns with critical components of the New Zealand Curriculum
(Figure 24).

Ideally, a mapping of four different frameworks would be reduced
to one or two so that there is less confusion in the sector about
which criteria apply when, and an elevated focus on the
components of social-emotional learning found in the key
competencies. The final step would be to offer training for
principals and middle leaders in using the appraisal process to
explore and deepen implementation of the key competencies in practise at the secondary level – this
would include planning on how leaders use appraisal processes to set strategic goals and align
professional learning opportunities to focus areas.
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267
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Figure 24: 1:1 Sample mapping of teaching standard sets with the New Zealand Curriculum

Standards for the
Teaching Profession
(Education Council)270

New Zealand
Curriculum
(MoE)

Professional Standards
(PPTA)271

Graduating Teacher
(GT) standards
(Education Council)272

Te Tiriti O Waitangi
partnership

Principles

Te Reo me ona Tikanga

GT’s understand how
contextual factors
influence teaching and
learning

Professional Learning

----

Professional Development

----

Professional
Relationships

----

Support for and cooperation with colleagues,
Contribution to wider
school activities

GT’s are committed
members of the
profession

Learning-focused
Culture

Values

Student Management,
Effective Communication

GT’s develop positive
relationships with
learners and the
members of learning
communities

Design for Learning

Key
competencies

Motivation of Students,
Professional Knowledge,

GT’s know about
learners and how they
learn, GT’s use
professional knowledge
to plan for a safe, highquality learning
environment

Teaching

Effective
Pedagogy

Teaching Techniques

GT’s know about
learners and how they
learn, GT’s use evidence
to promote learning

There is some risk that a significant amount of time and energy can go into realigning standard sets with
very little impact to be had on teacher practice. Therefore, any alignment of standards that emphasises
teacher knowledge and practice of the key competencies must be followed by actions from universities
and school leaders that prepare teachers well and recognise them for their efforts in the field.
A variety of education agencies can support that work. For example, in recent years the Education
Council contracted ERO to moderate the appraisal process in at least 10 per cent of schools.273 In 2016,
ERO found that 73 per cent of appraisal endorsements across 841 institutions (primary and secondary)
were based on sound appraisal practises.274 This is a significant difference (though the data sample
differs) from an ERO review of 200 schools in 2014 that found that just 4 per cent of secondary schools
had “high quality appraisal systems”.275 Regardless, it would seem that heightened attention on appraisal
practices based on consistent criteria would create conditions in which teachers are aligned on effective
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instructional practices. For secondary teachers that haven’t had occasion to reference the front end of the
New Zealand Curriculum, appraisal and attestation offer the means to do so on an ongoing basis.

R4.2 Broaden learning evidence in the Record of Achievement

Broaden the Record of Achievement from a list of credits to a portfolio of
learning experiences and achievements

In a focus group at an Auckland school, several students suggested that one of the problems with NCEA
is that it does not reflect their full body of knowledge and skills. One of them summed up the thinking: 276
I don’t know how fair it is to be tested on your whole year’s work in three hours. I wish people could see
the work we do during the year to get there.

The student mentioned heightened anxiety caused by test-taking experiences, something that remains a
factor in exam settings: research from New Zealand and elsewhere suggests that students from priority
groups in particular may suppress negative thoughts and feelings during high stakes cognitive tasks. This
expends mental energy and may worsen cognitive performance (see Figure 11 for detail on “test
anxiety”).277 278 279
The student suggested something akin to a portfolio of work as a means of assessing knowledge. Online
portfolios that include student work samples, reflections, extracurricular activities, and recommendations
from teachers and employers offer one possible way to value the full range of experiences students
undertake in secondary schools. Several schools that I visited keep portfolios already, and in these
environments, students spoke of the accountability that comes with a transparent body of work:280
Our learning journeys are kept on a Google site, so it’s pretty easy to take a look and see if someone is
not doing anything during the year.

Outside of school, Josh Williams of the Industry Training Federation noted that in its current state, few
employers look deeply into the current Record of Achievement: 281
Employers tend not to use the record of achievement because it’s just a list of standards. At events I’ll ask
people to raise their hand of they’ve seen one and they typically say no. Employers tend to start the
conversation with ‘I see you’ve got NCEA, now tell me about your skills.’

A further reason to develop a portfolio model is that it may represent the most accurate means possible
of capturing difficult-to-measure social and emotional skills such as conscientiousness, perseverance,
and curiosity. As cognitive psychologist Daniel Willingham notes
on measuring concepts like grit, at this point the most accurate
measurements possible may simply be observable behaviours
At the moment the most
among students; self-reported questionnaires still have important
accurate way to monitor the key
limitations. For one, students might simply fill out the answers they
competencies may be through
expect reviewers to value rather than their true opinions. Another
observable student behaviours
problem, known as reference bias, occurs when students base their
answers in comparison only to people they know, which can inflate
or discount responses. Willingham notes:282
One way around these problems might be to examine a person’s record of achievements for signs of grit.
For example, a high school student who had committed to an activity – the school newspaper, say – for
four years, and was made an editor in her final year, has shown grit. That’s probably as close as we are
right now to a measure of grit that can be used in real-life contexts for decisions in schooling and
employment.
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The New Zealand Qualifications Authority ought to take the lead in updating the Record of Achievement
to allow students to showcase work and demonstrate achievements that go beyond NCEA credits. Doing
so will provide value to employers and universities as well as encourage teachers and students to reflect
on a full range of efforts that may involve the key competencies.

R4.3 Make identification of rich standards user-friendly

Provide a database or toolkit that allows school leaders and teachers to prioritize
standards that support development of the key competencies

NCEA currently places an emphasis on being able to use “naturally occurring evidence” of student
learning. For example, if students read and write extensively in a social studies course, they can receive
credits that count towards a literacy requirement. One social studies teacher described her approach and
rationale for interdisciplinary credits as follows: 283
I worked on a social studies course but put in science credits. I’m not even sure if anyone noticed. The kids
did of course. I just want to make sure they get credits for the learning that they’re doing.

In theory, practices like this allow students to obtain credit where credit is due; in practice, a social studies
teacher without training in literacy expertise becomes the teacher and assessor of literacy standards. 284
Another potential issue is learning design that occurs in isolated departments without a schoolwide view
to the types of experiences students have on offer. For example, there are 737 credits available for literacy
and numeracy, and rigour can vary significantly. A principal noted in 2016: “…you could get all of the
literacy credits from doing physical education – right there's the heart of the issue." 285
Overall then schoolwide and department leaders ought to have a good handle on which credits students
are working on across the school in order to understand the holistic learning experience offered to Years
11-13 students. In particular, some standards call for explicit efforts to demonstrate the key competencies,
such as social studies standards that encourage students to interview community members and make a
plan for their attempts to gather primary and secondary sources.
Interviews for this paper indicated that much of the detailed knowledge of standards resides within
departments of secondary schools that typically make instructional decisions independent of one another.
NZQA could support school and department leaders and those working with them by publishing a
database of achievement and unit standards that includes the description of each standard; currently, to
find this information, users need to click into different subject area pages and pdf’s on the NZQA website.
An additional metadata feature could be a field that flags specific key competencies that students draw
on to meet a standard. In the aforementioned example, a social studies standard that calls for students to
interview community members could be tagged with “Participating and Contributing”. A school could
pull up standards with this tag and ensure that at some point every
graduate is asked to work on a standard that involves “Participating
and Contributing”, and teachers could filter and look across
subjects to see how “Participating and Contributing” occurs in
Middle
leaders
deeply
disciplines outside of their own. Such tagging could also prevent
understand the standards in
students from repeat learning experiences across learning areas.
their content areas; principals
may not have an easy way to
In sum, providing leaders with an accessible database of NZQA
grasp the learning demands
standards tagged by competencies could support schoolwide efforts
that teachers present across
to understand the full scope of learning that students experience.
content areas
While flagging credits that students ought to attempt may limit
student choice, students in one focus group indicated this is a trade-
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off they are willing to make. Two students summed up the sentiment as follows: 286
I mean that’s cool to try to have us design our learning, but we also don’t know what we don’t know.
Sometimes we don’t know the true impact of our choices of credits until it’s too late

Echoing these sentiments, a principal at a different school made the same point almost verbatim,
emphasising the role teachers play in learning design:287
Kids don’t know what they don’t know. They’ll often want to assemble learning that has no progression.
We thought ‘we have teachers here, let’s let them teach’ and build out that design rather than have the
kids just drive everything.

Currently, student information systems may allow leaders to see the standards that students are working
on. For example, some schools visited for this study used Linc-Ed,288 a platform developed by a former
principal that shows which standards a student is attempting and offers suggestions for what the student
might attempt next.
But mapping out clear learning progressions within and across disciplines, and developing an
understanding of how the key competencies are manifest in those standards, could be facilitated at the
outset by making the achievement and unit standards easier to sort and filter through a database widely
available to teachers and school leaders.

R4.4 Ensure evaluation of internal processes drives review cycles

Implement review cycles focused on processes for sustaining professional inquiry
and organisational performance to avoid overreliance on traditional measures of
student achievement

In the realm of assessing overall school performance, individual schools “select the approach and tools
used for internal evaluation”, while the Education Review Office (ERO) “complements the evaluation
activities of schools.”289 ERO conducts reviews at varying cycles, and these external reviews exist
alongside those audits that schools undertake internally. Similar to teacher appraisal processes, multiple
frameworks may be used:290
The Ministry requires schools to self-review in relation to charter goals; ERO also requires schools to
engage in self-review. Different frameworks are used by these agencies and the evidence they draw on
crosses over with other agencies and frameworks.

Across the sector, school quality is commonly gauged by the gap in ERO’s external review cycles –
schools that are struggling will see ERO reviewers return within one to two years, those found to be
running well experience a review within four to five years, and schools in between will be on a three year
review cycle. In a self-managed system where accountability lies with individual schools and
interventions are required in exceptional cases, researchers have noted that school leaders can go on the
defensive when review cycles are shortened and recommendations from the Ministry or ERO are
given:291
[There is] a culture in which any externally-initiated intervention is risky, because it inevitably
communicates the message of exceptionality and failure… [the state’s] cautious messages about what and
who needs to improve contribute to lack of trust and defensiveness. School leaders may feel they have
failed the system’s expectation of self-managed success.

Some interviewed leaders for this report highlighted this state of affairs, emphasising that at the
secondary level NCEA attainment is the primary metric on which they feel pressure to perform over and
above attempts to fully realise the New Zealand Curriculum. To some leaders, it seems that schools with
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high NCEA achievement are left with long review cycles regardless of their internal processes, while
their own efforts to implement the Curriculum left them with short review cycles. This can cause leaders
to be dismissive of external attempts at support:292
It feels like ERO and the Ministry are laser-focused on achievement. It’s like there’s the front end of the
Curriculum, and then the back end, which is how we actually judge you as a school, on NCEA Level 2.

Overall, survey data from 2015 indicate that many secondary school leaders value the guidance ERO
provides on self-review, with 80 per cent in agreement these guidelines “have been useful”.293 Those
same leaders are less enthusiastic about ERO’s ability to “provide a reliable indicator of the overall
quality of teaching and learning in a school”, however, with 56 per cent agreeing ERO reports do this
well.294
ERO should thus continue to devote significant attention to the internal processes schools use to drive
instructional improvement and how these processes support the implementation of the New Zealand
Curriculum as a whole. Review cycles should be set based in large part on those processes so that NCEA
attainment does not serve as the primary criteria of evaluation. And lessons learned from process reviews
should inform the MoE’s efforts to provide resources for effective professional learning in schools.
A focus on process is consistent with research that suggests the complexity of individual school sites
demands process solutions in order to sustain improvements – the University of Auckland’s Helen
Timperly commented that ERO is well-positioned to deliver on this approach and therefore support
complex instructional change:295
…this approach is the closest to ERO’s self-review cycle and has demonstrated some sustained success at
scale under particular conditions (Lai, McNaughton, Timperley, & Hsiao, 2009; Timperley & Parr, 2009).
In essence, it involves collecting evidence on patterns of achievement and learning; critically examining
this evidence; developing hypotheses about more effective teaching; providing targeted professional
development, paying careful attention to coherence of assessment; and managing teaching resources
around the change.

R4.5 Incentivise employer and community collaboration with secondary schools

Incentivise employers, community organisations, and/or universities to
collaborate with secondary schools at scale

The Ministerial Advisory Group looking at NCEA has suggested requiring credits in project-based
learning through industry, university or independent research. At scale the partnerships aspect would be
a challenge with employers in the current environment. Multiple interviewees discussed their attempts at
supporting the key competencies through employer-based experiences, with challenges in setting up
relationships as well as ensuring quality feedback for students.
Partnerships take a lot of time to set up. We came to an employer with ten students one time because we
had that level of interest but not a lot of partners and they got uncomfortable with the number of students,
it was like, ‘We wanted to help, but not this much.’296
Partnerships is a fairly inefficient thing. I had one coordinator for 60 students for Gateway at one point.
We had 46 different organisations for placements. There’s just no time to develop a shared language of
learning with employers like that. And feedback for students can be really lacking in those
environments.297

This suggests that should efforts to engage more employers with secondary schools be undertaken at
scale, employers may need incentives and training to ensure the experiences they offer for students
provide meaningful learning opportunities with constructive feedback.
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A 2016 Future of Work plan from the Labour party called for levies on employers that did not provide
training opportunities; however, this has not come into effect.298 A potentially more palatable strategy
would be to forego penalties in favour of offering incentives. Internationally, some governments provide
tax credits for employers that take on university interns. For example, the regional governments of
Ontario in Canada and North Dakota in the United States both provide tax incentives for employers that
train interns. 299 300
The Government could test this idea in both urban and rural areas before enacting a national policy on
workplace-based credits, determining how employers respond to incentives to take on secondary students
at scale. Additionally, offering short, modular training experiences for employers and equipping them
with app-based forms of capturing achievement (such as a program like SeeSaw, which allows teachers
to share photos and videos of student work with parents) could improve the information flow from
employers to school-based employees looking to gauge the effectiveness of learning in job settings.

R4.6 Ensure tertiary requirements do not override secondary curricula

Work with universities to ensure admissions policies contribute to a secondary
school experience consistent with the overall vision of the New Zealand
Curriculum

Universities play a large role in determining the pathways students pursue in high school course selection.
Currently students need to have 14+ credits in three subjects in order to qualify for university, although
there are some pathways for discretionary entrance. 301 The effect is that schools begin planning pathways
based on university entrance requirements as early as Year 10.302 It can also lead to pressures to
accumulate credits. As one student noted during interviews for this report:303
My friend did 17 external exams at her school to try to get into university. She said ‘There was just so
much and I didn’t have time to study things in the depth that I wanted.’

On the other hand, some schools interviewed mentioned that some universities are taking a more holistic
look at student work in order to determine entrance, giving weight to student activities and work products
alongside NCEA credits:304
We encourage students to provide evidence of their projects, and our kids have gotten scholarships based
on their work. Massey University in particular is looking at more than academics for admittance.

Broadening the criteria for admissions has some support in research into non-academic factors in
achievement. For example, a meta-analysis of 200 studies and 50,000 students concluded that curiosity
is as predictive of academic performance as intelligence and the tendency to work hard
(conscientiousness). The authors of the study argued that schools and universities ought to “encourage
intellectual hunger and not exclusively reward the acquiescent application of intelligence and effort” as
well as “pay greater attention to curiosity as [an] important indicator of potential and ability” in
admissions selection methods.305
With major questions about the preparedness in literacy and numeracy of students at university, however,
a balance should be struck between ensuring students are academically prepared and honouring other
factors that may be indicative of potential.
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IV. CONCLUSION
This report makes a number of recommendations that may be led by different organisations and agencies
within the education sector. Figure 25 uses an importance-complexity framework to provide a mapping
of recommendations for consideration.
I categorized the “importance” and “complexity” of each recommendation using a rough estimation of
high, medium or low for each set of criteria, and then considered which organisations might lead the
work as well as those that support it. The full details of this work can be found in Appendix 5.
I used the following estimates for the complexity ranking:




High – requires many actors or a significant amount of analysis or investment to implement;
Medium – requires fewer actors or analysis to implement; and
Low – can be implemented by 1-2 organisations/agencies with minimal consultation of other
actors.

For the importance ranking, I considered the following:




High – Critical to aligning the system to support development of key competencies and likely
to have benefits to additional change efforts within schools;
Medium – will support development of key competencies and may have additional benefits for
change efforts within schools; and
Low – less likely than other recommendations to have broad impacts on the education sector
beyond the key competencies or may take longer than other recommendations to lead to
instructional change within schools.

Looking at the framework, a variety of actors in the education sector have critical roles to play in ensuring
that the key competencies are fully realised through the implementation of the New Zealand Curriculum.
Figure 25: Importance-complexity framework for recommendations
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Schools: Implementing, learning from, and reporting on change
Schools can take a number of actions autonomously to support knowledge of the key competencies,
develop capacity to learn from implementation efforts, and ensure that there is coherence in reporting on
a broad set of student outcomes.
In particular, schools can immediately analyse timetables to ensure that teacher collaboration time is
maximised, and school leaders can take an active role in identifying those departments most adept at
leading instructional change and scaling those practices. Investing in middle leader training as part of
professional learning can help lessen the burden on principals to drive instructional change and lead to
high quality collaboration among teachers.
In addition, school leaders can ensure that reporting to parents takes account of learning experiences that
develop the key competencies, such as having students reflect on their work in student-led conferences;
at the least, schools can look to improve information flows to parents on student achievement as well as
student involvement in extracurricular activities and attendance patterns so that parents are fully informed
of student engagement in the school day.
Within and across departments, schools can use data to diagnose where students might benefit from
additional resources for learning and use digital technologies to support that learning; in so doing,
teachers might find that rather than spend time building content for remediation or acceleration, they
have additional time to develop learning experiences that support the key competencies.
Finally, as secondary schools consider where to target efforts to develop the social and emotional skills
that underlie the key competencies, they may want to begin with students aged 13-15 to provide sound
transitional support for the cohort most likely to struggle adapting to secondary school. Upper secondary
schools might target efforts most acutely at Year 11 students.

NZQA: Sharpening the focus and broadening the evidence of learning
The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) plays a role in defining the learning achievements
that become part of student records as well as outlining the standards of learning for secondary schools.
By broadening the learning evidence available on a student’s Record of Achievement (RoA), NZQA
would signal that mastery of credits by examination is not sole product of student learning. A RoA that
allows for students to showcase actual work products would allow students to demonstrate to universities
and employers the type of work they are capable of and may lead both actors to a more well-rounded
picture of student achievement.
In addition, NZQA can facilitate learning experiences that emphasise key competencies by providing a
database that allows school leaders and teachers to quickly analyse credits across learning areas. This
would allow teachers from multiple learning areas to see what collaboration, planning, reflection, and
community engagement look like across disciplines and help school leaders gauge the types of evidence
and processes for learning that students are exposed to across the school. In that sense, schools might be
able to streamline the vast array of standards currently available into the most powerful combination of
learning experiences possible for developing the key competencies.

ERO: Evaluating schools as incubators for change
The primary mechanism by which the Education Review Office (ERO) can support the key competencies
is through the school review process.
The time elapse between ERO reviews – from one to five years – offers a proxy for school quality. Many
school leaders interviewed for this report suggested that the timing of these review cycles is driven mainly
by NCEA achievement data, feeling that the lower the school performs on NCEA Level 2 exams, the
sooner ERO will return for another evaluation.
ERO thus must take internal processes into account as much as NCEA performance in order to instil
confidence among school leaders that NCEA attainment is not the sole metric of a quality school
environment. This may result in schools with stellar NCEA scores being placed on a shorter review
cycle, while schools with lower NCEA attainment but solid foundations for supporting instructional
change and student well-being would see longer timelines between reviews. Such scenarios would
encourage school leaders to focus on the organisational learning needed to sustain shifts that support the
key competencies rather than succumb to perceived pressure to accumulate NCEA credits at high pass
rates.
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Education Council: Aligning the goals for teacher preparation and appraisal
The Education Council ought to take the lead role in ensuring standards that guide teachers from initial
preparation to appraisal account for the social and emotional skills of the key competencies. Currently a
teacher undergoes university training aligned to standards that are different from those he or she will face
in the field during both attestation and appraisal practices. If the concepts of the key competencies
become central to teacher preparation, appraisal, and attestation, there is a greater probability that
teachers grow in their understanding of those competencies at different stages in the lifecycle of their
instructional careers.
Aligning standard sets involves coordination with the PPTA as well as coordination with university
partners on initial teacher preparation, which adds complexity to the process. And clearer standards need
to be acted upon by leaders at school sites – thus support for school leaders conducting appraisal and
attestation may need to be coordinated in order to maximise the impact of aligned professional standards.

Ministry of Education: Coordinating alignment across the sector
The Ministry of Education (MoE) is the lead agency in the sector and therefore fills a number of functions
in supporting the key competencies.
With regard to professional learning, the MoE alongside the Education Council should support middle
leader training as well as professional learning efforts that ground the key competencies in disciplinary
frameworks. While the key competencies are relevant across disciplines and can be enhanced by
interdisciplinary experiences, secondary teachers still primarily teach within disciplines and learn
together within departments, expressing a preference for professional learning grounded in their content
areas. The middle leaders that support teachers, such as department heads, play a critical role in
everything from selecting instructional resources to determining how students are assessed. These leaders
and deputy principals often function as the primary instructional leader for teachers: ensuring they are
well prepared as leaders of adult teams will help schools navigate the instructional shifts that are required
to support deep learning through key competencies.
To provide a clearer set of guidelines on exactly how the key competencies support learning, the MoE
can also work with the Education Council and NZQA to offer micro-credentials on social emotional
learning (SEL). These credentials would offer clear content to schools and teachers that have simply
struggled to find the time and resources to unpack the key competencies at a local level – something that
has proven challenging even for researchers even at the national level.
The MoE can coordinate pilot efforts in the areas of instructional resources and in the form of project
learning. While individual departments across the country build and select instructional resources, the
Ministry can fund the development or purchase of materials that emphasise the key competencies in
different learning areas; where resources prove effective, the MoE can then share the information with
schools to inform their selection of materials. The MoE could target at least some of these efforts at
students ages 13-15 – data show these students account for the majority of disciplinary issues in the
education system as a whole, and students at these ages are in critical transition years into secondary
schools and adolescence. Instructional resources rich in social and emotional components that support
the key competencies ought to help these students navigate a challenging period of life.
The Government ought to take a pilot approach to understanding the impact of project-based learning
credits (as has been put forward by the Ministerial Advisory Group looking at NCEA). Blanketing the
entire system with a credit mandate risks creating conditions in which schools must meet a new policy
guideline without having the proper supports to do so; testing out this policy in select schools at first
would help the Ministry identify what type of support is needed to scale project learning if it is indeed
deemed an effective methodology for teaching and learning across communities. Conducting formal
program evaluation on project learning would also provide local research that would ensure practitionerbased learning is taken into account.
With regard to measuring the impacts of work such as project learning, the MoE can broaden its data
analysis and collection efforts. The MoE can support the development and design of school climate and
student surveys that schools can use to measure social and emotional learning (though data should not
be used to compare schools). In addition, the MoE can use data schools already collect along with data
from other sectors to gauge the holistic impact schools have on student outcomes – for example,
determining whether non-academic data such as attendance or involvement in extracurricular activities
predicts university attainment, employment or health outcomes. The MoE can also influence the ways
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that schools report on student success by working with schools to understand how conferencing with
whānau along with reporting practices impact the measurement of student progress in school.
Finally, the MoE can play a coordinating role in ensuring employers and universities are engaged with
the impact they have on secondary school options. In particular, employers likely need incentives to take
on the influx of students that would accompany a policy change that requires work experience, such as
that proposed by the NCEA review Ministerial Advisory Group; offering a tax incentive and training (an
effort that would likely be need to be taken over by the Ministry of Business, Innovation and
Employment) might ensure more employers engage with the education system and do so in an effective
manner. In addition, the MoE ought to work with universities and the Tertiary Education Commission to
ensure both groups have confidence in the current set of NCEA requirements and realise the impact that
university admissions criteria have on the course offerings and instructional climate of secondary schools.
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APPENDIX
APPENDIX 1: STRUCTURES AND TENSIONS IN THE
EDUCATION SYSTEM
This section outlines key features of the New Zealand education system. Those familiar with New
Zealand’s education system may wish to scan it; those from an American audience may wish to read
closely in order to familiarize themselves with the key structures and current issues faced in New Zealand
education.
New Zealand’s roughly 2,500 schools educate 815,816 students, according January 2018 figures from
the Ministry of Education.306 Students are legally required to attend school from the ages of 6-16, though
most children begin schooling at age five. 307
Overall, the school population is becoming more diverse – in 2017 roughly half the student population
identified as European, compared with 23.9 per cent Māori, 11.8 per cent Asian, 9.8 per cent Pasifika,
and 2.7 per cent other, a category that often accounts for Middle Eastern or African descent. 308
Figure A1: Ethnic diversity in New Zealand State Schools309

An essential function of the New Zealand government is to design an equitable education system that
takes into account the diverse cultural backgrounds of New Zealand students and families. The Treaty of
Waitangi provides a set of principles to guide that task.

The Treaty of Waitangi
The Treaty of Waitangi serves as New Zealand’s founding document. In 1840, 500 leaders signed the
treaty with representatives of the Crown. The Treaty was translated in both English and Māori, with
important distinctions between the two. For example, many Māori leaders believed they were giving up
sovereignty of their lands, but not governance; in addition, the English version of the treaty called for
“possession” of Māori “properties”, while the Māori version guaranteed “tino rangatiratanga” (full
authority) over “tāonga” (treasures), which could include land, language, and intangible objects. 310 Today
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the Waitangi Tribunal provides a forum for hearing cases on violations of the Treaty dating back to
1840.311
In education, the Treaty is reflected through New Zealand’s dual National Curriculum. The New Zealand
Curriculum (NZC) lists the Treaty of Waitangi as one of eight principles schools should use as they
customise the NZC for their own learning communities, and an approach to learning grounded in Māori
language and culture is honoured through the Māori-medium Te Marautanga o Aotearoa (detailed in the
section “New Zealand’s Curricular Frameworks” below).
The spirit of the Treaty is often framed in terms of the “3 P’s”: partnership, protection, and participation.
School leaders and teachers ought to partner with Māori communities and understand Māori places as
they plan for learning; protect Māori interests, values, and tāonga within the school community; and
involve Māori communities in school decision-making processes.
Partnerships, protection, and participation can take many forms. A 2011 report of the Education Review
Office (ERO) found that schools upholding the Treaty exhibited practices such as the following: 312




Valuing and promoting te reo Māori me ōna tikanga in school management and in teaching and
learning, for example, through pōwhiri, karakia, and kapa haka;
Giving all students have the opportunity to learn te reo Māori and to understand and celebrate
the place of Māori as tangata whenua in Aotearoa New Zealand; and
Establishing relationships with students, parents, whānau, iwi, and other community members
support Māori students' learning.

While schools have increasingly made strides to engage with Māori communities, the quality of
interactions and engagement is still evolving. Recent reflection from researchers at the University of
Waikato has emphasised that the “partnership” element of the Treaty has been primarily defined by the
majority European group at the expense of deeply understanding the Māori view of “mana ōrite” – a
metaphor for interdependent relationships that preserve the mana (prestige) of both sides: 313
Many efforts to be culturally responsive to, or for, Māori have, at best, been understood by Māori students
as first steps or, at worst, tokenism…Shifting the focus from being responsive to the culture of others to
developing and being part of cultural relationships with others, legitimates the aspects of culture that are
less tangible but fundamental to the identity and wellbeing of all people.

An essential challenge of this paper, then, is to uphold the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi by
ensuring Western perspectives of knowledge, skills, and success criteria are considered alongside the
perspectives and lived experiences of Māori students and whānau (families) as well as the diverse
cultures of Pasifika, Asian, Middle Eastern, and African students that attend New Zealand schools each
day.

Governance: School management and autonomy
Since the Tomorrow’s Schools Reforms of 1988 led to the Education Act of 1989, schools in New
Zealand have operated with a great deal of autonomy in one of the most highly devolved education
systems in the world.
The Education Act of 1989 created the current Ministry of Education and replaced the Department of
Education. The Department of Education sat on top of a three-tiered system of governance that included
regional boards followed by individual schools. Funding levels were established nationally, and
education boards made all staff appointments – principals “had no say” into the process of hiring
teachers.314 Resource decisions were highly centralized – for example, one interviewee recalled the time
when “you’d get a set amount of art supplies for your school, whether or not you even needed or asked
for them.”315
A 1988 taskforce published Administering for Excellence, commonly known as “The Picot Report”, and
identified serious weaknesses in this structure. The task force recommended a two-tiered system
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abolishing regional boards, effectively leaving the Ministry of Education and a system of schools
engaged in site-based management through locally elected boards of trustees. 316
Since that time, New Zealand schools have operated on a self-managed basis: boards of trustees made
up largely of parents employ principals, and each school manages its finances and interprets the national
curriculum on its own accord. New Zealand schools can be organised quite differently: in some areas
they are segmented into primary, intermediate, and secondary schools (Figure A2). In more rural areas,
schools may be comprehensive, including students from Years 1-13. This type of structure is often found
among Māori medium schools, in which te reo Māori (the Māori language) is the predominant language
of instruction and a Māori-medium curriculum is followed.
While self-managing schools allowed for greater flexibility and autonomy for schools, in recent years
the system has been criticized for increasing competition among schools; leaving rural or low-decile
schools ill-equipped with resources and support; and facilitating a piecemeal approach to improvement
investments.317 In 2018 the newly elected Labour government began a review of the Tomorrow’s Schools
Reforms, with a task force set to offer recommendations in November 2018. A significant component of
that work will likely involve reflecting on the various agencies at work in the sector, detailed in the
section that follows.
Figure A2: School types within the New Zealand education system318

The Ministry of Education and key education actors
The education sector in New Zealand comprises a diverse mix of government organisations, service
providers, school-based roles, and parent and community groups. This section provides an overview of
key agencies and organisations, their primary functions, and some of their current priorities and trends.
It is not an exhaustive list but should provide readers with a general background on the many factors that
end up influencing the climate in which academic, social, and emotional skills develop among students.
The Ministry of Education (MoE) serves as the government’s lead advisor on the education system in
New Zealand. The MoE describes its purpose as shaping “an education system that delivers equitable
and excellent outcomes.”319
The MoE provides the majority of funding to all state schools, develops curriculum and manages school
property portfolios. The MoE also develops strategic policy for the tertiary sector.
Looked at through a comparative lens, there are a number of significant differences between the
American context and the national role of the MoE, including:


316

Curriculum and governance: There are no school districts in New Zealand, and regional
bodies like state legislatures do not set curricular standards. New Zealand’s roughly 2,500
schools base their local curriculum on a national framework set by the MoE in consultation with
the education sector and the local community. Each school makes its own decisions on how to
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implement the national curriculum through a strategic plan, local curriculum, instructional
materials, timetable, and professional development priorities.
Teacher pay: Teacher pay is managed centrally by the MoE. Schools do not determine how
much to pay individual teachers, and teacher pay is consistent regardless of region. In the United
States, teacher pay varies district by district within states, and can vary significantly across
states.
Regional support: In 2016, a restructuring effort led the MoE to operate 10 local offices across
the country. These do not function as independent school districts, as in the United States. Local
offices support individual schools as representatives of the Ministry.
Professional learning: The MoE funds professional learning opportunities for schools but does
so on a case by case basis through an application process. This change followed an evaluation
of professional learning and development (PLD) that began in 2013 and sought to make the
operating model for centrally-funded PLD more effective, making a bigger difference in student
outcomes and strengthening professional relationships. 320 PLD priorities remain broadly defined
and framed around a few learning areas of the national curriculum – pāngarau/maths,
pūtaiao/science, te reo matatini (pānui, tuhituhi, kōrero), reading and writing and digital
fluency.321 Many PLD efforts are funded by the Ministry but carried out by accredited service
providers. Schools purchase PLD from their Crown-provided operational budgets at their own
expense.
Implementation mandates: Given a tradition of self-management brought by 1989 reforms,
schools are the primary drivers of pedagogical and course design policies that districts may
determine in the United States. Whereas an American school district may require “tight”
implementation guidelines on scheduling, instructional resources or classroom practices, the
MoE’s role is often limited providing funding for specific programs or disseminating
information on best practices. That leaves uptake decisions to schools. For example, on the issue
of whether to stream (i.e. track) students into classes, a MoE official once remarked:322
We can influence [schools]. We publish Pisa. We identify that we have high levels of same-ability
grouping…Then it really is for the profession to take hold of that and say, ‘Should we really be
doing that?’

It should be noted that changes in government brought on by electoral cycles can trigger sizable shifts in
policies implemented by the MoE. While writing this paper, a Labour-led coalition took charge of
government after the 2017 election cycle, appointing a new Minister of Education ready to execute “an
ambitious 3 year work plan for the education portfolio that will set our country up for the next 30
years.”323 Minister Chris Hipkins immediately acted on an education platform that included removing
National Standards reporting and assessment in K-8 schooling; setting up a review of the secondary
school qualifications system; and providing a year of fees free tertiary education for all students who
finish school in 2017.324
Even as leadership shifts occur in step with election cycles, the vast majority of MoE employees continue
with the task of coordinating efforts to improve performance in the sector. But managing complexity
remains a challenge.

Additional agencies: ERO, NZQA, and the Education Council
The Ministry of Education works alongside with multiple independent government agencies in order to
ensure school quality. A few of the more critical agencies impacting secondary schools include the
following:325


The Education Review Office (ERO) provides reviews of school quality, visiting schools every
1-5 years depending on the state of performance observed. The office also provides national
reports on education issues in New Zealand
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The New Zealand Qualifications Authority (NZQA) serves as the certification body for
educational attainment in the country, which includes managing the Record of Achievement
(ROA) of each student in New Zealand. NZQA also visits schools to ensure a robust assessment
programs through managing national assessment (MNA) reviews
The Education Council for Aotearoa New Zealand provides professional leadership for the
teaching profession, including setting guidelines for the 156 approved Initial Teacher Education
programs across 25 providers located throughout the country326

In practice, a principal might experience the following: new teachers are hired out of university programs
which take their guidelines from the Education Council. Those teachers build courses in secondary
schools based in part on individual standards written by the NZQA. Guidelines for assessing those
standards are set by the NZQA, which also builds and administers external exams (e.g. 3-hour, year-end
tests). Those standards and exams are aligned with the New Zealand Curriculum, which is stewarded by
the MoE. And ERO then evaluates the whole picture – support and planning processes for teachers,
equity in student outcomes and strategies for priority learners, engagement with communities, etc.
Outside of government, the New Zealand Council on Educational Research (NZCER) operates under the
NZCER Act of 1972 and provides additional research on system performance. 327 And the MoE accredits
over 500 service providers through centrally funded PLD.
In a number of ways these agencies shape and influence the conditions under which teachers approach
learning with their students.

Boards of trustees
Every three years, the parents of students at each New Zealand school elect a Board of Trustees to manage
the school and determine its strategic direction. Boards have the ability to allocate school finances, hire
and fire staff, and monitor student progress, among other responsibilities. Boards are typically comprised
of up to 5 locally elected officials and include the principal, a staff-elected representative, and a student
representative at the secondary level. Local communities elect boards every 3 years. 328
In 2016, the last round of elections, 560 of roughly 2,500 New Zealand schools did not hold elections
because nominations for board positions were less than or equal to the number of positions available on
the board; in such cases, board members are simply appointed. The 70 per cent of schools that did hold
elections in 2016 compares favourably to the 2013 elections, when 53 per cent of schools held a vote.
Board members are paid $55 per meeting for up to 11 meetings per year. 329
According to the New Zealand School Trustees Association, board responsibilities include, but are not
limited to, the following:330











set and, as needed, modify the vision, mission, and values of the school
ensure a sensible and feasible strategic plan
approve and monitor the annual plan
monitor and evaluate student learning outcomes
appoint, assess the performance of, and support the principal
provide financial stewardship
oversee, conserve, and enhance the resource base
approve major policies and programme initiatives
build a broad base of community support
exercise governance in a way that fulfils the intent of the Treaty of Waitangi by valuing and
reflecting New Zealand’s dual cultural heritage

In practice, however, the delegation of responsibilities between board members and principals varies
widely across schools. For example, while performance management is a legal responsibility of the
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board, a recent survey identified that nearly 1 in 4 principals noted that they take full responsibility for
the process.331

Principals
Principals are the primary leaders of the education system at the school level, responsible for everything
from financial planning and budgeting to instructional leadership. In practice the role of the principal can
vary significantly depending on school size. At smaller schools I visited principals spent portions of their
day working directly with teachers, and in some case even teaching classes themselves; at larger schools,
principals took on more of a coordinating role across departments, often designating significant portions
of instructional leadership to Deputy Principals.
One of the Minister’s current reviews focuses on strategies for reducing the administrative workload of
both teachers and principals.332 A 2016 working group representing secondary teachers found: 333
There is a range of administrative work associated with (secondary) teaching, leadership and pastoral
care, including reporting, meetings, data collection, management and analysis, surveys, parent contact,
health and safety, organising relief, photocopying, NCEA administration tasks (e.g. record keeping, data
analysis), appraisal and registration requirements, special education applications, IT management and
support…These [tasks] are often delegated from the principal to senior leaders to departments and middle
leaders and teachers.

In my own interviews asking about the demands of the principal job, the most common response from
principals on the most difficult aspect of the learning curve focused on financial management. As one
principal noted at a medium-sized secondary school, “You’re never trained for the financials. In theory
the Board can help, but our Board doesn’t have a lot of professional background.” 334
An additional concern expressed by some interviewees was the nature of hiring principals. As one
principal noted, “Boards tend to hire those they know and are comfortable with, not necessarily the best
person for the job.”335

Teachers
At the secondary level, teachers become certified in specific subject areas and work with students from
Years 9-13. Larger schools are typically organised into subject-specific departments, and the Head of
Department is often responsible for leading the inquiry work of colleagues into effective pedagogical
practice. At smaller schools, or some of the newer schools I visited, departmental structures may not be
as rigid. In any case, teachers either build or select the instructional materials for use in the classroom, a
practice that differs significantly from many American school districts in which district managers lead
the process of selecting common textbooks and course materials.
Teacher certification
Guidelines for teacher certification and renewal of teacher licensing through appraisal are set by the
Education Council.
Teachers engage in a two-tiered process for entering and staying in the profession: registration and
continuing certification. To become a registered teacher, candidates must complete an Initial Teacher
Education (ITE) qualification, typically completed at university, followed by a two-year induction and
mentoring period. Once an application for registration is approved, teachers receive a practising
certificate that lasts three years.
There are two sets of standards and one set of “Practising Criteria” involved in registration, ongoing
certification, and collective bargaining, a situation the Education Council refers to as “not ideal.” 336 In
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an attempt to clear confusion, the Education Council publishes a matrix aligning three sets of guidelines
across primary and secondary levels.337
Teacher unions, teacher pay, and a teacher shortage
Teachers are represented in one of two trade organisations – the Post Primary Teachers Association
(PPTA) or the New Zealand Education Institute/Te Riu Roa (NZEI). NZEI counts 50,000 members
composed of primary, area, and support staff who work as teachers, principals, or support staff. 338 The
17,000 members of PPTA include teachers in secondary schools, area schools, technology centres, and
community education centres.339
The Ministry of Education negotiates teacher pay every 3 years with respective unions. Teachers must
demonstrate they have met professional standards in order to progress up a salary scale, a responsibility
given to a school’s board of trustees that is typically delegated to a principal. Salary scales for secondary
school teachers start at approximately $51,000 NZD and progress up to $78,000 NZD after 7 years of
service, though teachers may add to their income through additional responsibilities.
Compared to other OECD countries, New Zealand teachers rank in the Top-5 in terms of teacher
professionalism, giving the profession good standing internationally. 340 However, the number of those
looking to go into teaching is on a downward trend. When the Labour government took over in 2018,
fewer teachers were looking to go into the profession, and many schools in urban areas such as Auckland
reported not being able to fill positions. 341 Between 2010 and 2016, the number of those training to
become teachers dropped from 14,585 to 8,895, with secondary trainees dropping from 1,865 to 1,120. 342
At the same time, the teacher workforce continued to age with a looming retirement of baby boomers,
and New Zealand’s population grew by 400,000 people.343

Parents
Parents engage in the New Zealand system in a variety of ways. They comprise the pool of candidates
for elected positions on the boards of trustees, giving them considerable voice in the strategic
management of local schools. They provide public comment on proposals set forth by the Government,
and in 2018 served as a key audience for the Government’s National Education Summits in Christchurch
and Auckland.
Parents can also play a critical role in funding, depending on the school. For example, some schools set
up “volunteer donations” in order to buffer their operating budgets, with wealthier schools receiving
about $324 per student compared to $56 per student for lower-income schools.344
Many local schools have parent-teacher associations, and the National Parent Teacher Association can
serve as a resource for these organisations.
A 2018 Education Council convening noted the unique influence parents can play in directing focus to
the key competencies:345
There is a need for parent and whānau education about future work and skills alongside the profession’s
curriculum and qualification discussions. Parents and whānau have expectations about what a successful
educational outcome is, largely based on their own experiences with education.

Students
Students attend schools and have representation on their school’s board of trustees at the secondary level.
In that role, a student representative can weigh in on various policies and priorities at the school level.
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At the national level, 12 students currently work directly with the Minister for Education through the
Ministerial Youth Advisory Group. And through an online forum, any 14 to 18 year-old in New Zealand
can provide additional feedback on the work of that Youth Advisory Group.346
In New Zealand’s curricular frameworks, students are acknowledged to be at the centre of the learning
process, meaning that instructional decisions should be made in a responsive manner – taking into
account students’ cultural backgrounds, communities, and academic strengths and challenges. An
overview of those frameworks can be found below.

The National Curriculum: New Zealand’s bicultural curricular approach
Schools in New Zealand follow a national guiding document dependent on the language of instruction
and character of a school. Māori-medium schools follow Te Marautanga o Aotearoa and teach at least
51 per cent of their courses in te reo Māori. English-medium schools can offer te reo Māori but generally
follow the English-medium New Zealand Curriculum. At the pre-school level, Te Whāriki serves as the
guiding framework, though discussion of it is beyond the scope of this paper.
In practice, schools educating secondary students might refer to either Te Marautanga or the NZC to
guide instructional planning; for example, principals of two Māori-medium schools I visited reported
that math teachers who are not fluent in te reo use the NZC to plan instruction. 347
The primary function of either curriculum is to “set the direction for student learning and to provide
guidance for schools as they design and review their curriculum.” 348 And it is important to note that both
Te Marautanga and the New Zealand Curriculum function as a framework for reference for schools
rather than a detailed, annualized plan of instruction. Schools and teachers are expected to use their own
judgment as well as the needs of particular students and communities to ensure that teaching and learning
“is meaningful and beneficial to their particular communities of students.” 349 In practice then, curriculum
design and review occurs at 3 levels - the national level, school level, and classroom level.
The New Zealand Curriculum in English
Between 1961 and 1986, a series of documents outlined the curriculum that New Zealand students should
follow, organised by subject areas and years of study. The documents prescribed what teachers should
teach in each subject and year level. According to a Ministry of Education review, there was “no
overarching approach to their development and no coherent vision or purpose.” 350
A more outcomes-focused approach to curriculum took root in the 1990s, including key principles,
essential learning areas, skills, attitudes and values, and national achievement aims. Between 2000 and
2007, the MoE developed the current national curriculum, known as the New Zealand Curriculum. After
trials in schools, collaborative working parties, and online discussions, the Ministry of Education
published a draft curriculum in 2006, receiving over 10,000 submissions of feedback for final revision.
The current curriculum has been in use since 2007.
The New Zealand Curriculum specifies eight learning areas: English, the arts, health and physical
education, learning languages, mathematics and statistics, science, social sciences, and technology. It
also includes a vision for education, principles for curricular decision-making, values to be encouraged,
and key competencies to be demonstrated in all learning areas. The key competencies, of course, serve
as the focus for this paper.
Te Marautanga o Aotearoa: The Māori-medium curriculum
Māori-medium schools use Te Marautanga o Aotearoa as their primary curriculum framework. As of
June 2018, 11,202 students attended 112 Māori-medium schools, which tend to serve both older and
younger students; 52 Māori-medium schools taught secondary students, with 47 of them enrolling
students in Years 1-13.351
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Given these numbers, the vast majority of educational experiences in New Zealand tend to begin with
teacher planning from the New Zealand Curriculum. And work to support both curricular frameworks
with resources and professional learning is an ongoing challenge. As participants from across the sector
noted in a symposium in April 2018, “In relation to English medium, Māori medium is often given two
options: catch up or copy. Genuine co-construction is needed.”352
Still, Te Marautanga represents a significant achievement in valuing indigenous perspectives and culture
in a bilingual society. It provides a holistic approach to teaching and learning that is often different from
that found in Western educational settings. One discussion of how Te Marautanga draws on indigenous
epistemology noted the following observations: 353
While Western science and education tend to emphasise compartmentalized knowledge which is often decontextualized and taught in the detached setting of a classroom or laboratory, indigenous people have
traditionally acquired their knowledge through direct experience in the natural world… Western thought
also differs from indigenous thought in its notion of competency. In Western terms, competency is often
assessed based on predetermined ideas of what a person should know, which is then measured indirectly
through various forms of ‘objective’ tests. Such an approach does not address whether that person is
actually capable of putting that knowledge into practice.

Further discussion of the differences between Te Marautanga and the NZC is beyond the scope of this
paper, but one final distinction is worth noting. The key competencies of the NZC are meant to be able
to translate across cultural contexts. However, for a nuanced analysis of the viability of that prospect, I
would refer readers to the 2008 journal article by McFarlane et al, titled “Indigenous epistemology in a
national curriculum framework?” A quick visual from that work mapping the key competencies to
constructs from a Māori worldview can be found in Figure A3; however, it should be stressed that the
key competencies are not referenced explicitly in Te Marautanga.
Figure A3: Comparison between key competencies of the NZC and He Tikanga Whaakaro354

Accountability: Standards, assessment and delivering results
The accreditation of learning for secondary school students occurs through the National Certificates of
Educational Achievement (NCEA), a standards-based qualification system. Primary, intermediate, and
early secondary students do not engage in the NCEA system, meaning that its influence tends to drive
work in Years 11-13 of secondary schools.
NCEA credits in secondary schools are awarded at Levels 1, 2, and 3. In practice, many schools offer
courses on NCEA Level 1 topics in Year 11, Level 2 topics at Year 12, and Level 3 topics at Year 13,
though technically this is not required. Attaining NCEA Level 3 credits is a pre-requisite for university
programs; therefore, NCEA Level 2 attainment is analysed in a similar fashion to American high school
graduation rates.
NCEA is widely regarded as a flexible system that has made great strides in providing a variety of options
for student study and careers as well as succeeding in reducing the numbers of students that leave school
early; however, as researchers have noted, “it is not altogether clear whether the increase in qualifications
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attainment always represent an improvement in the learning of what we might call ‘knowledge that
matters or ‘powerful knowledge.’”355
The development of NCEA did not occur in lock-step with the development of the New Zealand
curriculum
The initial implementation of the NCEA system occurred from 2002 to 2004, though the current version
of New Zealand Curriculum was not updated until 2007. As one review notes: 356
NZC was designed to provide a framework on which teachers could build their own local curricula. NCEA
was designed as a modular-assessment system, in which different assessment standards can be mixed and
matched to design assessment programmes for courses that meet the learning needs of specific groups of
students.

In part because of different release timelines, many secondary teachers got into the habit of building
curricula around achievement objectives rather than considering the whole of the New Zealand
Curriculum. As one researcher put it, “the purposes for learning were all too often articulated in terms of
credits to be gained.”357
A former teacher and MoE employee pointed out in one of my interviews that while the New Zealand
Curriculum is widely supported by teachers, there are still some that may not have incorporated it into
practice, saying “There are secondary teachers who have been working for years that have never taken a
good look at the New Zealand Curriculum.”358 Partly because achievement standards and the NZC
developed separately, many teachers feel that the alignment between the two is suspect: for example,
only half of teachers polled in the 2012 National Survey of Secondary School teachers felt that realigned
standards had “captured the intent of the NZC.” 359
NCEA credits: a tale of two standards
NCEA credits are awarded for mastery of achievement standards or unit standards, the latter of which
are popularly associated with vocational pathways.
Unit standards are always assessed by teachers or employers through a process known as “internal
examination” – for example, a student with a job can receive credit for skills demonstrated at work. There
is a pervasive feeling in the sector that unit standards are more vocationally oriented and less rigorous
than achievement standards, though they may involve work in real world settings with employers and
clients.
Achievement standards may be internally assessed, which typically involves a 3-5 week period of study
to master a single standard. In that sense, internal assessment occurs throughout the year as students gain
credits, a situation that is no small contributor to teacher workload. Achievement standards that qualify
students for university entrance, and comprise some of the most rigorous NCEA credits, are typically
assessed through “external exams” – a traditional 3-hour end-of-year exam.
Thus universities play a large role in determining the pathways students pursue in high school course
selection. For example, a university department may specify the achievement standards that it requires
as part of its admissions criteria. If a student hopes to study in that department, he or she must pass an
examination demonstrating competency in that standard. As in the United States, university admissions
criteria can be a significant driver of both what is taught and how it is taught.

The Record of Achievement
In high school each students builds a Record of Achievement (RoA) that certifies the learning they have
undertaken and records the NCEA “credits” that students have achieved. In that sense the RoA is similar
to the high school transcript of an American student.
However, a RoA may contain a bewildering number of credits in a vast array of learning areas, a result
that likely contributes to NCEA being regarded as “one of the most complicated school qualifications
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systems in the world.”360 Rather than seeing a grade for “algebra”, for example, an employer or university
admissions officer could review the actual standard mastered by a student. The advantage of specificity
of student mastery comes with the challenge of complexity and the possibility that students build very
different bodies of knowledge even within a single discipline. There are 737 credits available for literacy
and numeracy under the NCEA system, and criticism has been lobbed that some of those can be met
through physical education classes.361

Challenges in the current paradigm
Course offerings, rigour for all, fair grading practices, and appropriate evidence
Overall, while NCEA has been praised by students, parents, and educators for its flexibility, there are
risks inherent in that structure, particularly at lower decile schools.
For one, schools must be strategic about offering NCEA credits that enable students to go on to university
and career pathways, a task that can be challenging given the number of standards available for course
of study. Another challenge can simply be students lacking awareness of the consequences of choosing
pathways with a high probability of success, but potentially low rate of return after high school. For
example, a 2009 study of 4 mid-to-low decile secondary schools concluded:362
Students tend to be “street smart” in their knowledge of the NCEA system, seeking to maximise credit
gains, but are not always aware of the longer-term significance of their choices. Avoidance of achievement
standards and external assessments can lead to students not meeting the prerequisites for more advanced
study, missing out on important content areas in a subject, and jeopardising their chances of gaining the
UE qualification or the level of achievement needed for tertiary study in a field of their choice.

Second, a particular challenge exists in ensuring a high level of rigour in the pathways of all students and
avoiding bias in structuring student course pathways: 363
There is evidence that Māori and Pacific students (clustered in lower decile schools) tend to be enrolled
in “alternative” versions of core subjects such as mathematics, and in other “applied” subjects made up
mainly of unit rather than achievement standards… There is also evidence from current Starpath research
that Māori and Pacific students tend to take fewer subjects and complete fewer credits from the approved
list of subjects.

Given that research has shown Pasifika students who qualify to enrol in university are more likely to
enrol than NZ European counterparts, it is essential to keep expectations and opportunities for Māori and
Pacific students at high levels.364
Third, schools must ensure that when scoring internal assessments they do so fairly. As with course
selection patterns, some evidence suggests teachers may not hold the same expectations for Māori and
Pacific students as they do for other groups. For example, a recent study found “priority learners received
systematically lower teacher judgments than other students in 2012 and 2013, even when their
standardised achievement was the same."365
Finally, schools must ensure that the learning experiences they create for students truly challenge and
support them at high levels of rigour. NCEA currently places an emphasis on being able to use “naturally
occurring evidence” of student learning. For example, if students read and write extensively in a social
studies course, they can receive credits that count towards a literacy requirement. One social studies
teacher interviewed for this report described her approach to interdisciplinary credits as follows:366
I worked on a social studies course but put in science credits. I’m not even sure if anyone noticed. The kids
did of course. I just want to make sure they get credits for the learning that they’re doing.

In theory, this allows students to obtain credit where credit is due; in practice, a social studies teacher
without training in literacy expertise can become the teacher and assessor of literacy standards.367
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A possible consequence of flexibility in demonstrating knowledge is also the practice of “coaching”
students toward patterns of responses that get students NCEA credit with only surface-level knowledge
or understanding:368
Coaching in examination-answering techniques is not new of course…what is different in the case of
NCEA is that, across a wide range of standards, formulaic response patterns are taken as a proxy for
literacy, not just as evidence that the students know the content being examined.

Technology
Infrastructure and access have improved, leading to new possibilities for pedagogical practice
Beginning in 2013, the New Zealand government made it a priority to provide internet access to every
school in the country. As of June 2017, more than 99 per cent of New Zealand students and teachers had
access to high speed broadband access at school provided by the Network for Learning. 369
The uptake of technology-based practice in schools varies depending in part on pedagogical choices.
Some schools visited for this project operated in an almost paperless environment; others only deployed
technology on a sparing basis. A considerable driver in that decision can come from the board of trustees
and parent community of the individual school.
When a school does decide to use technology across learning areas, devices are often supplied in part by
parents through Bring Your Own Device (BYOD) schemes. But device policy varies in part by the decile
level of schools. On a 2015 national survey of secondary school teachers, the most recent survey of its
type available, 24 per cent of decile 1-2 teachers reported that their school used a BYOD policy compared
to 66 per cent of decile 9-10 teachers.370
Figure A4: Student access to digital technology at secondary schools (2015)

Data from network usage indicate that the managed network is most often used to search for information
rather than consume it. From 2015 to 2017, “growth in searches and education [outstripped] growth in
streaming video” (Figure A5).371
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Figure A5: Website hits by category

Schools visited for this study had mixed reviews on student readiness for use of technology in the
classroom. In a low decile school, one principal highlighted the importance of developing students’
technological fluency:372
Our kids are shy around computers, they don’t know where the back button is on a browser, some of them.
And some of them struggle to read and write. So basic literacy and basic digital literacy both need to be a
focus for us.

On the other hand, several principals at the secondary level remarked that students coming in from
primary schools steeped in technology had lost some basic fundamentals present in traditional
classrooms. “We have students coming in now that aren’t quite sure how to hold a pen or pencil
anymore,” noted a principal of a Boys secondary school.373

Complexity and implementation
Why outline the fundamental components of the New Zealand education system? Because the practice
of teaching occurs against a complex backdrop of policies and priorities determined by parents,
principals, school boards, universities, government agencies, and service providers.






The Treaty of Waitangi provides a founding set of principles that mean a diverse set of
perspectives need to be taken into account in developing educational policy and practice in New
Zealand schools.
Secondary schools operate in a complex environment in which the Ministry of Education
coordinates the sector overall and stewards the curriculum in particular; the New Zealand
Qualifications Authority builds assessments and standards for that curriculum; the Education
Review Office reports on school quality; the Education Council sets standards for the teaching
profession and training providers; and separate boards of trustees made up mainly of parents set
the strategic direction for each of the country’s 2,500+ schools.
The National Curriculum (in English and te reo Māori) serves as a framework that schools use
to guide instruction, but in practice at secondary schools the NCEA qualifications system drives
many of the pedagogical choices of Year 11-13 teachers.
Overall, New Zealand students perform above international averages and approach an 85 per
cent rate of leaving school with qualifications, but recent downward trends in international
performance and studies on literacy and numeracy raise questions about the quality of
qualifications students are earning.

All in all, for any deep rooted change to take place in the sector, a large number of separate actors must
align on the rationale for that change and coordinate efforts to support it.
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APPENDIX 2: SUMMARY OF NZ EDUCATION INDICATORS
Indicator374

Indicator Level

Trend relative to previous years

Annual Expenditure
per Student

Primary: $7,354 (USD)
Secondary: $10,198 (USD)

Against 31 OECD countries, New Zealand’s
annual expenditures are below the mean in
primary school and above the mean for
secondary school

School Leavers with
NCEA Level 1

In 2016, eighty-nine percent
of school leavers achieved at
least NCEA Level 1 and
ninety-one percent achieved
NCEA Level 1 literacy and
numeracy

School Leavers with
NCEA Level 2

Eighty percent of school
leavers achieved NCEA Level
2 or above in 2016.

School Leavers with
NCEA Level 3

Fifty-four percent of 2016
school leavers achieved at
least an NCEA level 3
qualification.

Since 2009 (80.9 per cent), there has been a
8.5 percentage point increase with respect to those
who attain at least NCEA Level 1 or equivalent.
Compared to 2015, there has been a 0.6
percentage point increase in the proportion of
school leavers who attain at least NCEA Level 1
or equivalent.
In 2016, 80.3 per cent of all school leavers
attained at least NCEA Level 2 or equivalent, a
0.7 percentage point increase on 2015. Since
2009, there has been a 12.8 percentage point
increase with respect to those who attain at least
NCEA Level 2 or equivalent, with 80.3 per cent in
2016 compared to 67.5 per cent in 2009.
In 2016, 53.9 per cent of all school leavers
achieved level 3 or above. This is an improvement
of 0.7 percentage points on 53.2 per cent in 2015.
Since 2009, there has been an increase of 12.0
percentage points in the proportion of school
leavers who achieve level 3 or above, with 53.9
per cent in 2016 compared to 41.9 per cent in
2009.

Retention of students
in senior secondary
schools

In 2016, 83.6 per cent of
students remained at school to
their 17th birthday.

There has been a 4.3 percentage point
increase in this number since 2009 (79.3 per cent)
and there has been a 1.0 percentage point decrease
since 2015 (84.6 per cent).
Māori students displayed the largest improvement
in the proportion of students remaining at school
until age 17 since 2009 with an 8.3 percentage
point increase.

374

18-year olds with
minimum of NCEA
Level 2 or above

84.6 per cent of New Zealand
18-year old’s possess a Level
2 qualification

Mathematics literacy
achievement: senior
secondary schooling

Between 2003 and 2012, New
Zealand's average 15-year-old
student performance in
mathematical literacy
declined noticeably from 523
to 500 (23 points).

‘Indicators’ (n.d.), Ministry of Education
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From 2015 to 2016 the percentage of 18-yearolds with a minimum of NCEA Level 2 or
equivalent has increased by 1.3 percentage points,
reaching 84.6 per cent.

New Zealand continues to perform above
the OECD average in mathematical literacy at the
senior secondary level, but has declined markedly
in mathematics performance in recent years.

Reading literacy
achievement: senior
secondary schooling

Between 2000 and 2012 there
has been a significant drop in
New Zealand's average 15
year-old student performance
in reading literacy. Most of
this decline happened
between 2009 and 2012.

Science Literacy
Achievement: Senior
Secondary Schooling

In PISA 2012, New Zealand
performed above the OECD
average in science (516
compared to 501).

School leaver
destinations: tertiary
education

In 2015 there were 60,600
domestic school leavers. Of
these, 60.3 per cent (36,500
students) had enrolled in
tertiary education at all levels
by the end of 2016.

This continues a slight downward trend in
the proportion of school leavers progressing
directly to tertiary education that started with the
2014 leaver cohort.

Students attending
school regularly
(students attending
more than 90 per cent
of Term 2, time = half
days)

In 2017, the percentage of
students attending school
regularly was 63.0 per cent, a
decrease of 4.2 percentage
points from 2016.

The 2017 percentage was low compared
with the previous five years, which ranged from
66.3 per cent up to 69.5 per cent.
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New Zealand showed a decline in reading
literacy performance at the senior secondary level,
though only five out of 34 OECD countries
achieved significantly higher mean scores than
New Zealand.

Despite a recent decline in science literacy
performance at the senior secondary level, New
Zealand is still performing above the OECD
average.

The percentages of Māori (50.0 per cent) and
Pasifika (51.7 per cent) students attending school
regularly are significantly lower than that of
European/Pākehā (66.5 per cent) and Asian (73.4
per cent) students.

APPENDIX 3: KEY COMPETENCIES AND ENTERPRISING ATTRIBUTES375
Enterprising Attributes

What they mean for students

Thinking
1.

Generating, identifying and assessing
opportunities.

Thinking up new things to do and deciding if they are good
ideas.

2.

Identifying, assessing and managing risks.

Thinking of the things that could go wrong with an opportunity
and making plans and decisions to limit that risk.

3.

Generating and using creative ideas and
processes.

Thinking up new ideas and ways to do things that work well.

4.

Identifying,
problems.

Looking ahead for things that can go wrong, thinking of ways
to solve problems and planning ahead to avoid them.

5.

Monitoring and evaluating.

solving

and

preventing

Checking all the time and making changes if they are needed.

Managing Self
6.

Using initiative and drive.

Seeing what needs to be done and doing it, persevering when
things get tough and showing determination to keep going.

7.

Matching personal goals and capabilities
to an undertaking.

Using your own skills and abilities to get things done and
achieving your goals.

Relating to Others
8.

Working with others and in a team.

Listening to others, encouraging people to take part and
sharing the responsibilities.

9.

Negotiating and influencing.

Being persuasive, resolving issues, backing up ideas and
reaching agreement with others.

10. Being fair and responsible.

Taking ownership of your own actions while considering what
is right for others.

Participating and Contributing
11. Planning and organising.
12. Identifying,
resources.

recruiting

Making a decision, making a plan and getting ready.
and

managing

13. Being flexible and dealing with change.

Sorting out what resources are needed, getting them and using
them in the best way possible.
Dealing with new situations, accepting new ideas, getting over
change and moving on.

Using Language, Symbols and Texts
14. Collecting, organising
information.

and

analysing

15. Communicating and receiving ideas and
information.

375

Getting information and sorting it to make sense of it.
Sharing and taking in ideas from a range of sources.

‘Key Competencies – Enterprising Attributes’ (2015), Ministry of Education
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APPENDIX 4: OCEAN AND FIVE FACTORS UNDERPINNING SOCIAL AND
EMOTIONAL LEARNING
OCEAN stands for Openness, Conscientiousness, Extraversion, Agreeableness, and Neuroticism (or
Emotional Stability), and it happens to be the basis on which the OECD’s latest framework on social and
emotional learning is built.
It is a generally well-accepted taxonomy in the field of personality psychology that some have argued
serves as the “longitude and latitude” of longer lists of social and emotional skills.376 While there are a
proliferation of constructs and measures of social and emotional skills, the Five Factor Model (FFM)
presented by OCEAN remains an umbrella framework, and “those who disagree [with it] have yet to
agree on an alternative.”377
A number of studies highlight correlations between factors in OCEAN and a wide variety of outcomes.
For example, Figures 8-10 (Section I of this paper) show how specific factors correlate with years of
schooling, course grades, and health outcomes.
It is important to note that the visuals in Figures 8-10 are correlations, and are not necessarily causal.
They establish that many of the Five Factors of OCEAN are associated with a host of positive outcomes.
In other words, they matter. But while they have predictive value, they may not necessarily cause the
outcomes that they are associated with. Figure A6 (following page) provides an overview of the each of
the five factors as well as their related skills.

376
377

Kautz, T., Heckman, J. and others (2014)
Gaertner, M. and Roberts, R. (2017)
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Figure A6: The big five domains and their facets378
Big Five
Personality Factor

American Psychology Association
Dictionary Description

Facets (and correlated skill adjective)

Openness to
Experience

“The tendency to be open to new
aesthetic, cultural, or intellectual
experiences”

Fantasy (imaginative), aesthetic (artistic),
feelings (excitable), actions (wide interests),
ideas (curious), and values (unconventional)

Conscientiousness

“The tendency to be organised,
responsible, and hardworking”

Competence (efficient), order (organised),
dutifulness (not careless), achievement
striving (ambitious), self-discipline (not lazy),
and deliberation (not impulsive)

Extraversion

“An orientation of one’s interests and
energies toward the outer world of
people and things rather than the inner
world of subjective experience;
characterized by positive affect…”

Warmth (friendly), gregariousness (sociable),
assertiveness (self-confident), activity
(energetic), excitement seeking
(adventurous), and positive emotions
(enthusiastic)

Agreeableness

“The tendency to act in a cooperative,
unselfish manner”

Trust (forgiving), straight-forwardness (not
demanding), altruism (warm), compliance
(not stubborn), modesty (not show-off), and
tender-mindedness (sympathetic)

Empathy, perspective taking,
cooperation, and competitiveness

Irritability∗, Aggressiveness, and
Wilfulness

Neuroticism/
Emotional Stability

“Predictability and consistency in
emotional reactions, with absence of
rapid mood changes.” Neuroticism is “a
chronic level of emotional instability
and proneness to psychological
distress”

Anxiety (worrying), hostility (irritable),
depression (not contented), selfconsciousness (shy), impulsiveness (moody),
vulnerability to stress (not self-confident)

Anxiety (worrying), hostility
(irritable), depression (not
contented), self-consciousness
(shy), impulsiveness (moody),
vulnerability to stress (not selfconfident)

Fearfulness/behavioural inhibition,
shyness∗, irritability∗, frustration,
(lack of) soothability, sadness

378
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Related Skills

Analogous Childhood
Temperament Skills
Sensory sensitivity, Pleasure in
low-intensity activities, Curiosity

Grit, perseverance, delay of
gratification, impulse control,
achievement striving, ambition,
and work ethic

Attention/(lack of) distractibility,
Effortful control, Impulse
control/delay of gratification,
Persistence, Activity∗
Surgency, Social dominance, Social
vitality, Sensation seeking,
Shyness*, Activity*, Positive
emotionality, and
Sociability/affiliation

APPENDIX 5: MAPPING OF RECOMMENDATIONS
Recommendation

Lead
organization

Supporting
organisations

Importance

Complexity

R1.1: Expand data analysis to
gauge how key competencies
are monitored

MoE

Schools, NZCER

Medium

Medium

R1.2 Target direct SEL efforts at
students ages 13-15

Schools

MoE

Medium

Medium

R1.3 Improve information flows
to parents

Schools

MoE

Medium

Low

R2.1 Offer SEL microcredentials

MoE

Education
Council, PPTA,
Support providers

High

High

R2.2 Support PLD on the key
competencies within disciplines

MoE

Schools, support
providers,
Education Council

High

Medium

R2.3 Pilot project learning
before requiring it

MoE

Schools

Medium

Medium

R3.1 Build timetables to support
teacher collaboration

Schools

MoE, Service
providers

High

High

R3.2 Invest in system-wide
middle leader training

Schools

MoE, Education
Council, PPTA,
Support providers

High

High

R3.3 Use digital technologies to
build skills fluency

Schools

MoE

Medium

Low

R3.4 Field test instructional
resources emphasising key
competencies

MoE

Schools

Medium

Medium

R3.5 Support research into
school design

MoE

NZCER, ERO

Low

Low

R4.1 Streamline professional
standards to improve teacher
appraisal

Education
Council

PPTA, MoE,
Schools

Medium

High

R4.2 Broaden learning evidence
in the Record of Achievement

NZQA

MoE

High

High

R4.3 Make identification of rich

NZQA

Low

Medium
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standards user-friendly
R4.4 Highlight internal
processes in school reviews

ERO

R4.5 Incentivise employer and
community collaboration with
secondary schools

MoE and
Government

R4.6 Ensure tertiary
requirements do not override
secondary curricula

MoE
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High

Medium

Treasury; Ministry
of Business,
Innovation and
Employment

Medium

High

Universities,
Tertiary Education
Commission,
Schools

Low

Medium

